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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Overview

Chemists find certain types of bonding interesting and useful. Dative bonds are such a category. Boron is the only non-metal with significant dative bond chemistry. The focus of this dissertation will be exploring the dative bond formation of boron-containing compounds and electron-pair donating species. From a hybrid orbital theoretical framework, neutral boron-containing compounds exhibit an empty p-orbital, ideal for accepting a lone pair thus acting as a Lewis acid.

Boron’s utility has been discovered in a wide variety of fields of study. In this chapter I will discuss a few of the most widely investigated experimental behaviors of boron containing molecules. Among these areas of inquiry boron has been shown to exhibit, physiological activity, the ability to act as binding mechanism for sugar sensing, the primary component of bacterial communication molecules, and as an important plant nutrient. I will describe some of the computational investigation methods that are utilized to study boron systems. This chapter will identify some of the limitations of those methods and provide a basis for justifying method selection for the studies described herein.

Common studies of boron

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy

One environment in which boron has been studied since the 1950 is boron neutron capture therapy\(^1\text{--}^4\)(BNCT), a cancer treatment method. BNCT is a binary system, meaning that the two components of the treatment are not lethal independently but lethal when combined. This binary system allows for greater selectivity in the attack on the cancerous
cells. BNCT intervenes in the progress of cancer when $^{10}\text{B}$ is bombarded and absorbs thermal neutrons. The resulting $^{11}\text{B}$ undergoes decay to a high kinetic energy alpha particle and lithium ion (combined kinetic energy of 2.31 MeV) with a small portion of $\gamma$ decay. (0.48 MeV) (Equation 1.1) MeV energies completely ionize the product species.

$$^{10}\text{B} + ^1\text{n} \rightarrow ^4\text{He}^{2+} + ^7\text{Li}^{3+} + 5\text{e}^- + \gamma$$

BNCT is an effective treatment therapy because boron-10 has a very large effective cross section for capture of neutrons to undergo radioactive decay and boron readily absorbs neutrons where most other organic components do not. In addition the generated components have relatively low ionization tracks of only about 0.01 mm, or about the diameter of a cell. This means that nearby tissues are relatively unaffected by this decay, it is highly localized. Also it is very effective at causing apoptosis, cell death; both properties are highly desired for cancer treatments.

In a binary therapy both components need to be delivered to the treatment site. Thermal neutrons are an excellent source of neutrons, particularly for surface tumors. However, thermal neutrons penetrate poorly as they are scattered by hydrogen nuclei; therefore for deeper tumors epithermal neutrons must be used, which penetrate well.

Boron has a very low natural abundance in healthy cells. The isotopic abundance of boron is also of concern as well $^{10}\text{B}$’s natural abundance is only 19.8% $^{11}\text{B}$ does not absorb neutrons and therefore is inactive for this therapy. Delivery of boron atoms selectively to target sites is therefore challenge associated with this therapy. A process of enrichment to cancerous cells must occur. Boron can be delivered in many ways to several different portions of a cell. Some of the locations that are possible are the extracellular volume, the cell wall, and intracellular volume. Incorporation into the internal portion of the nucleus is
the most difficult; however, inter-nuclear incorporation is the most effective for apoptosis.\(^5\) Cancerous cells have a disproportionate nutrient uptake therefore have some preference in boron loading and selectivity.\(^6\)

Many boron substituted amino acids have been synthesized for the incorporation method.\(^7\)–\(^{13}\) In searching for more effective uptake mechanisms, other surprising physiological activities of boron containing compounds were discovered. Small four-coordinate boron containing molecules were found to have anti-hyperlipidemic,\(^{14}\)–\(^{19}\) anti-Neoplastic,\(^{20}\)–\(^{24}\) anti-inflammatory,\(^{25}\)–\(^{30}\) anti-osteoporotic\(^{31}\) and anti-obesity activity.\(^{22}\) Low LD50 (lethal dosage in 50% of the population) values are common with boron containing complexes. The toxicity and low boron concentration of these compounds has caused other compounds to be used more frequently in modern BNCT; in spite of this, the unexpected activities are still of interest.

It has been hypothesized that competitive Lewis Acid/Base chemistry may be the responsible mechanism for the nature of the activity. A correlation between, anti-hyperlipidemic and anti-neoplastic activities, and boron-nitrogen Lewis acid/base dative bond strength in small molecules has been shown.\(^{32}\) In chapter 2 the proposed mechanism for this activity will be described. The reaction pathway will be confirmed at a higher level of theory then previous works. The described pathway, an S\(_{N}\)2 mechanism, will also be shown to be lower in energy then an alternate mechanism, the water assisted transfer mechanism.

**Quorum Sensing**

Quorum sensing (QS) is a bacterial communication method. Bacteria excrete small molecules known as signaling molecules into their environment. When large enough
quantities of bacteria exist in the same area the concentration of those communicator molecules rises above a threshold concentration. Once that threshold has been reached this induces group activities by groups of bacteria. Quorum sensing has been shown to relate to biofilm formation, bioluminescence, virulence, conjugation, sporulation, and swarming motility.

The signaling molecules can be species dependant or occur between diverse species. Among the few signaling molecules that have been identified is auto-inducer-2 (AI-2; Figure 1.1) this furanosyl borate diester is utilized by a large array of gram negative and gram positive bacteria. AI-2 has been referred to as the universal signal due to the ubiquity of luxS. LuxS is the gene responsible for the creation of AI-2. It is not clear that AI-2 is always used as a signaling molecule despite its ubiquity.

![Auto-Inducer-2 (AI-2)](image)

**Figure 1.1 Auto-Inducer-2 (AI-2)**

Much research has gone into identifying ways to inhibit quorum sensing molecules to help mitigate the undesirable effects of QS. The universal nature of the AI-2 signaling molecule is a prime target for study. The precursor product of AI-2 is call Pro-AI-2 and is an
erythro-furanose, and has much similarity to saccharide crosslinking that will be discussed in the next section. Quorum sensing has been shown to be inhibited by boronic acids.\textsuperscript{41} The inhibition may occur due to a borate diester forming with large functional groups that can preclude the auto-inducer from binding to its active site. It consequently becomes of interest to study the importance of boron in signaling.

**Saccharide binding, sensing, and recognition**

Boronic acids and borates readily form esters and diesters via a dehydration reaction to diols. This binding is tight and reversible. In the last 20 years, an enormous amount of research has gone into using boronic acid functional groups for sensing and carbohydrate recognition.

“Not all boronic acids bind with the diol moiety with the same affinity and not all diols bind to a boronic acid with the same affinity”\textsuperscript{42} The differentiation property makes boronic acids ideal for sensing and recognition. To utilize this property it is important to completely understand the intrinsic driving factors associated with borate binding.

Boronic acids and boronates have been utilized in a wide array of novel fashions, from attaching fluorescent components, to developing a non invasive glucose detector for diabetics, to stimuli responsive controlled release systems, to boron mediated drug delivery.\textsuperscript{43–46} The wide array of research lines and intense current investigations indicates that this will be an important field for many years to come.

Studying saccharides poses significant computational challenges. Their variability makes configurational searching problematic. The complex nature of modeling of saccharides will be described in chapter 3. I will discuss how a tool was created to help
characterize saccharides, and how it can be implemented. This tool will be useful in future saccharide inquiries.

**Rhamnogalacturonan-II**

Boron has been known to exist in plants since the mid 1800’s.\(^47\) At the turn of the century it was known to be ubiquitous in the plant kingdom.\(^48\) By the 1920s boron had been determined to be an essential micronutrient to plants.\(^49\) Boron content has been found to vary between plants of different species and types; from low boron requirements in graminaceous monocot plants, such as barley to moderate boron need in dicots like, peas, beets and lettuce, to high boron needs in latex forming plants, such as dandelion and poppy.\(^50\) The variability in boron uptake requirements has caused much research to go into identifying the optimal boron content for individual plant types.

The boron content of soil is hard to maintain. Boric acid is easily leached from soil with too much water while too little water causes boron to crystallize and become intransigent. Boron uptake has been determined to be a passive uptake mechanism of boric acid by root tips.\(^51\) Soil pH also effects boric acid availability. As pH increases boric acid binds to soil material and consequently is less available to plants.

Deficiencies in boron can lead to a wide variety of atypical plant growth patterns. Boron deficient plants exhibit stunted growth, misshaped leaves and discoloration. Brittle stems and leaves are produced, and fewer reproductive organs (i.e. buds and flowers) form. Stems can also form hollow. Boron requirements are greater for reproductive vegetative parts and for developing and growing parts of plants.\(^52,53\)
Boron plays a critical role in plant cell wall structure. The plant cell wall is a large rigid network of hemicellulose strings embedded in a pectic framework. The pectic fraction is composed of three covalently linked polysaccharides responsible for pectic infrastructure; homogalacturonan (HG), rhamnogalacturonan I (RG-I), and rhamnogalacturonan II (RG-II). Homogalacturonan is composed of α-(1-4)-linked D-galacturonic acids to form long chains. RG-I and RG-II are functional groups attached to HG chains in a short length of the chain. Individual RG-II monomer units (mRG-II) are capable of using a boron atom to dimerize to form dRG-II-B.

The RG-II polysaccharide is plays a unique role in the structural rigidity of the plant cell wall. The pectic infrastructure is constrained (i.e. becomes rigid) when boron has bridged two RG-II monomer units. The mechanism for modulating rigidity is simply a change in pH. At low pH’s the crosslink is disrupted and mRG-II is formed. This allows the cell wall’s porosity to change and the cell to grow or change as needed. When the pH returns to neutral ranges d-RG-II is formed and rigidity returns. The pH change does need to be significant. RG-II remains in its dimer form until beyond a pH of 4 in in vitro studies.

RG-II structure is a highly conserved polysaccharide in plants. Considerable effort has gone into identifying the glycosyl residues of RG-II (Figure 1.2). The RG-II backbone contains at least 8, α-(1-4)-linked D-galacturonic acids. There are four side chains labeled A-D (Figure 1.2). Side chains A and B have Api linkages to the back bone, however the boron cross link only occurs at side chain A (Figure 1.3). The crosslinking furanosyl apiose is highlighted in red. Side Chain B is not consistently structurally conserved.
The ubiquity of the rhamnogalacturonan II crosslink mechanism implies that it developed early in plant evolution and it is likely that it is fundamental to plant cell wall structure. β-D-erythro-furanoses readily form borate esters.\(^7\)\(^3\) β-D-Apif is the only component of RG-II with this configuration. The crosslink always occurs at the side chain A apiosyl residue.

---

**Figure 1.2** RG-II, residue structure, crosslink occurs at β-D-Apif (red)
The boron of the borate diester is a chiral center. There are two possible configurations for the crosslink: R and S. Currently the orientation of the crosslink is unassignable however the two configurations appear to be in equal distribution\textsuperscript{74} (Figure 1.4).

**Figure 1.3 Rhamnogalacturonan II, detail side chain A**
Figure 1.4 R (Top) and S (Bottom) configurations of borate crosslink of apirose in RG-II (Shown in wedge dash projection to emphasize stereochemistry)

The cross link is stabilized by large atomic radius divalent cations. The role of the cations is poorly understood. Pb$^{2+}$, Ba$^{2+}$ and Sr$^{2+}$ significantly improve the formation of dRG-II-B. Ca$^{2+}$ at higher concentrations, as well as other cations La$^{3+}$, Eu$^{3+}$ Ce$^{3+}$, Pr$^{3+}$, or Nd$^{3+}$ have been shown to stabilize as well. The binding site of the divalent cation is not known.

RG-II is a major polysaccharide component of wine. This RG-II component comes from the cell wall by microbial glycanase during fermentation. This has become the preferred mechanism for extraction of RG-II. Much work continues in the biological realm concerning RG-II particularly with respect to enzymatic activity and structural activity.

In Chapter 4 a model of the apiose crosslink will be presented. I will discuss the potential energy surface along the crosslink pathway from products to reactants. An
assignment of R and S configurations will be proposed based on calculated thermodynamic values of each of the two configurations.

**Computational investigation methods, description, selection criteria, and justification**

**Introduction**

There are many methods that could be used to attempt to study these boron containing systems. Some of the most common methods are molecular mechanics, molecular dynamics, density functional theory, and ab inito methods. Each varying level of theory has certain strengths and drawbacks in accuracy and compute time as well as other constraints. I will discuss some of these components to elucidate the manner of method selection used in the studies reported here. In the next section I will begin with methods that were not chosen and the reasons why followed by the methods that have been selected.

Method selection is dependent on the framework that we are attempting to study within. The accuracy achievable by computational chemistry models is constrained by available computer resources. It therefore is important to evaluate methodology before attempting any calculation. The large systems of interest to us, if fully modeled, generally exceed the resources we have to investigate them. We must therefore, find an alternate means to understand the large systems of interest. For example, if we can thoroughly understand boron’s role in small systems, then we may be able to scale our understanding to larger systems and elucidate the role that boron plays there. In using this research motif, our method for understanding large systems is predicated on understanding derived from smaller systems.
Considered Methods

Molecular Mechanics

The molecular mechanics method is often employed for modeling large systems due to its cost effectiveness in computational time. This method renders large systems including proteins, enzymes and polysaccharides more manageable computationally. The speed of calculation can come at a significant cost to accuracy depending on the system and how closely it matches parameterized values.

Molecular mechanics (MM) is a method that uses classical mechanics to model molecular systems. It evaluates potential energy using a force field approximation. This essentially sums a series of potential energy terms. Each potential energy function maintains a classical energy form based on adjustable parameters. The parameters are adjusted to match experimental or computed results. The parameterization must be internally consistent. MM performs well for systems that are well parameterized. If a system is of study is not near parameterized values or has not been sufficiently parameterized in MM its results may be poor. Relatively little parameterization has been done on boron dative bond, particularly with respect to boron bonding to sugars. Molecular mechanics must also conserve bonds, as this is the method by which energy is conserved in the model.

Molecular Dynamics

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulates the motion of atoms over time by calculating trajectories in time evolved steps. MD calculations may be used with any level of theory to determine forces and potential energies. Often MD utilizes molecular mechanics force fields to calculate its trajectories. In this case MD offers code that has the same constraints as
MM but is more expensive computationally. MD allows us to get thermodynamic data and to study a larger sampling of our system. It can also provide dynamics for systems. This method essentially has the same force field problems as MM and was not pursued as a potential research avenue.

Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory is an *ab initio* method. DFT obtains electronic structures for the electron density by solving the Kohn-Sham equation (electrons interacting with a static potential) rather than approximating the electronic wave function. DFT is commonly computationally cheaper than other more traditional *ab initio* methods. DFT works well with extended systems. Density functional theory derives orbitals from the electron density instead of starting with derived canonical orbitals. Considerable effort is expended to optimize functionals for DFT. Four-coordinate boron is somewhat exotic so the accuracy of DFT methods is not as well established for systems that contain this motif. Choosing functionals for DFT can also be difficult because improvements to functionals are hard to compare. Finally, DFT has been shown to have challenges describing boron containing compounds.

Selected methods

*Introduction*

There are many *ab initio* methods and several will be described and compared in this section. In general *ab initio* methods are used for their accuracy and versatility in
computations. For these reasons we use ab initio methods, to better understand structural information in small-scale models.

**Hartree-Fock**

The Hartree-Fock (HF) method is the starting point for most *ab initio* methods. All the systems examined herein are closed shell systems. The most efficient type HF calculation for closed shell systems is Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF)\(^{84}\). Several approximations are made in HF. The approximation of most frequent concern is that it does not account for electron correlation. The coulombic interaction between elections is a significant, though consistent component of the electronic potential energy.

One key quality of HF methods is that they are variational\(^{84}\). The variational principle indicates that the calculated expectation value of the exact Hamiltonian operator on any approximate normalized wave function will be greater than the true ground state energy. i.e. anything that it is possible to do to the wave function that reduces the energy is closer to the correct energy because no energy that is calculated will ever be lower than the real value. In addition to being variational Hartree-Fock is also comparably fast; HF calculations scale as \(N^4\) where \(N\) is the number of orbital functions\(^{85}\). In the works reported here the RHF level of theory was used for preliminary optimization and geometry searching.

**Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory**

Møller-Plesset perturbation theory provides an estimate of electron correlation relative to the HF method\(^{86,87}\). The electron correlation perturbation causes this theory to be no longer variational; however, it typically obtains better approximations of the energy expectation value than HF. Møller-Plesset perturbation is a Taylor expansion. Expanding to
the second order in the power series (MP2) is frequently used. As with any Taylor expansion the first term is the predominant term and therefore the largest term in recovering electron correlation is in the MP2 term. Expanding to the third order term (MP3) in the power series typically and inconsistent over estimates electron correlation and improperly identifies geometries\textsuperscript{88,89}. Expanding to the fourth term (mp4) is computationally expensive. Due to relative cost efficiency as a means for recovering some of the correlation effects, MP2 was chosen as the primary method for this work for electron correlated level of theory for its balance between accuracy and cost efficiency. In this work all structures of concern are optimized to at least the MP2 level of theory. MP2 scales as $N^{5.85}$.

**Coupled Cluster**

Coupled cluster (CC) is non-variational method that is capable of chemical accuracy, the accuracy required to make realistic chemical predictions. This method converts the Slater determinant into a linear combination of all possible excited Slater determinants, thereby allowing electrons to avoid each other, and therefore adding electron correlation\textsuperscript{90,78}. For our purposes we chose CCSD(T). This means that all the single and double excitations of electrons are treated fully while triple excitations are treated as a perturbation. This method is a computationally expensive method (scales as $N^{7.85}$, and consequently was only used in a limited fashion.
Property and Confirmation calculations

Hessian Matrix

When identifying potential energy minima, the way to determine if a structure with a stationary point is actually a minimum is to compute the gradient. The second derivative with respect to energy square matrix is an example of a Hessian matrix or the force-constant matrix. This matrix is used in many ways. The Hessian Matrix is approximated in the quasi-Newtonian optimization methodology as a means to identifying minima and transitions states. It also helps approximate the curvature during the search portion of optimization, this is why it’s updated at each optimization step. The Hessian allows us to compute vibrational frequencies and determine if the curvature is positive definite. Positive definite functions indicate that the potential energy surface gradient is positive or has a positive curvature in all directions indicating it is a genuine minimum. A Hessian matrix is used to confirm that saddle point calculations have only one negative eigenvalue. Finally, Hessian matrices provide key data to generate thermodynamic data.

Thermodynamics

By calculating the second order derivatives it is possible to calculate the vibrational frequencies and thereby obtain the vibrational partition function. Rotation, translation, and electronic partition functions are readily obtained from information that is easily derived from electronic structure calculation.
Figure 1.5 Electronic Energy

In general the absolute energies calculated create a framework for the potential energy surface. $U_e$ is the absolute energy calculated by GAMESS (Figure 1.5). $U_e$ is also called $D_e$ or the dissociation energy at the equilibrium radius. $D_0 = D_e - E_{ZPE}$ The internal energy at T=0 is then $U_0^0 = N_A \cdot D_0$

$\Delta U_e$ is the difference in energy between products to reactants. At T=0, $\Delta U = \Delta E = \Delta H = \Delta G$ These values can be thermally corrected to any temperature, however the correction is small particularly in reference to $U_e$ and $D_0$ and even $\Delta U_e$ and $\Delta D_0$. 
\[ \Delta E^{298} = \Delta E_e^0 + \Delta(\Delta E_e)^{298} + \Delta E_v^0 \Delta(\Delta E_v)_{298} + \Delta E_r^{298} + \Delta E_t^{298} \]

\[ \Delta H^{298} = \Delta E^{298} + \Delta(PV) \]

\[ \Delta H^{298} = \Delta E^{298} + \Delta E_T + \Delta nRT \]

\[ \Delta E_e^0 = \Delta U_e \] is the energy difference between products and reactants at 0K

\[ \Delta(\Delta E_e)^{298} \] is the change in electronic energy difference, with the exception of some rare cases of low lying excited states this should be zero.

\[ \Delta E_v^0 \] is the difference in zero point energies between reactants and products.

\[ \Delta(\Delta E_v)_{298} \] is the change in the thermal vibrational correction at 298K

\[ \Delta E_r^{298} \] is the rotational energy difference between products and reactants

\[ \Delta E_t^{298} \] is the translational energy difference between products and reactants

\[ \Delta E_T \] is simply a collection of thermal correction terms.

GAMESS simplifies these calculations. GAMESS prints thermochemistry values that are formatted in such a way that \( \Delta U_e + \Delta H \) from products and reactants (which does account for ZPE) = \( \Delta H^{298} \) for the systems.

**Basis Set**

At each level of theory, a set of mathematical functions needs to be used in order to model the molecular orbitals. These functions are called the basis set. When considering a basis set, one must consider the orbital products (\( \Psi^* \Psi \)). The more functions or the more complex a basis set, the more computationally expensive the calculation becomes. The number of functions used to model a wave function, is scaled exponentially in *ab initio*
calculations. Basis sets are categorized into several different types including minimal, extended, split-valence, polarized and diffuse.

Slater-type orbitals (STO) are used to approximate atomic orbitals, however they are computationally expensive to use. They have the general form of

\[ S_{nltm}^\xi(r, \theta, \psi) = N r^{n-1} e^{-\xi r} Y_l^m(\theta, \psi) \]

where \( N \) is the normalization constant and \( Y \) is the spherical harmonics. STO’s are very similar in functional form to hydrogen atom eigenfunctions. While STOs are capable of describing atomic orbitals well, the required integrals are often need to be solved numerically and therefore are computationally expensive.

\[ G_{nltm}^\xi(r, \theta, \psi) = N r^{n-1} e^{-\xi r^2} Y_l^m(\theta, \psi) \]

It is more computationally compact to calculate integrals with Gaussian basis functions. Gaussian-type orbitals, or GTOs as these are called typically, are easier mathematically to use than STOs as the squares also produce Gaussians thus two GTO on different centers can be written as a single GTO centered at a position in between the original two centers. Gaussians have the wrong behavior near the nuclear where they don’t have a cusp and far from the nucleus where they taper off too soon. Therefore several Gaussian primitives are used to approximately model the STO. Gaussian primitive coefficients are typically optimized with \textit{ab initio} (usually HF though some correlation methods have been used) atom calculations.

Figure 1.6 shows how one Gaussian would represent the 1s wave function. It is readily apparent that this method does not appropriately represent the system it is trying to model. We therefore use combinations as described above.
Figure 1.7 demonstrates how using an increasing number of Gaussians can better approximate the Slater type orbitals.

Figure 1.6 Wave function vs. 1 Gaussian

Figure 1.7 Wave Function vs. STO

Minimal

A minimum basis uses a single basis function is used for each orbital (or more appropriately STO) on an atom. The most common of these minimal basis set functions are referred to as STO-NG where N is denotes the number of Gaussians primitives used to create the orbital that will represent the STO. Minimal basis sets are the simplest expansions of orbitals possible. Minimal basis sets are usually chosen for cursory investigations or preliminary structure determination.

Extended

A single STO is often not flexible enough to properly represent the nature of the atomic orbitals it is trying to represent. In an expanded basis set, orbitals are approximated
using a linear combination of two (in the case of double zeta) STOs. Zeta is the term that varies the diffuseness of an orbital. A double zeta form is shown below. The orbital is expressed as a sum of two STOs with a constant to determine contribution of each STO

$$\phi(r) = \phi(r, \zeta_1) + d \phi(r, \zeta_2)$$

Triple and quadruple zeta basis sets have a similar form only including more STOs. Expanded basis sets are computationally expensive; however they do provide better approximations of the wave function.

**Split Valence**

Pople basis sets

Calculating full extended orbitals for every orbital on every atom can be very costly computationally. Core electrons participate to a lesser extent than valence electrons in chemistry. Split-valence basis sets were created to account for this and consequently reduce the cost of a calculation. X-YZ(WV)g is the typical form of a split-valence basis set. As the inner shell electrons play a smaller roll in any calculation, core electrons are approximated by X number of Gaussians to represent a single STO. The Y and Z (W V) term indicates the number of Gaussians used to represent each STO of the valence electrons. The number of terms included therefore implies the zeta. (i.e. 6-31G is a double zeta quality basis set) The combination of Gaussians significantly improves the accuracy of the basis set. Pople basis set is the most commonly used technique for computations as core electrons play relatively small rolls in problems of typical concern. This method models the wave function well while performing significantly faster than extended basis sets.
Basis set expansions

Most basis sets are optimized in relative to atomic calculations which have no directional characteristics. It is not feasible to optimize a basis set based on individual molecules as those optimized orbitals would not be optimal for other molecules. It therefore becomes necessary to account for the molecular environment. This is done through the addition of functions to add polarization and diffuseness. The polarization functions allow for more directional character in orbitals, while the diffuse functions allow for a further extension of the functions. These functions are added to improve the representative nature of the molecular orbitals.

A polarization function adds one node to the orbital is operating on, an example of such a case is an s orbital having some p character assigned to it. This essentially allows the orbital to be more asymmetric about the nucleus. This is important in molecular bonding as a molecule removes spherical environment. Polarization effects are usually noticed when atoms are brought close together and are important in chemical bonding and where electron correlation is important.

Diffuse basis sets take into account the tail feature of the wave functions. Gaussians typically do not represent the wave function at large radius as they taper off sooner. Diffuse functions do a better job of approximating the wave functions at greater radii. Using diffuse functions is very important when dealing with longer range effects, negative charges or with loose binding.

Polarized basis sets usually designated with a * or (d) to indicate that polarization functions are in place on all “heavy” (not hydrogen and helium) atoms. The notation ** typically indicated that in addition to d orbitals on heavy atoms p orbitals have been added to
Diffuse basis sets are denoted by +. The notation ++ typically refers to a diffuse shell being added to both heavy atoms and to hydrogen atoms.

**Correlation Consistent**

Correlation consistent (cc) basis sets are more recently created than Pople basis sets and have become widely used. The cc basis set was designed to converge systematically to the complete basis set limit. Dunning basis sets\(^9\) (as they are sometime called for their creator) are described by the form cc-pVNZ where cc = correlation consistent, p = polarized, V= valence only, N = zeta level (D, T, Q... for double, triple and quadruple zeta respectively) cc basis sets include polarization and diffuse functions by default with additional functions available to further augment the representation of the electronic orbitals.

**Solvent models**

**Explicit solvents**

Most experiments are done in solution, so models of the experiments need a solvent to be more representative and accurate. There are two ways to approximate a solvent. An explicit solvent can be used or a continuum model. An explicit solvent can be done using full \textit{ab initio} solvent molecules or a reduced form. \textit{ab initio} waters are prohibitively expensive and are often not used unless they are participating in chemistry. Explicit solvent can be computed by effective fragment potential method (EFP)\(^92-94\). EFP creates modeled solvent molecules that interact non-covalently with solute molecules. EFP calculations often require a large quantity of solvent molecules to appropriately model a solvent typically 1 to 2 solvent
shells. This means that both solvent models are still computationally too expensive to use in conjunction with our large solute molecules.

**Continuum Solvents**

Two continuum models are readily available, are used frequently and are easy to use in GAMESS, self consistent reaction field (SCRF)\(^{95,96}\) and polarized continuum model (PCM)\(^{97-100}\) calculations. Both models approximate solvent by creating a dielectric continuum outside a bubble surrounding the solute. SCRF creates the bubble at a fixed radius about the molecule. PCM is a more computationally expensive, though more accurate calculation type that is run for solvent calculations. This method approximates a solvent shell slightly larger than the van der Waals radius around each of the atoms in a molecule. The solvent shell is a dielectric continuum using the dielectric constant of a given solvent. PCM is less susceptible to error than SCRF to error, due to SCRF’s dependence on user defines solvent shell size.

**Computational Resources**

Throughout the process of computational chemistry the available resources are a primary concern in evaluating what calculations can and will be computed. Perspective on the available resources available can help inform the understanding of the choices that have been made.

The cluster, used for the calculations reported here, consists of 32 Dell PowerEdge M610 blade nodes in two Dell M1000e enclosures. Each node utilizes 2 Intel Xeon L5520 quad core processors, with 24GB (6x4GB) of DDR3 RAM. Each node has two 73GB 15K
rpm SCSI drives in RAID 0 configuration with the majority of space dedicated to scratch space. The individual nodes are interlinked with two network infrastructures. A GigE network is used for slow network traffic while a Mellanox quad data rate (QDR) infiniband network is used for low latency network traffic. A head node controls the cluster and manages the Rocks Cluster distribution that is the operating system of the cluster. It utilizes a Redhat Linux backbone. GAMESS is installed on each node and it utilizes the Intel compilers, MKL and MPI.

Conclusion

Boron has been shown to be useful in many surprising ways. It is often neglected in the development of computational methodologies and consequently many methods for understanding large scale systems perform poorly when they contain boron. To rectify this lack, high level computations of boron containing molecules have been done to improve our understanding of small systems so that the gleaned information can be utilized to develop better large systems studying methodologies.

In the following chapters I will discuss the behavior of boron dative bonding to nitrogen and oxygen. Chapter Two will discuss boron nitrogen dative bonding direct transfers and boron oxygen bonding intermediates. This information will be used to shed light on a proposed mechanism for physiological activities. Chapter 3 focuses on the development of a tool called CREPES and demonstrates its utility in searching the potential energy surface of saccharides. Chapter 4 describes the potential energy surface for the crosslinking of RG-II and will provide a theoretical framework for assigning the R and S configurations of the apiose crosslink. Chapter 5 will summarize the contents and describe
how the tools developed here can help study in the developing fields of borate sugar binding and quorum sensing.
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CHAPTER 2. THORETICAL STUDY OF COMPETATIVE LEWIS ACID/BASE CHEMISTRY VIA BORANE TRANSFER REACTIONS

Under revision for Journal of Physical Chemistry

Abstract

Ab initio calculations have been carried out on a series of boron-nitrogen dative bond containing compounds with intriguing physiological activity. They describe the pathway for the transfer of a borane moiety between Lewis base sites. The calculation of bond dissociation energies, barrier heights, reaction energies, and free energies were used to evaluate the proposed mechanism. Transition state energies for the S_N2 reactions studied were lower than bond dissociation energies or water assisted dissociation. Reaction energies suggest that the transfer of boranes from simple amines to more physiologically relevant Lewis base sites is thermodynamically favored. Inclusion of solvation effects has an important effect on both the predicted thermodynamic and kinetic variables.

Introduction

Boron has been studied for its physiological activity for many years. Much of this research has been on boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT)\cite{1-4} as a treatment for cancer. Many small boron-containing molecules, used as potential boron delivery mechanism for BNCT, have been found to exhibit surprising physiological activity. These boron-containing molecules include boron-nitrogen dative bonds, dipolar bonds with bond dissociation energies around 200 kJ*mol^{-1}. Some of the interesting activities of these molecules include anti-hyperlipidemic\cite{5-10}, anti-neoplastic\cite{11-15}, anti-obesity\cite{13}, anti-inflammatory\cite{16-21}, and anti-osteooporotic\cite{22} effects. Despite an abundance of research on the physiological effects, there
have been relatively few experimental attempts to elucidate the mechanism by which these physiological activities occur.

The broad range of activities of small boron-containing molecules may be explained by the inhibition of enzymes or critical physiological pathways by the transfer of the electron deficient borane moieties to nitrogen Lewis base active sites in the body.\textsuperscript{23} This hypothesized reaction is a competitive Lewis acid/base transfer reaction. Correlations between boron-nitrogen bond strength and the anti-neoplastic and the anti-hyperlipidemic activities has been found\textsuperscript{24}. The present work shows evidence that Lewis base sites modeled after common active site residues create more stable B-N dative bonds than with other small amines. This evidence supports the theory that a transfer of a borane moiety to biologically relevant nitrogens can occur and may result in the described physiological activity. Among the molecules observed to have physiological activities\textsuperscript{2-4}, the structural complexity of the small molecules did not produce a trend in activity. It is important to note that clear trends in physiological activity based on structural complexity would not be expected from our hypothesis of borane transfer between Lewis base sites. The expected trend would be based on competitive Lewis acid base chemistry. The strength of the binding of the borane to the small nitrogen containing moiety as compared to the strength of the binding to the physiological Lewis base site would show the expected trend.

The exchange of boron-containing moieties from the small nitrogen containing molecule to the biologically relevant nitrogen-containing molecules can occur via an S\textsubscript{N}1 or S\textsubscript{N}2 mechanism. A previous study has found that the S\textsubscript{N}1 pathway is almost equivalent in energy to complete dissociation\textsuperscript{23}. The S\textsubscript{N}2 mechanism, however, has a significantly lower energy barrier than both S\textsubscript{N}1 (partial dissociation) and a two-step pathway through adduct
bond breaking and separate formation of a new adduct bond (complete dissociation). Data indicate that the most probable mechanism for the borane moiety exchange is the $S_N2$ mechanism. The work reported herein improves $S_N2$ mechanism calculations\textsuperscript{23} and demonstrates that water assisted dissociation is not energetically competitive with the $S_N2$ mechanism.

The next two sections will describe the calculations and calculated molecules. The discussion section will describe the results of a study of borane moiety exchange between nitrogen containing molecules. The selected molecules have shown physiological activity. The borane moiety exchange is envisioned as an $S_N2$ mechanistic Lewis acid/base transfer; the proposed mechanistic pathway is hypothesized to be an active component of observed enzymatic inhibition and physiological pathway termination. Histidine was chosen as the prototypical biological nitrogen containing Lewis base. Calculations confirm that borane moiety transfer to histidine is thermodynamically favorable. The favorability of the $S_N2$ mechanistic pathway versus bond dissociation or water assisted bond dissociation is confirmed here. Finally, Gibbs free energy values and resultant equilibrium constants show significant transfer of boron moieties to nitrogen Lewis base sites in enzyme residues. Such a transfer may give rise to the activities that have been observed.

**Methods**

All structures were optimized at several levels of theory: initially, MP2/6-31G(d)\textsuperscript{25-28} and RHF/6-31G(d) PCM\textsuperscript{26-30}; eventually, Dunning basis sets MP2/cc-pVTZ\textsuperscript{25,31} and, RHF/cc-pVTZ PCM\textsuperscript{29-31}; finally, MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM level calculations were carried out. MP2/cc-pVTZ and MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM results are presented here. Beginning and end point...
stationary structures were determined to be minima by positive definite Hessian matrices. Saddle point calculations for transition states were classified by having only one negative eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix.

Selected torsional searches were done at the MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory to identify the lowest energy conformations. The geometries from the MP2/6-31G(d) level optimized structures were used as starting geometries in progressive optimizations. Solvent model calculations were done to mimic the biological reactions environment.

A polarized continuum model (PCM) with water as the solvent was used. PCM does not contain any explicit water; however, for water assisted transfer of boron moieties an ab initio water at key locations in the continuum solvent has been added. Calculations were conducted using GAMESS\textsuperscript{32,33}.

Bond dissociation energies (BDE), reaction energies and barrier heights were calculated by absolute total energy differences. Thermodynamic values were derived at 298.15 K from Hessian matrices of the optimized structures. MP2/cc-pVTZ enthalpy and free energy, values were scaled by frequency scaling factors of 0.9832\textsuperscript{34}. Equilibrium data was computed from free energy using \( \Delta G = -RT \ln K_{eq} \).

**Results**

The 49 structures utilized by this study are identified in Figure 2.2 - Figure 2.4, Figure 2.6 - Figure 2.11, Figure 2.13 - Figure 2.15. For convenience, the structures are broken down into categories. General structures are provided in Figure 2.1, Figure 2.5, and Figure 2.12 Reactants are defined as the borane bonded to ammonia with a free fragment of
the modeled amine Lewis base site and water. Borane bound to a modeled Lewis base site with a free ammonia molecule and water is defined as the products.

Starting Point Structures

The first category of structures includes starting geometries (Figure 2.2, (1-3)); these compounds represent the most computationally tractable set of compounds whose pharmacological activities have been studied experimentally. The general structure is described in Figure 2.1.

Starting geometries of the putative pharmacophores are in the staggered configuration for ammonia borane (1), and cyano ammonia borane (2), in carboxylic ammonia borane (3) the ammonia is rotated to the eclipsed position due to a non covalent inter nuclear interaction between the hydrogen on the ammonia and the carbonyl portion of the carboxylic acid.
Figure 2.2 Starting point structures
**Fragment Structures**

Molecular fragments are the second category of structures (Figure 2.3(4-10)). They are derived from dissociation of other molecules in the study and are required for calculating barrier heights as well as bond dissociation energies. Boranes 4 and 5 are planar while the carboxy borane is staggered. In order to have a physiologically relevant model for the histidine residue (Figure 2.3(10)), the calculations reported here had to exclude the hydrogen-bonding interactions between ring nitrogens and the N-H bond of the amine group that would be part of the peptide backbone. This interaction would not be available when histidine is a residue in an actual biological system. Backbone amines are be involved in peptide bonds and consequently hydrogen-bonding with the imidazole portion of the histidine cannot occur. The lowest energy configuration with the imidazole rotated away from the backbone was chosen as the minimum energy structure. The histidine that was calculated is the zwitterion.
Figure 2.3 Fragments
8. NH$_2$CH$_3$

9. Imidazole

10. Histidine

Figure 2.3 (Continued) Fragments
Water Intermediate Structures

Figure 2.4 (11-13) shows the intermediates for water assisted transition; they are the third category of structures. In a water assisted mechanism the Lewis acid transfers to a water Lewis base pair to form an intermediate. This water bound intermediate then transfers the borane moiety to the Lewis base site in the body. Shown are the low energy rotamers of each structure. As with the ammonia starting point a non covalent inter nuclear interaction occurs between the carbonyl portion of the carboxylic acid and the hydrogen of the bound Lewis base.
Figure 2.4 Water Intermediate structures
**Transition State Structures**

The fourth category consists of transition states. Figure 2.6 - Figure 2.8 shows the ammonia base transitions (14-25); Figure 2.10 - Figure 2.11 displays the water configurations (26-37). These structures illustrate the $S_N2$ transitions from putative pharmacophore to the model protein residue Lewis base site. Figure 2.5 diagrams the general structures of transitions states.

![Transition State Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.5 Transition State**

There are 2 sets of transition states modeled, ammonia and water (ammonia pictured)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOH</td>
<td>Imidazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>R=0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the $\beta$ 3 and 4 cases the N is part of the imidazole ring, in these cases $\beta$ is the carbon adjacent to the other nitrogen in the imidazole ring.

The transition states for borane, cyano borane and carboxy borane are shown in Figure 2.6 (14-17), Figure 2.7 (18-21), and Figure 2.8 (22-25) respectively. Transition states typically have staggered configurations except where a strong noncovalent interaction occurs between adjacent groups attached to the boron and nitrogen. This is particularly common with carbonyl groups of the carboxylic acid borane.
Figure 2.6 Transition states structures (ammonia), Boranes (14-17)
Figure 2.7 Transition state structures (ammonia), Cyanoboranes (18-21)
Figure 2.8 Transition state structures (ammonia), Carboxylicboranes (22-25)
Figure 2.9 Transition State structures (Water), Borane (26-29)
Figure 2.10 Transition State structures (Water), Cyanoboranes (30-33)
Figure 2.11 Transition State structures (Water), Carboxylicboranes (34-37)
Endpoint Structures

Endpoints are the final category, illustrated in Figure 2.13 - Figure 2.15 (38-46). Structures from Figure 2.2 (1-3) also represent final endpoint structures as ammonia is also modeled as a Lewis base target site. These molecules represent the final structure after a boron transfer. The general structure of these molecules is described in Figure 2.12.

![Figure 2.12 End Point](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>COOH</td>
<td>Imidazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the β 3 and 4 cases the N is part of the imidazole ring, in these cases β is the carbon adjacent to the other nitrogen in the imidazole ring.
Figure 2.13 Endpoint structures, Boranes (38-40)
Figure 2.14 Endpoint structures Endpoint structures, Cyanoboranes (41-43)
Figure 2.15 Endpoint structures, Carboxylicboranes (44-46)
### Table 2.1 Structure summary

#### Starting points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lewis Base 1</th>
<th>Lewis Base 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Fragments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lewis Base 1</th>
<th>Lewis Base 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NH₂CH₃</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Imidazole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Water intermediates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lewis Base 1</th>
<th>Lewis Base 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Transition states to ammonia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lewis Base 1</th>
<th>Lewis Base 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Transitions states to water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lewis Base 1</th>
<th>Lewis Base 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Endpoints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lewis Base 1</th>
<th>Lewis Base 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
<td>NH₂CH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
<td>Imidazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>BH₃</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
<td>NH₂CH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
<td>Imidazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>BH₂CN</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
<td>NH₂CH₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
<td>Imidazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>BH₂COOH</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Key details about the geometry of the calculated molecules have been outlined in Table 2.2, Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. Table 2.2 catalogues geometries obtained at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 contain the geometries at MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM level of theory for ammonia and water containing compounds respectively. These tables are included primarily for completeness.

There are however, a few notable features to these geometries. In transition states, the borane moiety is typically planar rather than the tetrahedral configuration observed in the endpoints. The overall geometry of the other molecular components remains approximately the same as the starting material with the only exception being the orientation to the borane moiety.

In the carboxylated borane molecules the carbonyl oxygen typically interacts with hydrogens on the adjacent amine or water. In the gas phase it appears that this interaction is strong enough that the carboxy group does not rotate to the nearly planar conformation that is observed in the solvated state.
Table 2.2 Selected MP2/cc-pVTZ (Gas Phase) Optimized Structures (Angstroms and Degrees). Histidine geometry selected as a zwitterion. Starting point and end point structures are redundant therefore references in $N_2$ columns are duplicates in alternate naming schema for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>$r(N^1B)$</th>
<th>$r(\alpha B)$</th>
<th>$\angle(\alpha BN^1)$</th>
<th>$\phi(\alpha BNH)$</th>
<th>$\phi(O=CBN^1)$</th>
<th>$\angle(N^1BN^2)$</th>
<th>$r(N^2B)$</th>
<th>$r(\beta N^2)$</th>
<th>$\angle(\beta N^2B)$</th>
<th>$\phi(\beta B^2\alpha)$</th>
<th>$\angle(\alpha BN^2)$</th>
<th>$\phi(O=CBN^2)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>1.650</td>
<td>1.206</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1.650</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>1.637</td>
<td>1.577</td>
<td>104.2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1.637</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>110.7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>104.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td>1.611</td>
<td>100.7</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>103.6</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>100.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.211</td>
<td>1.197</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>2.211</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.130</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>178.7</td>
<td>2.209</td>
<td>1.459</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.187</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>179.1</td>
<td>2.200</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>124.1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.164</td>
<td>1.569</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>177.9</td>
<td>2.164</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>112.3</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.087</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>179.4</td>
<td>2.165</td>
<td>1.461</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.134</td>
<td>1.569</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>178.0</td>
<td>2.158</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.135</td>
<td>1.622</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>178.2</td>
<td>2.157</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>112.7</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>-39.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.063</td>
<td>1.622</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>177.7</td>
<td>2.157</td>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>-37.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.130</td>
<td>1.610</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>177.4</td>
<td>2.152</td>
<td>1.321</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>-143</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>-64.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>1.474</td>
<td>113.5</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.608</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>105.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.625</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>104.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.602</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>126.8</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>104.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.616</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>101.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.594</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.3 Selected MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM (Solvated) Optimized Structures Ammonia (Angstroms and Degrees )1*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>r(N₁B)</th>
<th>r(αB)</th>
<th>⟨(αBN₁)⟩</th>
<th>φ(αBNH)</th>
<th>φ(O=CBN₁)</th>
<th>⟨(N₁BN₂)⟩</th>
<th>r(BN₂)</th>
<th>⟨(βN₂B)⟩</th>
<th>φ(βN₂Bα)</th>
<th>⟨(αBN₂)⟩</th>
<th>φ(O=CBN₂)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.620</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>106.7</td>
<td>-179</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.620</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td>-179</td>
<td>106.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.608</td>
<td>1.588</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td>-177</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.608</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>110.9</td>
<td>-177</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3'</td>
<td>1.609</td>
<td>1.611</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>1.609</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.201</td>
<td>1.190</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td></td>
<td>179.8</td>
<td>2.210</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.140</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>176</td>
<td></td>
<td>179.3</td>
<td>2.188</td>
<td>1.462</td>
<td>111.5</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.202</td>
<td>1.198</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>179</td>
<td></td>
<td>179.4</td>
<td>2.073</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>126.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.232</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
<td>179.5</td>
<td>2.129</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>120.5</td>
<td>-39.2</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.137</td>
<td>1.574</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>2.138</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>89.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.086</td>
<td>1.576</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td>179.2</td>
<td>2.127</td>
<td>1.465</td>
<td>109.1</td>
<td>-177</td>
<td>89.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.135</td>
<td>1.574</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>-179</td>
<td></td>
<td>179.6</td>
<td>2.107</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>132.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.165</td>
<td>1.569</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
<td>178.1</td>
<td>2.094</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.154</td>
<td>1.604</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>177.4</td>
<td>2.158</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>108.1</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.097</td>
<td>1.606</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>178.6</td>
<td>2.152</td>
<td>1.464</td>
<td>108.6</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.148</td>
<td>1.602</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>177.1</td>
<td>2.124</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>129.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.185</td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>-92.3</td>
<td>177.5</td>
<td>2.096</td>
<td>1.329</td>
<td>121.9</td>
<td>-57.7</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>1.479</td>
<td>113.6</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>113.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.591</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>106.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.590</td>
<td>1.331</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.601</td>
<td>1.483</td>
<td>112.6</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.579</td>
<td>1.333</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>108.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.581</td>
<td>1.333</td>
<td>126.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>104.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.577</td>
<td>1.332</td>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.581</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>111.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>r(N'B)</td>
<td>r(αB)</td>
<td>(\angle(αBN'))</td>
<td>(\phi(αBNH))</td>
<td>(\phi(O=CBN'))</td>
<td>(\angle(N'BN^2))</td>
<td>r(BN'^2)</td>
<td>(\angle(βN'^2B))</td>
<td>(\phi(βN'^2Bα))</td>
<td>(\angle(αBN^2))</td>
<td>(\phi(O=CBN^2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.636</td>
<td>1.204</td>
<td>102.8</td>
<td>171.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.607</td>
<td>1.582</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>170.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>1.608</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.024</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>167.5</td>
<td>178.0</td>
<td>2.482</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>114.4</td>
<td>174.7</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.963</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>175.6</td>
<td>2.490</td>
<td>1.463</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>179.1</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.016</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>-176.2</td>
<td>178.1</td>
<td>2.440</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>126.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>2.075</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>179.5</td>
<td>2.352</td>
<td>1.328</td>
<td>121.0</td>
<td>-158.0</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.956</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>-169.0</td>
<td>177.8</td>
<td>2.384</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>178.6</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.894</td>
<td>1.574</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>176.5</td>
<td>2.387</td>
<td>1.464</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>-176.0</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.948</td>
<td>1.572</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>178.0</td>
<td>2.340</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>132.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>2.058</td>
<td>1.567</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>176.7</td>
<td>2.288</td>
<td>1.331</td>
<td>118.5</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.975</td>
<td>1.627</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>174.8</td>
<td>2.357</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>110.7</td>
<td>-177.8</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>175.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.917</td>
<td>1.627</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>-175.1</td>
<td>174.5</td>
<td>2.356</td>
<td>1.460</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>-175.1</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>169.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.015</td>
<td>1.623</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>172.9</td>
<td>2.323</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>140.1</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>157.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.045</td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>175.1</td>
<td>2.296</td>
<td>1.329</td>
<td>115.7</td>
<td>-76.8</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>127.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Structural

Histidine was chosen as a prototypical model for biologically relevant base sites in situ. It was chosen because it is often found in active sites of proteins.\textsuperscript{35,36} It appears to be important to use full residues when attempting to understand these systems. In this study imidazole was used as one model for histidine. While imidazole did properly predict the zwitterionic histidine geometries and, enthalpy and free energy sign it did not match energies in magnitude. The enthalpies and free energy predictions varied by as much as 50%, therefore this more compact model does not reliably represent the histidine residue.

A solvent model is required to have reasonable expectation of modeling an in situ system. PCM was selected for its computational tractability when compared to an explicit solvent model. The compounds change both geometrically and energetically when solvation models are utilized. Two geometric indicators allow insight into the changes introduced by an aqueous solvent (Table 2.2 & Table 2.3). First, solvation typically shortens the boron-nitrogen bond in both reactants and products; this is expected because the dative bonds between boron and nitrogen have large electronegativity differences. The shortening of this bond indicates that adding a solvent stabilizes the dative bonds. Second, in all transition states the geometry about borane is planar and the geometry of boron substituents is usually planar as well.

The gas phase carboxy transitions double bonded oxygen is rotated towards the new adduct. In solvent this rotation of the carboxy group is less pronounced. The calculated barrier heights suggest that reactions of carboxylic acid substituted boranes are kinetically
less facile. Carboxy reactions also tend to be less exothermic for transfer reactions to Lewis base sites. It can also be inferred that the solvent helps to mitigate the role of dynamics.

**Reaction Pathways**

Figure 2.5 describes the reaction pathways for borane moiety transfers. The $S_N1$ pathway is not shown here for clarity and because previous work has been found it to be higher in energy than the $S_N2$ pathway. A comparison of $S_N2$ and $S_N1$ pathways can be made with column A and G from Table 2.5 respectively. Column A is the $S_N2$ barrier height, and Column G is the BDE for the indicated system. Previous work has shown that the mean $S_N1$ pathway is roughly 91% of the BDE in solvent. The mean $S_N2$ pathway barrier is on average only 42% of the BDE. These results confirm previous findings but at higher level of theory.

The direct $S_N2$ pathway versus a water assisted pathway is shown in Figure 2.16. The $S_N2$ mechanism is represented by the transfer through the $T_1$ transition state. A two-step water assisted transfer uses $T_2$ and $T_3$. Table 2.5 reports the currently calculated values based on Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.16 Reaction pathways. See Table 2.5 Energy differences for Figure 2.5 at MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM (kJ·mol$^{-1}$) for energy reference.

A. $S_N^2$ Barrier
B. H2O first transition state barrier
C. H2O intermediate energy
D. Dissociation energy of water intermediate
E. Barrier height to second water transition
F. Overall barrier to second water transition
G. Dissociation energy
H. Reaction energy
4) $T_1$. Transition state for $S_N^2$ pathway
5) $T_2$. Transition state between ammonia and water intermediate
6) $T_3$. Transition state between water intermediate and final products
Table 2.5 Energy differences for Figure 2.5 at MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM (kJ·mol⁻¹)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>CH₃NH₂</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>101.4</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>-18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Im</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>106.1</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hist</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>209.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CH₃NH₂</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>102.6</td>
<td>209.3</td>
<td>-19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Im</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>209.3</td>
<td>-10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Hist</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>209.3</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOH</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>129.6</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>202.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOH</td>
<td>CH₃NH₂</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>129.6</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>102.9</td>
<td>202.1</td>
<td>-21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOH</td>
<td>Im</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>129.6</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>202.1</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOH</td>
<td>Hist</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>129.6</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>202.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key to understanding is in considering the overall barrier for each pathway. A water assisted transfer of a borane to a Lewis base site is a two-step process. First, the borane moiety transfers to the water Lewis base site, then the transition from the water to the putative physiological base site.

Comparing column A to columns B, C and F it is possible to determine the feasibility of water assisted reaction pathway. Column A again, is the direct S₉2 barrier height. Along the water assisted pathway, column B is the energy barrier height to water transition state T₂. Column F is the energy barrier for the second transition state T₃. The barrier F from the water intermediate to final Lewis base is lower in energy than the barrier B from the initial compound to the water intermediate. The barrier to transition therefore will be determined by T₂, column B.

Column C is the energy of water intermediate. The water intermediate C is often higher in energy than the entire barrier for the S₉2 pathway A. A is lower in all cases in energy than the barrier to the water intermediary B. A is 72% of the water assisted
mechanism barrier on average; suggesting that the $S_N2$ pathway is a preferred mechanism of transfer of a borane moiety to Lewis base sites in situ.

**Solvent Effects**

Comparing solvent effects for the $S_N2$ pathway reveals several significant differences. When the system is solvated (PCM) the bond dissociation energies and barrier heights are increased relative to the gas phase (Table 2.6 & Table 2.7).

**Table 2.6 Boron-nitrogen bond dissociation energies (kJ·mol⁻¹)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B-N BDE</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>PCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_3$</td>
<td>141.0</td>
<td>171.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CH_3\cdot H_2\cdot N\cdot BH_3$</td>
<td>163.6</td>
<td>189.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH$_3$</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>178.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH$_3$</td>
<td></td>
<td>171.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot CN$</td>
<td>171.1</td>
<td>209.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CH_3\cdot H_2\cdot N\cdot BH_2\cdot CN$</td>
<td>195.5</td>
<td>228.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH$_2\cdot CN$</td>
<td>197.9</td>
<td>219.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH$_2\cdot CN$</td>
<td></td>
<td>210.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot COOH$</td>
<td>185.6</td>
<td>202.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CH_3\cdot H_2\cdot N\cdot BH_2\cdot COOH$</td>
<td>209.1</td>
<td>223.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH$_2\cdot COOH$</td>
<td>198.0</td>
<td>209.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH$_2\cdot COOH$</td>
<td></td>
<td>198.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.7 Transitions state barrier height (kJ·mol⁻¹)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition state barrier</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>PCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_3\cdot NH_3$</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_3\cdot NH_2\cdot CH_3$</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_3\cdot Imidazole$</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_3\cdot Histidine$</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot CN\cdot NH_3$</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot CN\cdot NH_2\cdot CH_3$</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot CN\cdot Imidazole$</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot CN\cdot Histidine$</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot COOH\cdot NH_3$</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>93.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot COOH\cdot NH_2\cdot CH_3$</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>80.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot COOH\cdot Imidazole$</td>
<td>63.82</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3N\cdot BH_2\cdot COOH\cdot Histidine$</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All molecules studied herein are polar, there is added stability associated with the inclusion of a solvent model. The barrier height (Table 2.7) typically increases from gas to solvent more than the bond dissociation energy (Table 2.6) do from gas to solvent, although barrier heights remain well below the bond dissociation energies.

Transfer thermodynamics

Table 2.8 Scaled Enthalpy of reaction at 298K (kJ·mol⁻¹)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ΔH²⁹⁸</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>PCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₃N-BH₃</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃H₂N-BH₃</td>
<td>-23.4</td>
<td>-21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH₃</td>
<td>-18.4</td>
<td>-13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH₃</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃N-BH₂CN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃H₂N-BH₂CN</td>
<td>-24.9</td>
<td>-21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH₂CN</td>
<td>-30.1</td>
<td>-17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH₂CN</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃N-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃H₂N-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>-24.1</td>
<td>-22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>-16.2</td>
<td>-13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.9 Scaled Gibbs free energy at 298K (kJ·mol⁻¹)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ΔG²⁹⁸</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>PCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₃N-BH₃</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃H₂N-BH₃</td>
<td>-21.4</td>
<td>-19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH₃</td>
<td>-17.5</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH₃</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃N-BH₂CN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃H₂N-BH₂CN</td>
<td>-22.3</td>
<td>-20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH₂CN</td>
<td>-26.7</td>
<td>-18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH₂CN</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃N-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₃H₂N-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>-21.6</td>
<td>-20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
<td>-12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH₂COOH</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The enthalpies for borane transfer (Table 2.8) are less exothermic when solvated. In all solvated cases, transfer to biologically relevant sites becomes less favored than in the gas phase (Table 2.9). The transfer to the histidine like all the Lewis base sites studied is free energy favored in all cases.

The equilibrium constants for the transfer to histidine are provided in Table 2.10. The equilibrium constants indicate that nontrivial amounts of boranes, that have shown physiological activity, will transfer from small molecule amines to Lewis base sites in the body. The number of histidine nitrogen lone-pairs in the body is relatively large. The probability of transfer to any particular active site, however, may be relatively low. Thus, the hypothesis of competitive Lewis acid/base chemistry can explain not only the overall pharmacological activity, but also the rather general nature of the activity. Borane moiety transfer is potentially plausible for any number of small molecules that include a boron-nitrogen dative bond precisely because there are so many possible transfer sites that are both thermodynamically and kinetically accessible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.10 Equilibrium constants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K_{eq}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H_3N-BH_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_3H_2N-BH_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H_3N-BH_2CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_3H_2N-BH_2CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH_2CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH_2CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H_3N-BH_2COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH_3H_2N-BH_2COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole-BH_2COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine-BH_2COOH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The proposed transfer of borane moieties via competitive Lewis acid/base mechanism for physiological action is viable both thermodynamically and kinetically. Looking specifically at histidine products in solvent in the following table reference we can see that while the transfer to the biologically relevant histidine residue is not the most exothermic product studied (Table 2.8), borane transfer to histidine does have the lowest barrier heights (Table 2.7). The free energy of transfer for the histidine is spontaneous (Table 2.9). This thermodynamic viability is the most compelling evidence that this mechanism is the responsible for the observed physiological activities.

**Boron-Nitrogen Bond**

Computational studies also afford information about bonding trends. These trends could help suggest strategies for modifying boron-nitrogen dative bond containing substances to enhance biological activity for example. From the perspective of chemical bonding trends, hydrogen, carboxylic acid groups and cyano groups are increasingly electron withdrawing. Dative bond dissociation energies would be expected to increase respectively, because electron withdrawing from boron will tend to make it a stronger Lewis acid.²⁴ This predicted behavior was observed in the solvent phase, while the trend is not observed in the gas phase (Table 2.6). For example, the BDE for H₃N-BH₃, H₃N-BH₂CN and H₃N-BH₂COOH are 141.0, 171.1 and 185.6 respectively. We would however expect that the cyano bond energy would be greater than the carboxylic acid’s. This trend is observed in the gas phase with 171.0, 209.3 and 202.1 respectively.

The noncovalent interaction between the carboxylic acid group and the amines may explain the anomalous behavior. As previously mentioned in the PCM solvated phase the
solvent helps provides a better model of the systems, and the anomalously large contribution of the non-covalent interaction is removed between the adjacent groups, and therefore the expected trend emerges.

A final interesting comparison is afforded by considering the $pK_b$. $pK_b$ is a measure of Lewis acid/base chemistry when the Lewis acid is a proton. The comparison of $pK_b$ of methylamine (3.37), ammonia (4.75), imidazole (6.92), and histidine (Im) (7.96) suggests that imidazole and histidine are weaker bases than ammonia.$^{37,38}$ If boranes behave like protons, imidazole and histidine should have the weaker dative bond to boron and methyl amine a stronger bond. However, when comparing reaction energies for transfer of the borane from the amine-borane to imidazole and histidine (Table 2.8), an exothermic transition is observed. This effect may be due to an electrostatic interaction between the positively charged regions of the imidazole ring and the negatively charged hydrogens or substituents on the boron. This indicates that other considerations need to be accounted for when attempting to understand the nature of Lewis acid/base chemistry than just the electron withdrawing/donating character of substituents.

**Conclusions**

There are three steps to trying to understand the mechanism by which the boron-nitrogen containing compounds are active. Step one is to correlate activity to the proposed mechanism. Step two is to test the mechanism for feasibility and step three is to determine the dynamics of such borane transfer in models of biological systems. Previous work has shown that molecules with strong dative bonds are less likely to be show physiological activity. Current work shows that competitive Lewis acid/base chemistry is a model that is
both thermodynamically and kinetically viable. Moving forward, the ability to model the dynamics of borane transfer could provide more detailed molecular scale insight into the pharmacological mechanisms of molecules that contain B-N dative bonds. Such studies will require the incorporation of non-covalent interactions in addition to the quantum mechanical calculations associated with bond breaking and formation. The development of methodologies for calculation of non-covalent interactions is an area of active research, and recent reports suggest a number of possible ways that such calculations may become feasible in the future.\textsuperscript{39-42}

This study has looked at boron-nitrogen dative bonds in an attempt to understand the nature of Lewis acid/base transfers as a proposed mechanism for the activity of certain small molecule pharmacophores. Several levels of ab initio theory were used as well as PCM as a solvent model. The bond dissociation energies and barrier heights calculated for this study confirm the S\textsubscript{N}2 pathway is significantly lower in energy than bond dissociation or water assisted transfer and therefore is the preferred transfer mechanism for Boron-Nitrogen dative bonds.

This study has shown that the kinetic barrier to transition is not prohibitively large. The calculations in solvated states indicate that transfers of borane moieties to residues such as histidine are thermodynamically favorable. The calculated equilibrium constants also show that nontrivial amounts of borane moieties will transfer to Lewis base sites in situ. This supports the hypothesis that the physiological activity observed for a wide range of borane containing species\textsuperscript{16-21} may be explained by competitive Lewis acid/base chemistry. A borane moiety transferring to potentially important Lewis base sites thus inhibiting a crucial pathway remains a viable mechanism for the observed activity.
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CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE ROTATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE
POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

To be submitted to the Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation

Abstract

A tool and methodology has been created for the creation of atomics coordinates that permit systematic searching of the configuration space on a potential energy surface. This tool is called Complete Rotation for the Evaluation of the Potential Energy Surface (CREPES). This tool produces input files for the GAMESS computational software package. It was originally created to generate saccharide conformers but can be used generally to generate a complete set of rotational conformers. As a calibration of the methodology, conformational searching of the carbohydrates, D-glucose and D-galacturonic acid were performed.

Introduction

Computer modeling of carbohydrates has a long history however there are many problems left to solve due to saccharide versatility and complexity. Saccharides are polar and very flexible. Much computational work on saccharides has been done at the Molecular mechanics (MM) level of theory\textsuperscript{1-24} again in part because of their size and conformational complexity. MM has tried to parameterize these stereochemical features to varying effectiveness with parameters to account for the anomeric effect, the exoanomeric effect, and the gauche effect. Adding a water solvent further complicates the system.

The study of saccharides with computational methods is challenging due to the number of possible conformations, this significantly increases the time necessary to find low-
lying conformational energy states. The prevalence of mono-, di-, and polysaccharides in biological systems motivates continued efforts to find computationally reasonable methods for exploring such conformational energy states. One approach for handling the conformational challenge of polysaccharides is to focus on the inter-saccharide conformations of the monosaccharide units. This approach ignores the variations of the configurations of the monosaccharide unit and targets the two rotations between monomer units.

It is important to study the monosaccharide units themselves for two reasons. First, computational understanding of monosaccharides will inform understanding of their biological properties and stereochemical constraints. Second, understanding of the structural conformations of monosaccharide units allow for informed modeling of in the aforementioned unitized models for polysaccharides. In comparison to molecular mechanics, there have been relatively few attempts to understand these saccharides at the ab initio level of theory. Most efforts largely focused on low energy conformers of D-glucose.

The large number of degrees of freedom for D-glucose and similar compounds makes finding low energy conformers significantly more challenging than many other systems. Consider three expected staggered rotational conformations of each of the six hydroxyl groups, alpha and beta anomers, and a minimum of two overall structural conformations, and around 3000 conformational structures are hypothesized for D-glucose.

Rotational analyses of D-glucose and similar saccharides have typically been limited to computationally rapid calculations like MM; the use of Hartree-Fock (HF) has been limited due largely to computational costs. Current computational power and ability to
 automate conformational searches with HF calculations, however, has rendered this limitation significantly less pertinent.

Some methods that can be used to find low energy conformers are simulated annealing (SA)\textsuperscript{35} in molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo (MC)\textsuperscript{36,37} methods. SA and MC are proven methods for sampling the PES. These methods while possibly being more efficient do not inform the user about the entire potential energy surface. The systematic search of the potential energy surface ensures confidence in minima identified and identifies for chemical intuition components that are of concern to the configuration of the structure.

Complete Rotation for the Evaluation of the Potential Energy Surface (CREPES) is an automation tool that utilizes user-defined input and a GAMESS input deck, generating additional input decks of conformational iterations needed to sample the potential energy surface. This chapter will describe the use of CREPES to identify the low-lying energy conformers of D-glucose and D-galacturonic acid. Structures found with the CREPES program will be compared to those found in experimentation and using other searching methods.

**Methods**

The CREPES tool allows users to define three parameters for each rotation for structure generating: the rotating functional groups (compound rotations are allowed), rotation step size, and total angle of rotation for each rotating group. CREPES creates input deck files based on a supplied GAMESS\textsuperscript{38,39} input file. Once these parameters are set CREPES generates all the iterative combinations of the defined rotations, operating on the $DATA$ group of supplied input deck.
GAMESS input decks consist of a series of input groups. Each input group controls variables used in a GAMESS calculation. The number of input groups and the content of those groups can vary widely. The only required GAMESS input group is the $DATA group. This input group contains the nuclear coordinates for the calculation. Since CREPES operates on the $DATA group, it can be used for any level of theory because other GAMESS input groups are unaffected by the conformational searching. CREPES systematically names output files by the defined rotations relative to the input file.

CREPES can generate a significant amount of configurations with a small number of parameters. This creates some logistic difficulties in dealing with the content that is created and in analysis. Grep, sed, awk, shell, and Python scripts become absolutely essential in managing data. Scripts that are frequently used in managing the large amount of data are found in the appendix at the end of this chapter. Often several scripts in conjunction are required. Since so much of this is controlled by file names proper verbose naming of files becomes more important than labels in the GAMESS files. Scripts are required to submit the GAMESS jobs created by CREPES. They are required to parse the content of the log files and to format it for analysis. Typically data is output to comma separated value (CSV) files for utilization in a spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel. Evaluation and visualization was assisted with macros in Excel. Results from spreadsheet analysis are used as selection criteria for further analysis.

A three step methodology was developed in order to balance the accuracy and efficiency in the search for all important conformers. The three steps are bulk screening, fine screening and final optimization. CREPES is used to generate the initial set of structures for bulk screening. For our current case study CREPES was used to generate the $\alpha$ and $\beta$
structures for the expected $^4C_1$ chair conformation of D-glucose$^{29}$ and D-Galacturonic acid$^{40}$ for bulk screening.

It is possible to use high-level theory for optimizations of each generated configuration. This strategy, however, is not an efficient use of computational resources. Large portions of the configurational space are sufficiently high energetically that they do not contribute significantly to models of the chemical behavior of saccharides. A bulk screening process, to select a smaller subset for refinement, is therefore a much more efficient method for screening of the configurational energy topology.

Minimizing saccharide structures requires polarizable basis set and a solvent model for proper modeling.$^{15}$ Therefore, bulk screening of structures for the current study involved optimizing at RHF/3-21G(d) PCM. Generated configurations are optimized using a truncated optimization of 20 steps with step sizes of 0.1 bohr. The small step size and limited steps, helps ensure that generated structures are allowed to relax, while modestly being constrained to the potential energy wells that they have been labeled for by CREPES. The modest basis set allows calculations to be sufficiently fast for bulk-level screening and the large number of putative conformers calculated. Jobs for this step were submitted one configuration per 8-core node and typically completed within 90 seconds.

Fine screening involves selecting a small subsection of the bulk pass to further optimize. Using this methodology the user selects energetically low-lying structures, and any additional structures of interest that may be desired. To determine candidates for fine screening, all structures are plotted along a total energy axis to empirically identify which conformers are low enough in energy to warrant further scrutiny.
Natural breaks in the density of states arise that are typically within 3-7 RT of the minimum energy structure. kT, the more commonly recognized energy scaling factor is a molecular scale value. At macroscopic scale the more appropriate term is RT. RT = kT * N_A. At 298.15 K RT is 2.479 kJ·mol⁻¹ or 0.944 mE_h·mol⁻¹.

The number of structures selected for fine screen is dependent on the user’s selection of cutoffs. Typically 20-60 structures are selected for a saccharide though this can be significantly higher if there are many structures low on the conformational energy profile.

Fine screening optimizations maintain 0.1 Bohr step size at MP2/6-31G(d) PCM level of theory. Unlike the bulk screening where optimization is intentionally cut short, these structures are fully optimized. Depending on the users intended purpose the treatment of fine screening selected structures can vary. If the user is only attempting to find the global minima depending on the observed energy gaps, the bulk of fine screening structures are ignored and only the minimum energy structure moves on to final optimization. It is important to evaluate how fine screening structures to determine candidates for further investigation.

If the fine screening energy structures are to be used as a representative model of a distribution of states, the fine screening energy structures must be analyzed with significantly more scrutiny. Fully optimized structures commonly move from the original CREPES identified configuration to a different local minimum on the potential energy surface. These minima are often geometrically very similar and consequently are redundant with other identified minima structures. Only a single minimum energy structure is chosen from the redundant conformers and that single conformer is carried forward in subsequent screening and analysis.
For example, two structures may be low lying, 0.0.0.0.0.0 and 0.0.0.0.0.120. The starting structures are nearly identical with only the final rotation being offset by 120 degrees. During full optimization of 0.0.0.0.0.120 the OH group of rotation 6 may have moved back to a structure very similar to 0.0.0.0.0.0. The structures are named 0.0.0.0.0.0 and 0.0.0.0.0.120 however they have the nearly identical optimized structure and are in the same potential energy well but are near but not equal minima energies. At this point the structure with the lower absolute energy is selected for further consideration and the other is discarded.

The fine screening step is a time consuming process that includes significant user judgment, but it is an important step. Each configuration must be visualized and checked carefully for proper configuration naming as described above. Scripts designed to identify atoms that have significantly moved since the initial configuration assists the process of checking for proper configuration naming. This step is particularly important when determining Boltzmann populations.

The last step is final optimization. The lowest energy configuration after fine screening is completely optimized at increasingly higher levels of theory. Other structures of particular interest may also be optimized from the fine structure results for comparison. The fine screening pass for glucose was through the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM \(^{41-44,45-47}\) level of theory. Galacturonic acid fine screening was through MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM level of theory.
**Nomenclature**

One significant complication for describing large-scale conformational modeling of saccharides lies in the nomenclature system. A few systems have been devised over the years to logically describe the stable conformers of saccharides. The briefest of these systems will be used here, with notation to other potentially familiar nomenclature schemes.

The terms anomeric carbon and anomeric hydroxyl refer to C(1) and O(1)H respectively (Figure 3.1). Saccharides can cyclize by a hydroxyl group attacking either of two sides of the aldehyde end of the sugar. The stereochemistry differs only at the anomeric carbon; they are known as α and β anomers. The β position is defined as the anomeric -OH being on the same side of the ring as the terminating carbon (C(6)) while the α position is on the opposite side (Figure 3.1).

![Diagram](image_url)

*Figure 3.1 α structure of glucose and β structure of galacturonic acid (Shown in dash projection to emphasize stereochemistry)*
Once cyclized, the remaining hydroxyl groups each have three expected configurations gauche(-), gauche(+), and trans (g, g, and t respectively). Figure 3.2 illustrates these different positions for the D-glucose configuration. The symbol indicates the dihedral angle H-O-C(n)-C(n-1) relationship (or the ring oxygen in the anomeric hydroxyl case). g denotes a clockwise (viewed O to C) rotation; g indicates a counter clockwise rotation and t the anti position. The hydroxylated methyl group is indicated with a capital representation of this symbol (G, G and T they are sometimes referred to as gg, gt, and tg respectively). For historic reasons, in glucose the hydroxymethyl group are labeled with respect to O(5) rather than C(4). Galacturonic acid’s carboxylic acid group is designated based on the hydroxyl oxygen (O(6)) dihedral angle to the ring oxygen O(5).

Saccharides can cyclize in different ring sizes. Five and six membered rings are referred to as furanosyl (f) and pyranosyl (p) respectively. For brevity sugars are noted in the following shorthand way, anomer-ISOMER-sugar short notation cyclization A for acidic form, e.g. α-D-GalpA.

![Figure 3.2 α-D-Glup (Shown in dash projection to emphasize stereochemistry)](image-url)
There are two conformations of ring structure that are expected to be energetically low lying. They are both of the two chair conformations. The two conformations are labeled $\text{^1C}_4$ and $\text{^4C}_1$. This notation refers to the stereochemistry with the low numbered carbons in the foreground (ring oxygen in the back) and C(1) on the right side. $\text{^4C}_1$ refers to having C(1) in the down position and C(4) in the up position $\text{^1C}_4$ is the opposite configuration.

Results

Glucose

All glucose structures identified in this study are $\text{^4C}_1$. $\text{^1C}_4$ is unstudied here as it is virtually unobserved experimentally and has been reasonably well modeled previously.\textsuperscript{29} All 729 conformations of both $\alpha$ and $\beta$ -D-Glup were bulk screened. Fine screening cutoffs were made at seven and five RT above minimum identified structure energy for $\alpha$ and $\beta$ respectively. As is previously described, cutoffs are decided empirically based on the observed density of states. The relative absolute energies of each of the 20-step optimized bulk screening configurations have been plotted in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 to diagram the conformational energy profile. The energy cut off limit of the fine screening pass is shown in red. The fine screening cutoff for the alpha structure is higher than that of the beta configuration to allow for some sampling of a larger portion of the PES. The density of states of beta states significantly increases with a threshold cutoff any higher than 5RT above minimum energy structure.

The mapping of the conformational energy profile is strictly based on the name of the states. Therefore different portions of the map which are largely separated may indeed by very structurally similar so it is important to select as much of the system as is computationally tractable, while simultaneously ignoring states that have low occupation.
Figure 3.3 Conformational energy profile of α-D-Glup modeled by bulk screening energies (RT is approximately equal to 1mEₜₜ)
Figure 3.4 Conformational energy profile of $\beta$-D-Glup modeled by bulk screening energies (RT is approximately equal to $1\text{mE}_h$)
The apparent global minimum energy structure identified for α-D-Glup is gḡgḡḠg, the counter clockwise rotation (CCR), and β-D-Glup minimum is gḡgḡḠg (CCR). The alpha structure is lower in energy than the beta structure at both CCSD(T)/cc-pTVZ and MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM by 6.3 and 5.4 kJ·mol⁻¹ respectively. This is in reasonable agreement with a previous similar calculation.³⁰

The anomeric equilibrium of α and β anomers in aqueous solution has been established to be 36:64 experimentally as determined by NMR.⁴⁸ The β anomer populations therefore have lower free energy by -1.426 kJ·mol⁻¹. The calculation of free energies from the molecules identified by the fine screening is afforded via the information derived from the determination of the hessian. From this work a Boltzmann distribution of conformers was generated (3.1).

\[
P_x = \left( \frac{e^{-E_i/kT}}{\sum_i e^{-E_i/kT}} \right) \quad (3.1)
\]

The total population of α anomers were summed and compared to the sum of β anomers to calculate the free energy of an α → β anomerization at 298.15K (3.2).

\[
G = -RT \ln \left( \frac{\Sigma P_\beta}{\Sigma P_\alpha} \right) \quad (3.2)
\]

Table 3.1 contains the Boltzmann distribution of populations for the alpha states of D-glucose, as selected by fine screening and calculated by equation 3.1 for the solvated phase. Table 3.2 shows the beta populations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α-D-glup</th>
<th>G(kJ)</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.120</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.240</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.120.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.240.120</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.120.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.240.120</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.0.0</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.120.120</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.120.240</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.240.120</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.120.0.0</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.120.120.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.240.120</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.120.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.240.120</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.120.120</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.120.240</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.240.0.0</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.240.240.120.240</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.0.120.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.240.120.120</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.240.120.240</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.0.0.120.0</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.0.0.240.0</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.0.120.0</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.120.0</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.240.0</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.240.0.120.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.240.120.120.120</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.240.120.240.120</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.0.120.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.240.120.120</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.240.120.240</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total α Population | 38.6 |
Table 3.2 Relative Free Energies and Boltzmann-Averaged Populations (298 K) of β-D-glup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>β-D-glup</th>
<th>G(kJ)</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.120.240</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.240.240</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.120.240</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.240.240</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.240.0</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.240.120</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.240.0</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.240.120</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.120.240</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.240.240</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.240.120</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.240.120.120.240</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.240.240.120.120</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.240.120.240.240.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.240.120.240.240.120</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.120.240</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.240.240</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.240.240.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.240.240.120</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.120.120.120.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.120.240.240.120</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.240.0</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.240.120</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.240.120</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total β Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 contains the Boltzmann distribution of populations for the alpha states of D-glucose, as selected by fine screening and calculated by equation 3.1 for the gas phase.

Table 3.4 contains the beta populations.
Table 3.3 Relative Free Energies and Boltzmann-Averaged Populations (298 K) of $\alpha$-D-glup, gas phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$-D-glup Gas</th>
<th>G(kJ)</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.120</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.240</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.0</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.120</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.120.0</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.240.120</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.0.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.120.120</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.240.240</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.240.120</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.120.0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.120.120.0</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.0.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.240.120</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.240.120</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.120.0</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.240.120</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.120.120</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.120.240</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.120.240.0.0</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.120.240.240</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.120.0</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.240.120.120</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.240.120.240</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.0.0.120.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.0.120.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.120.0.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.240.0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.240.0.120.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.240.120.120.120</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.240.120.240.240</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.0.120.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.240.120.120</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.240.120.240</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.120.120</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total $\alpha$ Population: 43.5
### Table 3.4 Relative Free Energies and Boltzmann-Averaged Populations (298 K) of β-D-glu.p, gas phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>β-D-glu.p Gas</th>
<th>G(kJ)</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.120.240</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.240.240</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.120.240</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.240</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.0</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.120</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.240</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.240</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.240.120</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.120.240</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.0.240.240</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.240.240</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.120.240.240</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.120.240.240</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.120.240.120</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.240.240.240</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.240.120.240</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.240.120.120.240</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.120.240</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.240.240</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.240.240</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.240.120.240</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.120.240.120.240</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.240</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.240</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.120</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.240.240</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total β Population</strong></td>
<td><strong>56.5</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The free energy of anomeration, 1.15 kJ·mol⁻¹ and populations ratio, 39:61 correlate well with experiment (Table 3.5). To investigate the role of a solvent model in this result, single point energies were calculated from the gas phase configurations using the PCM geometries. The Boltzmann averaged populations and corresponding free energy are shown...
in Table 3.5 for comparison. In the gas phase the anomeric effect provides notable
stabilization of the axial position of the α anomer, which in turn influences the distributions
of conformers and the resulting free energies. As one would expect the PCM model presents
a better model for the experimentally observed system.

Table 3.5 Free Energy of anomerization. $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ Glucose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sum P_\alpha$</th>
<th>$\sum P_\beta$</th>
<th>G(kJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP2/631G(d) PCM</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP2/631G(d) (gas phase)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the anomerization free energy, the orientation of the exocyclic
hydroxymethyl group at C(6) has been an elusive problem in D-glucose.\textsuperscript{30,31,34} Ratios of $\text{G:G:T}$ have been determined experimentally. The experimentally determined ratios have
been determined by Nashida et al at 56:44:0 and 53:45:2 in $\alpha$ and $\beta$ is respectively\textsuperscript{49}. Barnett and Naidoo using a new Karplus equation derived a ratio of 35:57:3\textsuperscript{50}. The T position is
experimentally negligibly observed.\textsuperscript{51}
Figure 3.5 O(4)H–C(6)OH rotational PES map contours in increments of 10 kJ·mol$^{-1}$ from minimum

The rotation O(4)H and C(6)OH is of particular importance to the orientation of the exocyclic rotation of the hydroxyl methyl group. van der Waals interactions can obscure the potential energy surface however, CREPES allows us to get a good description of these 2 dimensions of the potential energy surface (PES). CREPES was used to map the PES in 10 degree step sizes along both O(4)H and C(6)OH rotations (Figure 3.5). This was done at HF/6-31G(d) known for having a fortuitous canceling of error.$^{30}$
Figure 3.6 T rotation of C(6)OH with g rotation of O(4)H

Figure 3.7 T rotation of C(6)OH with t rotation of O(4)H

In the current study, the T configuration was frequently selected for fine screening (after the bulk screening pass with CREPES) due to its low energy. The T position provides a low lying valley for the hydroxyl to reside in because intramolecular O(6)H-O(4) hydrogen bonding can occur(Figure 3.6). While gauche effects are frequently cited as the primary
component of selection preference it insufficiently explains the exclusion of the T rotation. A t rotation of O(4)H causes a strong steric repulsion (Figure 3.7). This strong interaction may, in addition to those effects, help explain its near total exclusion.

The continuum (PCM) model for solvent does not include explicit water molecules so it cannot account for the reported bridged hydrogen bonds found in the G conformation. To investigate this potential shortcoming a calculation was carried out with the addition of an ab initio water as a bridge from the exocyclic hydroxyl to the ring oxygen. The calculation was carried out for the three minimum energy configurations of the Ḡ, G, and T. Typically 2 hydrogen bonds were formed for the Ḡ and G. However for T, the hydroxyl is in the anti position and consequently only 1 hydrogen bond could form. This result leads to T being the highest energy conformer in both α and β by 4.6 and 11.8 kJ·mol⁻¹ respectively. Thus, in addition to the potential energy features inherent to the molecule (Figure 3.5) the role of solvent in conformational stability more completely explains the lack of experimental observation of the T conformer.

In this work, D-glucose is being used to demonstrate some potential uses of CREPES. Further ab initio work with explicit solvent models could be done to make a better approximation of this system however such studies are outside the scope of the screening methodology being described.

**Galacturonic Acid**

The utility of CREPES lies in the ability to scan the PES of any saccharide to identify important conformers. This capability is particularly important for sugars that have few or no computational modeling efforts reported. For example, galacturonic acid is present in large
amounts in plant cell walls as it is the monomer that forms the backbone of the pectin fraction. Despite its importance in cell wall structure and the capture of cations it is virtually unstudied as its monomer unit.\textsuperscript{52}

CREPES has been used to generate 2916 structures for both the alpha and beta conformers of D-Galacturonic acid. The bulk screening process identified 59 alpha structures and 62 beta structures for fine screening within 5 RT of the minima energy structure (Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9). Ultimately 13 alpha and 13 beta structures turned out to be unique fully optimized conformers of galacturonic acid. All calculated galacturonic acid structures are the $^4\text{C}_1$ chair conformation. As with glucose galacturonic acid’s primarily observed conformation is the $^4\text{C}_1$ conformer. The $\alpha$-D-GalpA minimum structure is $\text{g}\text{g}\text{g}0\text{-}0$ (CCR) and the $\beta$-D-GalpA is $\text{g}\text{g}\text{g}0\text{-}0$ (CCR). The minimum alpha structure is lower in energy than the beta structure at MP2/cc-pVTZ PCM by 6.35 kJ·mol\textsuperscript{-1}.

Table 3.6 contains the Boltzmann distribution of populations for the alpha states of D-galacturonic acid, as selected by fine screening and calculated by equation 3.1 for the solvated phase. Table 3.7 shows the beta populations. The ratio of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ anomers is found to be 37:63 this corresponds to a free energy change of 1.29 kJ·mol\textsuperscript{-1}.
Figure 3.8 Conformational Energy Profile of α-D-GalAp modeled by bulk screening energies (RT is approximately equal to 1mEh)
Figure 3.9 Conformational Energy Profile of β-D-GalAp modeled by bulk screening energies (RT is approximately equal to 1mEh)
### Table 3.6 Relative Free Energies and Boltzmann-Averaged Populations (298 K) of α-D-GalpA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α-D-galpA</th>
<th>G(kJ)</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.180.180</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.0.0</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.120.0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.0.180.180</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.0.0</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.240.120.0.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.60.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.120.120.0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.0.0.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.120.120.0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.0.60.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.0.0.60.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total α Population</strong></td>
<td><strong>37.3</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.7 Relative Free Energies and Boltzmann-Averaged Populations (298 K) of β-D-GalpA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>β-D-galpA</th>
<th>G(kJ)</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.180.180</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.180.180</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.240.120.0.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.240.120.0.0</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.240.120.0.0</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.120.0.180.180</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.240.120.0.0</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0.60.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.240.120.0.0</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240.0.0.0.60.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total β Population</strong></td>
<td><strong>62.7</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

Because there are many possible sugar molecules present within plant biochemistry, the ability to study the conformational degrees of freedom for chemical structure with a reasonable level of *ab initio* theory is likely to be important for the development of improved models. The inherent conformational complexity of saccharides, however, has long presented an obstacle to this type of work. While the generation of all possible conformations manually is too tedious, CREPES provides an important automation tool to begin an investigation into highly variable systems. It provides a rather exhaustive survey of minimum energy structures and can help identify structures for study that may not be intuitively apparent. CREPES allows enough exploration of the conformational space to have confidence that all relevant conformers have been found.

As a test if the methodology, the $\alpha:\beta$ anomerization ratio for glucose was determined by Boltzmann population to be 39:61. This matches reasonably closely with the experimentally determined value of 36:64. Galacturonic acid’s $\alpha:\beta$ anomerization ratio was found to be 37:63 However, no experimental data exists for correlation.

Initial studies with this conformer searching methodology were able to identify all conformers that had previously been reported for the most widely studied sugar, D-Glucose. The CREPES system is devised to utilize increasingly expensive computational methods as the number of low-energy conformers becomes better defined and therefore smaller. Because of this strategy, it is not surprising that calculations reported here for D-glucose (which we have undertaken as a calibration exercise) generally agree with this body of literature.
It is important to note that CREPES is a good starting point for a potential energy surface search not an endpoint. Some caveats persist; solvent models are restricted to continuum, and human judgment is required for selection criteria.

The main advantage of CREPES is that it provides the ability, to study less commonly modeled sugar systems. In the work presented here, galacturonic acid was surveyed using CREPES and 26 structures were identified as low-energy conformers. This type of computational data serves not only to enhance the possibility of investigating the biochemistry of these sugars in plant cell walls, but also may help inform subsequent models that would seek to describe polysaccharide chains involving unitized galacturonic acid units.
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This appendix indicates what many of the more complex scripts utilized in CREPES and general GAMESS administration of large batch jobs do. While this list ignores much of the smaller daily sed scripts, it contains a list of most of the scripts that are used on a semi regular basis. Many scripts have usage information built in but not all. Many scripts are used in conjunction with xargs. Most helper scripts are used for consecutive actions on context and therefore must be referenced by script rather than being passed with the pipe ( | ) command. Most scripts rely on references to a list of the contents of a folder being passed that is formatted without the file extension. Scripts are listed in alphabetical order, with child files moved relevant to parent script The general form of this list is as follows.

Name: The name of the script

Usage: What any usage flags if any mean

Description: Brief description of what the script is used for

Script: The actual syntax of the scripts themselves. (bear in mind that most of these scripts were written to complete a particular required repetative task and were not written formally therefore many of the variables and methods are not elegant)
Name:

cat2files

Usage:

cat2files [file you wish to append to] [file you wish to append]

Description:

Appends two files File1+File2. This script is typically used in updating input decks with the coordinates found in a log file. It concatenates the two files and in a later formatting step the contents of the files are cleared of all but the pertinent information.

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/tcsh
switch ($#)
    case 0:
        echo "Usage: cat2files [file you wish to append to] [file you wish to append]"
        break
    case 1:
        echo "Usage: cat2files [file you wish to append to] [file you wish to append]"
        break
    case 2:
        cat $2 >> $1
        break
    case *:
        echo "To many arguments"
        break
endsw
```
Name:

catfiles

Usage:

catfiles $filelist $extension $groupToAdd

catfiles $1 $2 $3

$1 = file name containing list of files without extension
$2 = indicates extension you wish to add to input
$3 = indicates the group from the data file you wish to use

Description:

This tool that allows the appending of a $group from dat file to a batch of input files.

Script:

switch ($#)
  case 0:
    echo 'Usage: catfiles $1 $2 $3'
    echo '$1 = file name containing list of files without extension'
    echo '$2 = indicates extension you wish to add to input'
    echo '$3 indicates the group from the data file you wish to use'
    break
  case 1:
    echo 'Usage: catfiles $1 $2 $3'
    echo '$1 = file name containing list of files without extension'
    echo '$2 = indicates extension you wish to add to input'
    break
  case 2:
    echo 'Usage: catfiles $1 $2 $3'
    echo '$1 = file name containing list of files without extension'
    echo '$2 = indicates extension you wish to add to input'
    break
  case *:
    echo "Too many arguments"
    break
endsw
Name:

**catfiles.2**

Usage:

catfiles.2 File1 File2 File3 File4

Files 1-3 are files to be concatenated file 4 is the new file

Description:

This is a child script to catfiles. This is a functional file that simply concatenates the 3 files into a 4th

Script:

```sh
cat $1 $2 $3 >> $4
```
Name:

cleangroups.py

Usage:

arg1 = file name no extension
arg2 = extension to add
arg3 = dat file group to parse

Description:

Helper tool for catfiles. Pulls the appropriate group where many groups of the same name exist in the dat file

Script:

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python
import sys
arg1 = sys.argv[1]
arg2 = sys.argv[2]
arg3 = sys.argv[3]

f = open(arg1+'.dat')

argcount = 0
for line in f:
    if '$'+arg3 in line:
        argcount = 1 + argcount
f = open (arg1+'.dat')
countgroups=0

lf = open(arg1+'.' + arg2+ '.' + arg3 +'.txt', 'a')
for line in f:
    if '$'+arg3 in line:
        countgroups = countgroups + 1
if countgroups==argcount:
    lf.write(line)
if '$END' in line:
    countgroups=0
```
Name:

cg

Usage:

cg filelist

filelist is a no extent list of files

Description:

Simple quick tool for removing files that flag GAMESS for errors on start (dat and log files).

User specific. Typically used to clean up after a failure of a batch job of some kind.

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh

switch ($#)
    case 0:
        echo "Usage: cg FileName"
        break
    case 1:
        cat $1 | xargs -I {} rm "{}.log"
        cat $1 | xargs -I {} rm "~/user/verhaag/scr/{}.dat"
        cat $1 | xargs -I {} rm "~/user/verhaag/scr/{}.rst"
        break
endsw
Name:

**checktool**

Usage:

checktool $1 $2 $3
$1 = input
$2 = output
$3 for verbose printing (v will do)

Description:

checktool identifies difference between input structure and a located structure. It returns Max movement (atom displacement of the atom that moved the most), mean movement (average displacement of all the atoms), max move atom (atom that moved the most’s name) and file name again. This script is useful in identifying structures that have moved from the potential energy well that they are named for in CREPES.

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/tcsh
switch ($#)
  case 0 :
    echo 'Checktool Identifies difference between input structure and a located structure'
    echo 'It returns Max movement, mean movement, max move atom and file name again'
    echo 'Usage: checktool $1 $2 $3'
    echo '$1 = input'
    echo '$2 = output'
    echo '$3 for verbose printing (v will do)'
    break
  case 1 :
    echo 'Checktool Identifies difference between input structure and a located structure'
    echo 'It returns Max movement, mean movement, max move atom and file name again'
    echo "Usage: checktool $1 $2"
    echo "$1 = input"
    echo "$2 = output"
    echo "$3 for verbose printing (v will do)"
    break
  case 2:
    cp $1 asdf.out
    cat2files asdf.out $2
    sed -i -n -e '/^cp/p' -e '/^C1/,/END/p' -e '/LOCATED//INTERNUCLEAR/p' asdf.out
    sed -i '/LOCATED//---/d' asdf.out
    sed -i 's/^C1//' asdf.out
    sed -i '/ANGS/d' asdf.out
    sed -i '/C1/d' asdf.out
```
sed -i 's/cp // asdf.out
sed -i 's/.inp.*$/ asdf.out
# asdf formatting is no header $data group 1 $END name of file2 $datagroup 2 (again no header) $END
check.py

rm asdf.out
breaksw
case 2:
    cp $1 asdf.out
cat2files asdf.out $2
    sed -i -n -e '/^cp/p' -e '/^C1/,/END/p' -e '/LOCATED//,INTERNUCLEAR/p'
    asdf.out
    sed -i '/LOCATED/,/-/d' asdf.out
    sed -i 's/^$/C1/' asdf.out
    sed -i '/ANGS/d' asdf.out
    sed -i '/C1/d' asdf.out
    sed -i 's/cp // asdf.out
    sed -i 's/.inp.*$/ asdf.out
# asdf formatting is no header $data group 1 $END name of file2 $datagroup 2 (again no header) $END
check.py

rm asdf.out
breaksw
endsw
Name:
check.py

Usage:
N/A

Description:
Helper tool to checktool. Does the actual math involved, where checktool does formatting.

Script:

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python
import math
import sys
data = open('asdf.out')

switch="input"
list = []
namemcounter = 0
for line in data:
    if "END" in line:
        switch = "output"
        namemcounter = 1
        continue
    if namemcounter == 1:
        name = line.rstrip"
        namemcounter=0
        continue
    element = line.split()
    row = []
    row.append(element)
    row.append(switch)
    list.append(row)
#print list
input = []
output = []
for line in range(len(list)):
    if list[line][1] == 'input':
        input.append(list[line][0])
    else:
        output.append(list[line][0])
# print input
# print output
diff = []
for row in range(len(output)):
    currentrow = []
    # currentrow.append(output[row][0])
    # currentrow.append(output[row][1])
    for element in range(2,5):
        difference = float(output[row][element]) - float(input[row][element])
        currentrow.append(difference)
```
diff.append(currentrow)
# print diff
vec=[]
for row in range(len(diff)):
    vec.append((diff[row][0] ** 2 + diff[row][1] ** 2 + diff[row][2] ** 2) ** .5)
# print vec
# to print complete list
if len(sys.argv) > 1:
    for atom in range(len(vec)):
        print str(round(vec[atom],4)) + ',' + output[atom][0]
if vec == []:
    print 'not located ' + name
else:
    number = 0
    for atom in range(len(vec)):
        if vec[atom] == max(vec):
            number = atom
    print str(round(max(vec),4)) + ',' + str(round(sum(vec)/len(vec),4)) + ',' + output[number][0] + str(number + 1) + ',' + name
Name:
cleanall

Usage:
cleanall $list $group $extension
cleanall $1 $2 $3
$1 = file list
$2 = Which group to keep from dat file eg. VEC (case sensitive)
$3 = group extension
$list = no file extension list of files to be operated on
$group = functional group to be added to input files
$extension= group extension

Description:
Performs same function as cleancatinp only on batch jobs

Script:

#!/bin/sh
switch ($#)
case 0:
  echo 'Usage: cleanall $1 $2 $3'
  echo '$1 = file list'
  echo '$2 = Which group to keep from dat file eg. VEC (case sensitive)'
  echo '$3 = group extension'
  break
sw
case 1:
  echo 'Usage: cleanall $1 $2 $3'
  echo '$1 = file list'
  echo '$2 = Which group to keep from dat file eg. VEC (case sensitive)'
  echo '$3 = group extension'
  break
sw
case 2:
  echo 'Usage: cleanall $1 $2 $3'
  echo '$1 = file list'
  echo '$2 = Which group to keep from dat file eg. VEC (case sensitive)'
  echo '$3 = group extension'
  break
sw
case 3:
  #clean out the bulk of the log file and dat file
  more $1 | xargs -I {} sed -n -i -e '/C1/p' -e '/LOCATED/,/INTERNUCLEAR/p' -e '/$'$2'/,$END/p' "{}.$3.inp"
  #Clean out heading of the log
  more $1 | xargs -I {} sed -i '/LOCATED/,/---/d' "{}.$3.inp"
  more $1 | xargs -I {} cleancatinp.2 "{}.$3.inp" fdsafdsatemp
  break
sw
case *:
  echo "To many arguments"
  break
sw
endsw
Name:

**cleancatinp**

Usage:

cleancatinp $1 $2
$1 = file name
$2 = Which group to keep from dat file eg. VEC (case sensitive)(optional)

Description:

This file cleans the concatenated input files (typically from catfiles) for input

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/tcsh

switch ($#)  
    case 0:
        echo 'Usage: cleancatinp $1 $2'
        echo '$1 = file name'
        echo '$2 = Which group to keep from dat file eg. VEC (case sensitive)(optional)'
        breaksw
    case 1:
        #clean out the bulk of the log file and dat file
        sed -n -i -e '1,/C1/p' -e '/LOCATED/,/INTERNUCLEAR/p' $1
        #Clean out heading of the log
        sed -i '/LOCATED/,/---/d' $1
cleancatinp.2 $1 fdsafdsatemp
        breaksw
    case 2:
        #clean out the bulk of the log file and dat file
        sed -n -i -e '1,/C1/p' -e '/LOCATED/,/INTERNUCLEAR/p' -e '/$' -e '/$END/p' $1
        #Clean out heading of the log
        sed -i '/LOCATED/,/---/d' $1
cleancatinp.2 $1 fdsafdsatemp
        breaksw
    case *:
        echo "Too many arguments"
        breaksw
endsw
```
Name:

**cleancatinp.2**

Usage:

 cleancatinp.2 $1 $2  
 $1 = input file  
 $2 = output file

Description:

Helper tool for cleancatinp. Clear some of the more problematic syntax that needs to be removed.

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/sh
sed '  
/^$/  
N  
/\n.*ANGS/ D  
}' $1 > $2

sed '  
/ANGS/ c  
\ $END  
' $2 > $1

rm $2
```
Name:

**CREPES**

Usage:

See Description

Description:

Welcome to CREPES
Complete Rotation for the Evaluation of the Potential Energy Surface

This tool is designed to automatically generate GAMESS input files that sample the potential energy surface (PES) based on rotational parameters supplied by the user.

Requirements
---------------
**C++**
Python

Components
-----------
readme.crepes
--General description of crepes

rotation.cpp
--C++ source code for the rotation code

crepes
--python script used for the execution of crepes

rotation
--A simple tool for using the rotation code to complete a rotation on 1 bond.

Installation
-------------
Extract to desired installation location.
If you are reading this you have probably already succeeded at this.

bunzip2 crepes.tar.bz2

tar -xvf crepes.tar

Change to the crepes directory (I will assume for the purpose of this documentation that the install path for crepes is as below)

cd /home/USER/crepes

Compile rotation.cpp to an app called crot

To do this
1. Identify your C++ compiler

There are a lot of C++ compilers out there.
The most common are
GNU, Intel, and Pathscale
To identify try the following

which g++
which icc
which pathCC

2. Based on which compiler you have, run the appropriate command.
g++ -o crot rotation.cpp
icc -o crot rotation.cpp
pathCC -o crot rotation.cpp

3. Add CREPES to your $PATH
Path is a *nix variable that tells the operating system where to look for its executables to save yourself the effort of typing out the entire path to crepes every time add the crepes path to your $PATH. This line is typically added to your .tcshrc .cshrc or .bashrc file in your home directory. To determine your current shell type.

echo $SHELL
or
ps -p $$ |tail -1

Based on you shell add the appropriate line
tcsh
set path = ( "/home/USER/crepes" $path)
bash
path=$PATH:/home/USER/crepes
csh
setenv path $path:/home/USER/crepes

Usage
-----
*NOTICE*
currently ^C (Ct-C escape sequence) only works at questions
where CREPES is not asking for an integer
*NOTICE*

CREPES will ask for input, I have denoted input steps with
--
Below each input question I elaborate on what specifically the question is
asking for.

CREPES will generate a folder named for your inputfile called inputfile.output
In that folder will be created input files based on user input defined
during the running of CREPES.

Step 1

CREPES takes one argument, the name of the GAMESS input file.
All files need to end in .inp
If no arguments are supplied
--Enter a GAMESS input file:
Crepes is asking for the name of the file to be iterated upon for
rotation.

Step 2

In this step CREPES determines information about the axes of rotation.
--Please enter the number of rotatable groups:
CREPES is asking how many rotations total you are performing on your molecule.
Be careful CREPES currently does not have a confirmation step here.
CREPES will ask a series of question for each individual rotation.
CREPES will order output nomenclature based on the order that you define
your rotations.
Atom numbers are indicated by their order in the input deck
This order is typically easy to visualize by using another free GAMESS
tool, macmolplt

--Enter atom number of rotation point 1 for rotation 1
This question is asking for the atom number of the first point on the line about which you would like to rotate your group of atoms. This atom does not move for this rotation but can move in another rotation.

--Enter atom number of rotation point 2 for rotation 1:
This question is asking for the atom number of the second point on the line about which you would like to rotate your group of atoms. This atom does not move for this rotation but can move in another rotation.

--Number of atoms moving by rotation 1:
This question is asking how many atoms are moving with a particular rotation not which atoms. It does not include the atoms you are rotating about. ie An alcohol will only have 1 atom moving.

--Total rotation (in degrees) 1 (360) :
This question is asking how many degrees your total rotation will be. It has a default of 360 degrees.
It also has a notice.
For rotations less than 360 add one step size to total rotation.
For nomenclature reason an extra step is required, ie You would like to do a rotation of 180 degrees in 30 degree steps. You would enter 210 in total rotation.

--Step size (in degrees) of rotation 1 (120) :
This question is asking the increment of degrees you would like each Step
Default step size is 120 degrees
ie step of 120 in a 360 total rotation will generate structures for 0,120,240

These questions will be repeated for each of the number of rotations you indicated in question 1

Step 3

CREPES will now ask question about the atoms that are moving.

--Enter the atoms that move for rotation 1 (comma separated):
This is asking for a list of atom numbers that are moving.
This does not include the atoms that you are rotating about.
input should look something like 3,4,5

This process will repeat for each rotation.
Step 4

After all data is input about the rotations CREPES will display the input data. Carefully look over the defined rotations. If there is an error indicate that they are not all correct CREPES will ask which rotation needs to be corrected you can only correct one at a time.

CREPES will then generate the input decks. Output names are formatted in the following way

sample.inp
sample.output/
sample.rot1.rot2.etc.inp

looking from rotation point 2 towards point 1 rotations occur in a clockwise direction. if you wish to rotate in the opposite direction input your rotation points in the opposite order.

History
-------

This project started out as a simple tool to help me save some time when I needed to do a rotational analysis of a functional group on a given molecule. As part of my research we started looking at carbohydrates. I attempted to use molecular mechanics(MM) codes to help identify global minima. I found that the MM codes that were available were not very rigorous in their sampling of the PES. I was lucky enough to have a large amount of resources available. So it occurred to me a better method for identifying global minima would be to use a small basis set and generate a complete set of conformers. Thus, came the creation of CREPES. This shows where CREPES is strongest; in environments with high resource availability and with molecules with high number of degrees of freedom. I tried to make CREPES as general as possible so that it would be functional for as many other people as possible.

Wish list
-------

Some things that were not added but could be relatively easily to improve performance or functionality
--add escape sequence from integer questions currently ^C only works at questions where CREPES is not asking
for an integer.
--re-write C++ code in python
there should be no reason why python could not handle the transforms
this would reduce requirements
--Find a way to make non-compound rotations more efficient.
currently every rotation is recalculated every time it is called
many rotations are the same every time they are calculated
if they could be stored in memory it would reduce times that
the C++ would have to be called

Script:

#!/usr/bin/env python

# Require imports
import sys
import os
import shutil
import tempfile

#global variables
rotationArray = []
movingAtoms = []
umrhotablegroups = 0
edititem=''
infilename=''
headerfile=''
datafile=''
tailfile=''
dataArray=[0]
inputdirectory=''
outputdirectory=''
crepespath = sys.path[0]

def usage():
    print "Usage: crepes [" game"
    print "
    print "
def inpfiletest(argv):
    global inpfile
    global inpfilename
    if len(sys.argv) == 1:
        inpfilename = raw_input('Enter a GAMESS input file: ')
    else:
        inpfilename = sys.argv[1]
    if inpfilename.endswith("inp"):
        return
    else:
        print "This is not a games input file."
sys.exit()

def fillrotationArray(edititem):
    global rotationArray
    #test if this is a new rotation or and edit of a misentered
    if edititem != 0:
        rotation = edititem - 1
        fillrotationquest(rotation)
    else:
        for rotation in range(numrhotablegroups):
            fillrotationquest(rotation)

def fillrotationquest(rotation):
    global edititem
    print "----"
Debug Prints

print "edititem = " + str(edititem)
print "rotation = " + str(rotation)

# Expand array for new rotations
if edititem == 0:
    rotationArray.extend([0])
rotationArray[rotation] = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

# Fill the rotation array
question = "Enter atom number of rotation point 1 for rotation " + str(rotation+1) + ": "
inputcheck = 0
while inputcheck==0:
    try:
        rotationArray[rotation][0] = int(raw_input(question))
        inputcheck = 1
    except:
        print "This is not an integer"

question = "Enter atom number of rotation point 2 for rotation " + str(rotation+1) + ": "
inputcheck = 0
while inputcheck==0:
    try:
        rotationArray[rotation][1] = int(raw_input(question))
        inputcheck = 1
    except:
        print "This is not an integer"

question = "Number of atoms moving by rotation " + str(rotation+1) + ": "
inputcheck = 0
while inputcheck==0:
    try:
        rotationArray[rotation][2] = int(raw_input(question))
        inputcheck = 1
    except:
        print "This is not an integer"

stepcheck = 0
while stepcheck == 0:
    print 'For rotations less than 360 add one step size to total rotation'
    question = "Total rotation (in degrees) " + str(rotation+1) + " (360) : "
    inputcheck = 0
    stepsize = raw_input(question)
    if stepsize == "":
        rotationArray[rotation][3] = 360
    else:
        while inputcheck==0:
            try:
                rotationArray[rotation][3] = int(stepsize)
                inputcheck = 1
            except:
                print "This is not a Number"

    question = "Step size (in degrees) of rotation " + str(rotation+1) + " (120) : "
    inputcheck = 0
    stepsize = raw_input(question)
    if stepsize == "":
        rotationArray[rotation][4] = 120
    else:
        while inputcheck==0:
            try:
                rotationArray[rotation][4] = int(stepsize)
                inputcheck = 1
            except:
                print "This is not a Number"

# Check Input for logic error
if rotationArray[rotation][4] < rotationArray[rotation][3]:
    stepcheck = 1
else:
    print 'Rotation step is larger than the total rotation.'

# Tag for compound rotations
# Originally intended to make non compound rotations more efficient by storing rather than
# calculating each step. In practice found that calculation was not a significant impediment
# therefore setting to denote all as compound in spite of there being no functionality
# implemented

question = "Is rotation " + str(rotation+1) + " a compound rotation

inputcheck = 0
while inputcheck==0:
    compound = raw_input(question)

    try:
        rotationArray[rotation][5] = bool(eval(compound))
        inputcheck = 1
    except:
        if compound == "":
            rotationArray[rotation][5] = bool(1)
            inputcheck = 1
        elif compound == "y":
            rotationArray[rotation][5] = bool(1)
            inputcheck = 1
        elif compound == "n":
            rotationArray[rotation][5] = bool(0)
            inputcheck = 1
        else:
            print "This is not a Boolean"
            rotationArray[rotation][5] = bool(1)

def fillmovingatom(edititem):
    # Check if this is a new rotation or a edit of misentered data
    if edititem != 0:
        rotation = edititem - 1
        fillmovingquest(rotation)
    else:
        for rotation in range(numrotatablegroups):
            fillmovingquest(rotation)

def fillmovingquest(rotation):
    # fill the moving atoms array
    global movingAtoms
    movingAtoms.extend([])
    for atom in range(rotationArray[rotation][2]):
        movingAtoms[rotation].extend([])

    question = "Enter the atoms that move for rotation " + str(rotation+1) + " (comma separated): "
    inputcheck = 0
    while inputcheck==0:
        # test to see if if the number of atoms moving matches how many the entered
        try:
            rotablelist = list(eval("(" + raw_input(question) + ",\)"))
            if len(rotablelist) == rotationArray[rotation][2]:
                try:
                    movingAtoms[rotation] = rotablelist
                    movingAtoms[rotation].sort()
                    inputcheck = 1
                except:
                    print "This is not a list"
            else:
                confimmovables = raw_input('You entered ' + str(rotationArray[rotation][2]) + ' for the number of atoms that need to be moved for this rotation;\nYou entered a different number of atoms.\nIs this list correct? (y/n) ')
                if confimmovables == 'y':
                    movingAtoms[rotation] = rotablelist
                    rotationArray[rotation][2] = len(movingAtoms[rotation])
inputcheck = 1
except:
    print "This is not a list"
def inputquestions():
    #initiate data acquisition edititem=0 indicates a new rotation
    inputcheck=0
global numrotablegroups
global edititem
    while inputcheck == 0:
        try:
            numrotablegroups = int(raw_input('Please enter the number of rotatable groups: '))
        except print "This is not an integer"
        edititem=0
        fillrotationArray(edititem)
        fillmovingatom(edititem)
def confirminput():
    # Print the inputed data for review before executing
    for rotation in range(numrotablegroups):
        print '---'
        print 'Rotation ' + str(rotation+1)
        print 'Axix of rotation: ' + str(rotationArray[rotation][0]) + ' , ' + str(rotationArray[rotation][1])
        print 'Number of atoms moving with rotation: ' + str(rotationArray[rotation][2])
        print 'Angle of rotation total/steps: ' + str(rotationArray[rotation][3]) + " / " + str(rotationArray[rotation][4])
        print 'Compound rotation: ' + str(rotationArray[rotation][5])
        print 'Atoms that move for rotation: ' + str(movingAtoms[rotation])
        def editinput():
            # after displaying data allow user to indicate changes that need to be made
            print '---'
            confirmed = raw_input( "Are all of these correct (Y/n): ")
            if confirmed == ''
                confirmed = 'y'
            if confirmed != 'y':
                question='Enter the rotation that needs to be corrected [1-
                ' + str(numrotablegroups) + ']: '
                inputcheck = 0
                while inputcheck==0:
                    global edititem
                    edititem = raw_input(question)
                    try:
                        edititem = int(edititem)
                        inputcheck=1
                    except
                        print "This is not an integer"
            print "Correcting " + str(edititem)
            fillrotationArray(edititem)
            fillmovingatom(edititem)
            confirminput()
            editinput()
def parseinpfile():
    # Parse input deck so that the file is also broken up so that it can be reassembles after rotations
    pathisclear = 0
    while pathisclear == 0:
        global inpfilename
global inpfile
        print 'Reading ' + inpfilename
        inpfile = open(inpfilename)
        global headerfile
        global datafile
        global tailfile
        global inputdirectory
        inputdirectory = inpfilename.rstrip('.inp') + '.input/
        if not os.path.exists(inputdirectory):
os.mkdir(inputdirectory)
os.chdir(inputdirectory)
headerfile = open('headerfile.txt', 'w')
datafile = open('datafile.txt', 'w')
tailfile = open('tailfile.txt', 'w')
sym = 0
for line in inpfile:
    if sym == 0:
        headerfile.write(line)
    if 'C1' in line:
        sym=1
    if '$END' in line and sym == 1:
        sym = 2
    if sym == 1 and 'C1' not in line:
        datafile.write(line)
    if sym == 2:
        tailfile.write(line)
pin "Parse complete."
headerfile.close()
datafile.close()
tailfile.close()
os.chdir('..')
pathisclear = 1
else:
    print "Directory " + inputdirectory + " already exists."
    overwrite = raw_input("Overwrite(Y/n):")
    if overwrite == 'y':
        shutil.rmtree(inputdirectory, ignore_errors=True)
    elif overwrite == 'n':
        shutil.rmtree(inputdirectory, ignore_errors=True)
    else:
        sys.exit()
def copyInputFile():
    # Prepare a place for generation of output files and copy data over
    global inpfilename
    global inputdirectory
    global outputdirectory
    pathisclear = 0
    while pathisclear == 0:
        global inpfilename
        global outputdirectory
        outputdirectory = inpfilename.rstrip('.inp') + '.output/'
        # Check if path already exists and query user for what to do
        if not os.path.exists(outputdirectory):
            # Debug Prints
            print os.getcwd()
            os.mkdir(outputdirectory)
instr = inputdirectory + 'datafile.txt'
outstr = outputdirectory + 'datafile.txt'
shutil.copy( instr, outputdirectory)
pathisclear = 1
else:
    print "Directory " + outputdirectory + " already exits."
    overwrite = raw_input("Overwrite(Y/n):")
    if overwrite == 'y':
        shutil.rmtree(outputdirectory, ignore_errors=True)
    elif overwrite == 'n':
        shutil.rmtree(outputdirectory, ignore_errors=True)
    else:
        sys.exit()
def createdataArray():
    # create an array of the incoming data
    global dataArray
    datafile = open(inputdirectory + 'datafile.txt', 'r')
    for line in datafile:
        dataArray.extend([line.rstrip('
')])
datafile.close()
def formateddatafile():
# format input data so that it can properly be handled by C++ code
os.chdir(outputdirectory)
formateddatafile = open('formateddatafile.txt','w')
datafile = open('datafile.txt','r')
for line in datafile:
    # Debug Prints
    print line.rstrip('n')
    spliline = line.split()
    for element in range(len(spliline)):
        spliline[element] = spliline[element] + "\t"
    string = "\t".join(spliline)
    string = string.replace('0.0,','0.0\t')
    string = string.rstrip("\t")
    # Debug Prints
    print string
    formateddatafile.write(string+\n)
formateddatafile.close()

def iterator( rotationParameters ):
    # Itterate through all possible combinations of rotations and generate files
    totalIndexLength = len(rotationParameters.rotationArray)
    # open the current file  and load contents into memory for use later
    currentdataArray = []
currentDataFile = open(rotationParameters.currentFileNameStr,'r')
    for line in currentDataFile:
        currentdataArray.extend([line.rstrip("\n")])
currentDataFile.close()
    # perform my rotations
    # set up some variables for driving the for loop based off our first input data element
    # Debug Prints
    print "rotationParameters.currentIndex + str(rotationParameters.currentIndex)"
    if rotationParameters.currentIndex >= totalIndexLength:
        return
    firstPropertiesElement = rotationParameters.rotationArray[rotationParameters.currentIndex]
    # Debug Prints
    print 'Testing syntax'
    print firstPropertiesElement
    print rotationArray
    print movingAtoms
    startingDegree = 0
    endingDegree = firstPropertiesElement[3]
    stepDegree = firstPropertiesElement[4]
    # Debug Prints
    print "startingDegree + str(startingDegree)"
    print "stepDegree + str(stepDegree)"
    print "endingDegree + str(endingDegree)"
    # loop through for my for loop
    degreeCounter = startingDegree
    while degreeCounter < endingDegree:
        # what information do we need to rotate; pass it into the rotateAtoms call
        localRotationParameters = rotationParameters.clone()
        localRotationParameters.currentDegree = degreeCounter
        rotationResultdataArray = rotateAtoms( currentdataArray,
        localRotationParameters.currentDegree = degreeCounter
        rotationResultdataArray = rotateAtoms( currentdataArray,
        localRotationParameters )
        # Debug Prints
        print "rotationResultdataArray", rotationResultdataArray
        # for line in rotationResultdataArray:
        print line
        # get a new file name
        oldFileNameStr = rotationParameters.currentFileNameStr.rstrip('.txt')
        newFileNameStr = oldFileNameStr + "" + str(degreeCounter) + "\t".txt"
        # loop through the rotationresult and write it out to the new file
        # save the rotations to a new data file based off the rotations:
    "datafile.0.txt"
    print currentdataArray
    print "Writing + str(newFileNameStr)"
    newDataFile = open( newFileNameStr, 'w' )
Debug Prints
print "currentdataArray 
linecounter=0
for line in currentdataArray:
    linecounter=linecounter+1
    print linecounter,line
print "rotationResultdataArray 
for line in rotationResultdataArray:
    print line
print "rotationParameters.currentIndex ", rotationParameters.currentIndex
rotatedatomcounter=2
for atom in movingAtoms[rotationParameters.currentIndex]:
    if rotatedatomcounter < len(rotationResultdataArray):
        Debug Prints
        print "atom ", atom
        print "rotatedatomcounter ", rotatedatomcounter
        print "rotationResultdataArray[rotatedatomcounter] ",
        rotationResultdataArray[rotatedatomcounter]
        currentdataArray[atom-1]=rotationResultdataArray[rotatedatomcounter]
        rotatedatomcounter = rotatedatomcounter + 1
    else:
        break
for line in range(len(currentdataArray)):
    currentdataArray[line] = currentdataArray[line].replace('      ',',')
    currentdataArray[line] = currentdataArray[line].replace(',','      ',1)
    currentdataArray[line] = currentdataArray[line].replace('.0,','.0t')
    Debug Prints
    print "currentdataArray after replace 
linecounter=0
for line in currentdataArray:
    linecounter=linecounter+1
    print linecounter,line
for atom in currentdataArray:
    # write to the file
    newDataFile.write(atom + "\n")
newDataFile.close()
# check to see if we should recurse; stopping condition
Debug Prints
print "totalIndexLength "+ str(totalIndexLength)
print "rotationParameters.currentIndex "+ str(rotationParameters.currentIndex)
if rotationParameters.currentIndex < totalIndexLength:
    newRotationParameters = rotationParameters.clone()
    newRotationParameters.currentIndex = rotationParameters.currentIndex +1
    newRotationParameters.currentDegree = degreeCounter
    newRotationParameters.currentFileNameStr = newFileNameStr
    iterator( newRotationParameters )
#increment degrees based on properties of input
degreeCounter = degreeCounter + stepDegree
def rotateAtoms( dataArray, rotationParameters):
    returndataArray = dataArray
    # do the rotation of the atoms, whatever that is, need to identify what information we need to do the rotation and call the c execution
    # takes the input dataArray and copies it/modifies it and fills the return Data Array so it can be written to disk
    #index
    rotateIndex = rotationParameters.currentIndex
    #angle
    rotateCurrentDegree = rotationParameters.currentDegree
    #rotationArray values
    rotateArrayValues = rotationParameters.rotationArray[rotateIndex]
    #moving atoms
    rotateMovingAtoms = rotationParameters.movingAtoms[rotateIndex]
    #step size
    rotatestepsizes= rotationParameters.rotationArray[rotateIndex][4]
# Debug Prints
# print rotateArrayValues[0]
# print rotateArrayValues[1]
# print dataArray[rotateArrayValues[0]-1]
# print dataArray[rotateArrayValues[1]-1]
# print currentdataArray
# print range(len(dataArray))
sourceData = tempfile.NamedTemporaryFile()
sourceData.write(dataArray[rotateArrayValues[0]-1]+"\n")
sourceData.write(dataArray[rotateArrayValues[1]-1]+"\n")
for line in range(len(dataArray)):
    if line + 1 in rotateMovingAtoms:
        # print dataArray[line]
        sourceData.write(dataArray[line]+"\n")
sourceData.seek(0)

# Debug Prints
# print "tempfile"
# print sourceData.read()
# sourceData.seek(0)
# atoms to rotate around
# look up in atoms data based on ids in moving attoms and rotation array
returndataArray = rotateAtom(rotateMovingAtoms, rotatestepsize, rotateCurrentDegree, sourceData.name)
# Debug Prints
# print "returned data"
# for atom in returndataArray:
#     print atom.rstrip("\n")
return returndataArray

def rotateAtom(rotateMovingAtoms, rotatestepsize, rotateCurrentDegree, sourceData):
    # Call the rotate atom C++ code
    returnRotation = []
    # sourceData = 'formateddatafile.txt'
    # Debug Prints
    # print 'str(len(rotateMovingAtoms))' + str(len(rotateMovingAtoms))
    # print 'str(rotateCurrentDegree)' + str(rotateCurrentDegree)
    # print 'str(sourceData)' + str(sourceData)
    # the rotator imports previous step coordinates therefore it gets passed the step size
    if rotateCurrentDegree == 0:
        # print "executing ",./crot " + str(len(rotateMovingAtoms)) + " " + str(rotateCurrentDegree) + " " + str(sourceData)+",'r')"
        tempstore = os.popen(str(crepespath)+"./crot " + str(len(rotateMovingAtoms)) + " " + str(rotateCurrentDegree) + " " + str(sourceData), 'r')
    else:
        # print "executing ",./crot " + str(len(rotateMovingAtoms)) + " " + str(rotatestepsize) + " " + str(sourceData)+",'r')"
        tempstore = os.popen(str(crepespath)+"./crot " + str(len(rotateMovingAtoms)) + " " + str(rotatestepsize) + " " + str(sourceData), 'r')
    for line in tempstore:
        returnRotation.append(line.rstrip('\n'))
    return returnRotation

class RotationParameters:
    # define a class object that passes information up and down the iteration
    def __init__ (self, currentIndex = 0, rotationArray = None, movingAtoms = None, currentFileNameStr = None, currentDegree = None):
        self.currentIndex = currentIndex
        self.rotationArray = rotationArray
        self.movingAtoms = movingAtoms
        self.currentFileNameStr = currentFileNameStr
        self.currentDegree = currentDegree
    def clone( self):
        returnParameters = RotationParameters()
        returnParameters.currentIndex = self.currentIndex
        returnParameters.rotationArray = self.rotationArray
        returnParameters.movingAtoms = self.movingAtoms
        returnParameters.currentFileNameStr = self.currentFileNameStr
        returnParameters.currentDegree = self.currentDegree
returnParameters.currentDegree = self.currentDegree
return returnParameters
def fileformat():
    # format the files that are output from the C++ code
    # recompile the input deck from the headers of the original file
    basename = inpfilename.rstrip('inp')
    for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
        syntaxname = file.lstrip("formateddatafile.")
        dataname = syntaxname.rstrip('txt')
        filename = basename + dataname + 'inp'
        shutil.copy(inputdirectory + 'headerfile.txt', outputdirectory + filename)
        print "Formatting ", filename
        openfile = open(outputdirectory + file, 'r')
        formline = line
        formline = formline.replace(' ', ', ')
        formline = formline.replace(',', ', ')
        formline = formline.replace(' ', ' - ')
        formline = formline.replace(',', ', ')
        openfile.write(formline)
        tailfile = open(inputdirectory + 'tailfile.txt', 'r')
        for line in tailfile:
            openfile.write(line)
    def cleanup():
        # clean out unnecessary files from output that will cause problems in the format step
        try:
            os.remove(outputdirectory + 'datafile.txt')
        except:
            print 'File datafile.txt does not exist'
        try:
            os.remove(outputdirectory + 'formateddatafile.txt')
        except:
            print 'File formateddatafile.txt does not exist'
        maxseps = 0
        for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
            seps = file.count('.
')
            if seps > maxseps:
                maxseps = seps
        for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
            seps = file.count('.
')
            if seps < maxseps:
                # Debug Prints
                print file, seps, maxseps
                os.remove(outputdirectory + file)
    def finalcleanup():
        # Clear files that are not used by the user may be helpful in testing to not call this function
        print "Cleaning up"
        for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
            if "txt" in file:
                try:
                    os.remove(outputdirectory + file)
                except:
                    print "File " + file + "Does not exist"
        shutil.rmtree(inputdirectory)
    def main(argv):
        # Main thread of the crepes function calls the individual steps
        print "\nCREPES \n"
        inpfiletest(argv)
        inputquestions()
myRotationParameters = RotationParameters()
myRotationParameters.currentIndex = 0
myRotationParameters.rotationArray = rotationArray
myRotationParameters.movingAtoms = movingAtoms
myRotationParameters.currentFileNameStr = newBaseFile

# run the rotations
iterator( myRotationParameters )
cleanup() 
fileformat()

# Debug Prints
# print rotationArray
# print movingAtoms
finalcleanup()

main(sys.argv)
Name:

tepes

Usage:

tepes $inputfile

Description:

Operation is similar to CREPES. Follow on screen instructions. This script has no robustness
built in.

Script:

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python

# Require imports
import sys
import os
import shutil
import tempfile
import copy
#global variables
edititem=''
inpfilename=''
headerfile=''
datafile=''
tailfile=''
inputdirectory=''
outputdirectory=''
transpath = sys.path[0]
#array of info for each moving atom
movatom=[]
dataArray=[]

def usage():
    print "Usage: trans []"
    print "gamess input file"
    print "input files must end in inp"

def inpfiletest(argv):
    global inpfile
    global inpfilename
    if len(sys.argv) == 1:
        inpfilename = raw_input('Enter a GAMESS input file: ')
    else:
        inpfilename = sys.argv[1]
    if inpfilename.endswith("inp"):
        return
    else:
        print "This is not a games input file."
        sys.exit()

def queryuser():
    global movatom
    question = "Enter the number of moving groups: ">
    numbermovinggroups=int(raw_input(question))
    for atom in range(numbermovinggroups):
        question = "Enter the atom number for group " + str(atom+1) +": "
        line = int(raw_input(question))
        question = "Enter the number of steps for group " + str(atom+1) +": "
```

steps = int(raw_input(question))
question = "Enter step size for group " + str(atom+1) +": "
stepsize = float(raw_input(question))
movatom.append([line, steps, stepsize])

# print movatom
def parseinpfile():
    # Parse input deck so that the file is also broken up so that it can be reassembles after rotations
    pathisclear = 0
    while pathisclear == 0:
        global inpfilename
        global inpfile
        print 'Reading ' + inpfilename
        inpfile = open(inpfilename)
        global headerfile
        global datafile
        global tailfile
        global inputdirectory
        inputdirectory = inpfilename.rstrip('.inp') + '.input/
        if not os.path.exists(inputdirectory):
            os.mkdir(inputdirectory)
            os.chdir(inputdirectory)
            headerfile = open('headerfile.txt', 'w')
            datafile = open('datafile.txt', 'w')
            tailfile = open('tailfile.txt', 'w')
            sym = 0
            for line in inpfile:
                if sym == 0:
                    headerfile.write(line)
                if '$END' in line:
                    sym = 2
                else:
                    if 'C1' in line:
                        sym = 1
                    if sym == 1 and 'C1' not in line:
                        datafile.write(line)
            if sym == 2:
                tailfile.write(line)
            print "Parse complete."
            headerfile.close()
            datafile.close()
            tailfile.close()
            os.chdir('..')
            pathisclear = 1
        else:
            print "Directory " + inputdirectory + " already exists."
            overwrite = raw_input("Overwrite(Y/n):")
            if overwrite == 'y':
                shutil.rmtree(inputdirectory, ignore_errors=True)
            elif overwrite == ''
                shutil.rmtree(inputdirectory, ignore_errors=True)
            else:
                sys.exit()
def copyInputFile():
    # Prepare a place for generation of output files and copy data over
    global inpfilename
    global inputdirectory
    global outputdirectory
    pathisclear = 0
    while pathisclear == 0:
        global inpfilename
        global outputdirectory
        outputdirectory = inpfilename.rstrip('.inp') + '.output/
        # Check if path already exists and query user for what to do
        if not os.path.exists(outputdirectory):
            # Debug Prints
            print os.getcwd()
            os.mkdir(outputdirectory)
            instr= inputdirectory + 'datafile.txt'
            outstr = outputdirectory + 'datafile.txt'
shutil.copy( instr, outputdirectory)
pathisclear = 1
else:
    print "Directory " + outputdirectory + " already exits."
overwrite = raw_input("Overwrite(Y/n):")
if overwrite == 'y':
    shutil.rmtree(outputdirectory,ignore_errors=True)
elif overwrite=="":
    shutil.rmtree(outputdirectory,ignore_errors=True)
else:
    sys.exit()

def createdataArray():
    # create an array of the incoming data
    global dataArray
    datafile = open(inputdirectory + 'datafile.txt','r')
dataArray = []
    for line in datafile:
        element = line.split()
dataArray.append(element)
    datafile.close()

def formateddatafile():
    # format input data so that it can properly be handled by C++ code
    os.chdir(outputdirectory)
    formateddatafile = open('formateddatafile.txt','w')
    for line in dataArray:
        #
        print line
        linestring = ''
        for element in line:
            linestring = linestring + "t" + str(element)
        #
        print linestring
        formateddatafile.write(linestring + "n")
    formateddatafile.close()
    os.chdir("..")

def iterator(translationparameters):
    global dataArray
    totalindexlength = len(translationparameters.movatom)
    #
    print "totalindexlength " + str(totalindexlength)
    #
    if translationparameters.curentIndex >= totalindexlength:
        return
    #
    pull parameters for current step
    firstPropertiesElement = translationparameters.movatom[translationparameters.curentIndex]
    startingStep = 0
    endingStep = firstPropertiesElement[1]
    stepsze = firstPropertiesElement[2]
    currentdataArray = []
currentDataFile = open(translationparameters.currentfilenamestr,'r')
    for line in currentDataFile:
        element = line.split()
currentdataArray.append(element)
currentDataFile.close()
    currentDataArray = []
    stepCounter = startingStep
    while stepCounter < endingStep:
        localTranslationParameters = translationparameters.clone()
        localTranslationParameters.currentstep = stepCounter
        translationResultsDataArray = translate(currentdataArray,
l0calTranslationParameters)
        namingcurrentMovingAtom = translationparameters.movatom[translationparameters.curentIndex][0]
namingoriginPosition=dataArray[namingcurrentMovingAtom-1][2]
nametag= round(float(namingoriginPosition) + stepCounter*stepsze,3)
oldFileNameStr = translationparameters.currentfilenamestr.strip('txt')
newFileNameStr = oldFileNameStr + "-" + str(nametag) + ".txt"
print "Writing " + str(newFileNameStr)
newDataFile = open( newFileNameStr, 'w' )
# print dataArray

currentdataArray = copy.deepcopy(translationResultsDataArray)

for line in currentdataArray:
    printline = ''
    # print line
    for element in line:
        # print element
        printline = printline + str(element) + '   '
        # print printline
    newDataFile.write(printline + "\n")
    newDataFile.close()
    # print "translationparameters.currentIndex " +
    # print str(translationparameters.currentIndex)
    # recurrsor
    if translationparameters.currentIndex < totalindexlength:
        newtranslationparameters = translationparameters.clone()
        newDataFile = open(newFileNameStr, 'w')
        # print dataArray
        # print "\n"
        newDataFile.close()
        # print "translationparameters.currentIndex " +
        # print str(translationparameters.currentIndex)
        # recurrsor
        newtranslationparameters.currentfilenamestr = newFileNameStr
        newtranslationparameters.currentstep = stepCounter
        iterator(newtranslationparameters)
        stepCounter = stepCounter + 1

class translationparameters:
    def __init__ (self, currentIndex = 0, movatom = None, currentfilenamestr = None, currentstep = None):
        self.currentIndex = currentIndex
        self.movatom = movatom
        self.currentfilenamestr = currentfilenamestr
        self.currentstep = currentstep
    def clone(self):
        returnparameters = translationparameters()
        returnparameters.currentIndex = self.currentIndex
        returnparameters.movatom = self.movatom
        returnparameters.currentfilenamestr = self.currentfilenamestr
        returnparameters.currentstep = self.currentstep
        return returnparameters
    def translate(self, currentdataArray, translationparameters):
        dataArray = currentdataArray
        currentMovingAtom = translationparameters.movatom[translationparameters.currentIndex][0]
        # print "currentMovingAtom " + str(currentMovingAtom)
        originPosition = dataArray[currentMovingAtom-1][2]
        # print "originPosition " +str(originPosition)
        currentPosition = float(originPosition) +
            translationparameters.movatom[translationparameters.currentIndex][2]*(translationparameters.currentstep)
        # print "translationparameters.movatom[translationparameters.currentIndex][2] " +
            str(translationparameters.movatom[translationparameters.currentIndex][2])
        # print "translationparameters.currentstep " + str(translationparameters.currentstep)
        # print "currentPosition " + str(currentPosition)
        # print dataArray
        # print "\n"
        dataArray[currentMovingAtom-1][2] = currentPosition
        #print dataArray
        # print "\n"
        return dataArray
    def cleanup():
        # clean out unnecessary files from output that will cause problems in the format step
        try:
            os.remove(outputdirectory + 'datafile.txt')
        except:
            print 'File datafile.txt does not exist'
            try:
os.remove(outputdirectory + 'formatteddatafile.txt')
except:
    print 'File formatteddatafile.txt does not exist'
maxseps=0
for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
    seps = file.count('-')
    if seps > maxseps:
        maxseps = seps
for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
    seps = file.count('-')
    if seps < maxseps:
        # Debug Prints
        print file,seps,maxseps
        os.remove(outputdirectory+file)

def fileformat():
    # format the files that are output from the C++ code
    # recompile the input deck from the headers of the original file
    basename = inpfilename.rstrip('.inp')
    for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
        syntaxname = file.lstrip('formatteddatafile.')
        dataname = syntaxname.rstrip('txt')
        filename = basename + dataname + 'inp'
        shutil.copy(inputdirectory + 'headerfile.txt' , outputdirectory + filename)
        print "Formatting ", filename
        openfile = open(outputdirectory + file, 'a')
        opendatafile = open(outputdirectory + file, 'r')
        for line in opendatafile:
            formline = line
            formline = formline.replace('\t', ',')
            formline = formline.replace(',', '  ')
            formline = formline.replace('-', '
')
            openfile.write(formline)
        tailfile = open(inputdirectory + 'tailfile.txt', 'r')
        for line in tailfile:
            openfile.write(line)
    def finalcleanup():
        # Clear files that are not used by the user may be helpful in testing to not call this function
        print "Cleaning up"
        for file in os.listdir(outputdirectory):
            if "txt" in file:
                try:
                    os.remove(outputdirectory + file)
                except:
                    print "File " + file + "Does not exist"
    shutil.rmtree(inputdirectory)

def main(argv):
    global movatom
    inpfiletest(argv)
    parseinpfile()
    copyInputFile()
    createdataArray()
    queryuser()
    fileformat()
    finalcleanup()
    main(sys.argv)
Name:

**inpincupd**

Usage:

inpincupd $file

Description:

Tool to update input deck with last coordinates from an out of steps job (as opposed to an optimized job) Requires appended log file to inp.

Script:

```bash
sed -n -i -e '1,/C1/p' -e '/TOO MANY STEPS TAKEN/,/INTERNUCLEAR/p' $1
sed -i '/FAILURE/,/---/d' $1
sed -i 's/$/END/' $1
sed -i '/ANGS/d' $1
sed -i '/C1/{x;p;x;}' $1
sed -i -n -e '1,/DATA/p' -e '/^$/,END/p' $1
```
Name:

inpupd

Usage:

inpupd $file

Description:

Tool to update input deck with last coordinates from an optimization. Requires appended log file to inp

Script:

```bash
sed -n -i -e '1,/C1/p' -e '/LOCATED/,/INTERNUCLEAR/p' $1
sed -i '/LOCATED/,/---/d' $1
sed -i 's/$/$END/' $1
sed -i '/ANGS/d' $1
sed -i '/C1/{x;p;x;}' $1
sed -i -n -e '1,/DATA/p' -e '/^$/END/p' $1
```
Name:

**locinternuc**

Usage:

```
locinternuc $1 $2 $3
$1 = file name
$2 = atom 1
$3 = atom 2
```

Description:

Tool to determine inter nuclear distance between 2 atoms in data group. Works on optimized log files

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/tcsh
#set echo
switch ( $# )
  case 0 :
    echo "Usage: locinternuc $1 $2 $3"
    echo "$1 file name $2 atom 1 $3 atom 2"
    breaksw
  case 1 :
    echo "Usage: locinternuc $1 $2 $3"
    echo "$1 file name $2 atom 1 $3 atom 2"
    breaksw
  case 2 :
    echo "Usage: locinternuc $1 $2 $3"
    echo "$1 file name $2 atom 1 $3 atom 2"
    breaksw
  case 3 :
    sed -n -e '/LOCATED/,/INTERNUCLEAR/p' $1 | sed -e '/LOCATED/,/---/d' -e 's/END/' -e '/ANGS/d' -e '/C1/' | sed -n -e '1,/DATA/p' -e '1,$/END/p' > input.inp
    internuc.py $2 $3 $1
    rm input.inp
  endif
endsw
```
Name:

stepsinternuc

Usage:

stepsinternuc $1 $2 $3
$1 = file name
$2 = atom 1
$3 = atom 2

Description:

Tool to determine inter nuclear distance between 2 atoms in data group. Works on to many steps taken log files

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh
switch ($#)
    case 0 :
        echo "Usage: stepsinternuc $1 $2 $3"
        echo "$1 file name $2 atom 1 $3 atom 2"
        break
    case 1 :
        echo "Usage: stepsinternuc $1 $2 $3"
        echo "$1 file name $2 atom 1 $3 atom 2"
        break
    case 2 :
        echo "Usage: stepsinternuc $1 $2 $3"
        echo "$1 file name $2 atom 1 $3 atom 2"
        break
    case 3 :
        sed -n -e '/TOO MANY STEPS TAKEN/,/INTERNUCLEAR/p' $1 | sed -e '/FAILURE/,/---/d' -e 's/$/END/' -e '/ANGS/d' -e '/Cl/{x;p;x;}' | sed -n -e '1,/DATA/p' -e '/^$/,' -e '/END/p' > input.inp
        internuc.py $2 $3 $1
        # rm input.inp
        break
endsw
Name:

**internuc.py**

Usage:

Python script to determine inter nuclear distance between two atoms passed input.inp $1, and $2 which are atoms of interest $3 is original file name

Description:

Helper file to locinternuc and stepsinternuc

Script:

```
#!/usr/bin/env python

# python script to determine inter nuclear distance between two atoms
# passed input.inp $1 $2 which are atoms of interest $3 is original file name

import math
import sys

atm1 = sys.argv[1]
atm2 = sys.argv[2]
name = sys.argv[3]

data = open('input.inp')
list = []
for line in data:
    element = line.split()
    list.append(element)
    # print list

diff=[]
atm1 = int(atm1)-1
atm2 = int(atm2)-1

for element in range(2,5):
    difference = float(list[atm1][element]) - float(list[atm2][element])
    # print difference
    diff.append(difference)
    # print diff

vec=(diff[0] ** 2 + diff[1] ** 2 + diff[2] ** 2) ** .5
print str(round(vec,4)) + "t" + name
```
Name:

ml

Usage:

ml $extension $listname

Description:

Makes a list of files with an extension without the extension

Script:

```bash
switch ($#)
    case 0:
        echo "Usage: makelist extension filename"
        break
    case 1:
        echo "Usage: makelist extension filename"
        break
    case 2:
        echo ok
        ls *."$1" > $2
        sed -i "s/.log\.$1//t-" $2
        break
    case *:
        echo "To many arguments"
        break
endsw
```

Name:

pullegas

Usage:

N/A

Description:

Pulls out the absolute energy of log files in a gas phase optimization

Script:

```bash
pullegas.2 |sed 's/.log.*-t-/'
```
Name:

**pullegas.2**

Usage:

N/A

Description:

Helper tool for pullegas

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/sh
ls *.log|xargs -I {} pullegas.1 {}|sed -e '
/.log$/ {N
s/\n//}
'
```

Name:

**pullegas.1**

Usage:

N/A

Description:

Helper tool for pullegas.1

Script:

```tcl
#!/bin/tcsh
#pwd
echo $1
grep "TOTAL ENERGY =" $1 | tail -n 1
```
Name:

pullallthermo

Usage:

N/A

Description:

Pulls and displays all thermodynamic calculated in a hessian calculation

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh

echo "Name \tZPE \tEt \tEr \tEtot \tH \tG \tS \tVibTherm"
foreach i ( ls *.log)
grep -asH -A 29 "THERMOCHEMISTRY AT T=" $i | \ 
    sed '/THERMOCHEMISTRY/;/MOLECULE/d' | \ 
    sed 's/\.*KCAL//MOL/' | \ 
    sed 's/ \+\//g' | \ 
    sed -e '3,5d' -e '7,13d' -e '15,21d' -e '25,26d' -e '28,35d' -e '37d' | \ 
    sed -e ':a;N;s/\t/g' | \ 
end
Name:

**pullesol**

Usage:

pullesol no args = list all the energies in solvent
pullesol 1 arg = used for pullesolmin to id minimum structure

Description:

Pulls out the absolute energy of log files in a solvent phase optimization

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/tcsh
switch ($#)
  case 0:
    grep -i "total free" *.log | grep A.U. | sed -e '/.log.*=. /t/' -e 's/ A.*$//'
    breaksw
  case 1:
    grep -i "total free" *.log | grep A.U. | sed -e '/.log.*=. /t/' -e 's/ A.*$//' |grep $1
    breaksw
  case *
    echo "Usage: pullesol no args = list all the energies in solvent"
    echo "Usage: pullesol 1 arg = used for pullesolmin to id minimum structure"
    echo "To many arguments"
    breaksw
endsw
```

Name:

**pullesolmin**

Usage:

N/A

Description:

Pulls out the absolute energy of log files in a solvent phase optimization and identifies the lowest energy

Script:

```bash
grep -i 'total free' *.log | sed -n '/A.U./p' | sed -e 's/\^.*\([ \	]*)// -e 's/ .*$//' | sort | tail -n 1 | sed 's/\.*\.//' | xargs -I {} pullesol {}"
Name:

**pullthermo**

Usage:

N/A

Description:

Pulls out the thermodynamic information from log files

Script:

```
#!/bin/tcsh
grep -ra -A 30 "THERMOCHEMISTRY AT T=" *.log | \nsed '/THERMOCHEMISTRY/,/MOLECULE/d' \nsed -n -e '/KCAL/p' -e '/TOTAL/p' \nsed 's/\log.*KCAL/MOL/,' \nsed 's:MOL:MOL \n sed -e a -e '\\S/N; s/\n\n/ta' \n sed 's/KJ/MOL.*TOTAL/,' \n sed 's/[[:space:]]*/g' \n sed 's/,/\t/g' \n```
Name:

*pulltime*

Usage:

*pulltime*

no flag pulls the time

any flag prints context of time output as well

Description:

Pulls out the total wall clock time from log files in folder

Script:

```
#!/bin/tcsh

#usage is just pulltime any flag should add names

switch ($$)
  case 0:
    foreach file (*.log)
      tac $file |grep -m 1 WALL|sed -e 's/ TOTAL WALL CLOCK TIME\=. // -e 's/
      SECONDS\.*$//
    end
    breaksw
  case 1:
    foreach file (*.log)
      echo -n "$file \t"
      grep --null NODES $file
      tac $file |grep -m 1 WALL|sed -e 's/ TOTAL WALL CLOCK TIME\=. // -e 's/
      SECONDS\.*$//
    end
    breaksw
endsw
```
Name:

rag

Usage:

Run All GAMESS

rag filelist cpus time(##:##:##) queue(optional) version(optional)

Description:

Script that allows multiple submissions to torque queueing system

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh

switch ($#)
    case 0:
        echo "Usage: rag filelist cpus time(##:##:##) queue(optional) version(optional)"
        breaksw
    case 1:
        echo "Usage: rag filelist cpus time(##:##:##) queue(optional) version(optional)"
        breaksw
    case 2:
        echo "Usage: rag filelist cpus time(##:##:##) queue(optional) version(optional)"
        breaksw
    case 3:
        cat $1 | xargs -t -I {} gms -l "{}.log" -p $2 -w $3 "{}.inp"
        breaksw
    case 4:
        cat $1 | xargs -t -I {} gms -q $4 -l "{}.log" -p $2 -w $3 "{}.inp"
        breaksw
    case 5:
        cat $1 | xargs -t -I {} gms -v $5 -q $4 -l "{}.log" -p $2 -w $3 "{}.inp"
        breaksw
    case *:
        echo "Too many arguments"
        breaksw
endsw
Name:

renamefiles

Usage:

renamefiles string1 string2

Description:

Renames batches of files based on a sed search and replace

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh

switch ($#)
    case 0:
        echo "Usage: renamefiles string1 string2"
        break
    case 1:
        echo "Usage: renamefiles string1 string2"
        break
    case 2:
        foreach file (*.*)
            set newname=`echo $file | sed -e "s/$1/$2/"`
            mv $file $newname
        end
        break
    case *:
        echo "Usage: renamefiles string1 string2"
        break
endsw
Name:

**rotation**

Usage:

rotation inputfile totrotation increment

Description:

Simple tool for doing a quick rotation in a file

Script:

```tcl
#!/bin/tcsh
switch ($#)
  case 0:
    echo "Usage: rotation inputfile totrotation increment"
    break
  case 1:
    echo "Usage: rotation inputfile totrotation increment"
    break
  case 2:
    echo "Usage: rotation inputfile totrotation increment"
    break
  case 3:
    sed -n -e '1,/C1/p' $1.inp > rothead.inp
    sed -n -e '/^ $END/,$p' $1.inp > rottail.inp
    sed -n -e '/C1/,/$END/p' $1.inp > rotdata.inp
    sed -i -e '1d' -e '$d' rotdata.inp
    echo "how many atoms will rotate (do not include points on point of rotation)"
    set atoms=$<
    echo "enter atom number of rotation point 1"
    set atm1=$<
    echo "enter atom number of rotation point 2"
    set atm2=$<
    set counter=1
    set rotatms = ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
    # current rotation atoms is limited to 40
    while ($counter <= $atoms)
      echo "enter atom number"
      @ rotatms[$counter] = $<
      @ counter = $counter + 1
    end
    set counter = 1
    set sedcom = ("sed -e $atm1' d' -e $atm2' d' ")
    while ($counter <= $atoms)
      set sedcom = ( $sedcom "-e $rotatms[$counter]' d' " )
      @ counter = $counter + 1
    end
    set sedcom = ($sedcom "rotdata.inp > cleanedrotdata.inp"")
    eval $sedcom
    sed -i -e 's/[ 	]*[ \t]/g' -e 's://t//.' -e 's///' rotdata.inp
    set counter = 1
    sed -n $atm1'p' rotdata.inp > transdata
```
sed -n $atm2'p' rotdata.inp >> transdata
while ($counter <= $atoms)
    sed -n $rotatms[$counter]'p' rotdata.inp >> transdata
    @ counter = $counter + 1
end

sed -i -e 's/[ \t]*[ \t]//g' -e 's/,//,-/g' -e 's/.0,/.0\t/' -
     's/,/     /' -e 's/,/     /g' cleanedrotdata.inp

set tr = $2
set inc = $3
set cr = 0
while ($cr < $tr)
    #echo $cr
    @ cr = $cr + $inc
    cat rothead.inp > $1.$cr.inp
    crot $atoms $cr transdata >> $1.$cr.inp
    cat cleanedrotdata.inp >> $1.$cr.inp
    cat rottail.inp >> $1.$cr.inp
    sed -i 's/,/\t/ $1.$cr.inp
end

rm rothead.inp rotdata.inp rottail.inp transdata cleanedrotdata.inp

break sw
    case *:
        echo "To many arugments"
        echo "Usage: rotation inputfile totrotation increment"
        break sw
endsw
Name:

**crot**

Usage:

N/A

Description:

C++ binary to help rotation

Script:

See rotation.cpp
Name:

rotation.cpp

Usage:

N/A

Description:

Source C++ file for crot for utilization in CREPES

Script:

// app for rotation about a line
#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
#include <fstream>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <cstring>
using namespace std;
#define pi 3.14159265
// define variables
    double rot1[3], rot2[3];
    double ux, uy, uz;
    double uxn, uxd;
    string line;
    string first;
    string second;
    string strxrot1, stryrot1, strzrot1;
    string strxrot2, stryrot2, strzrot2;
    int deg;
    int atoms = 0;
    double transmat[3][3] = {{1,1,1},{1,1,1},{1,1,1}};
    int rotid = 0;

// args are # of atoms to rotate
// degree of rotation
// input file
double **createcoordarrays (int);
string *createnamemarray (int);
void assigntransmat(double*, double*, int);
void readfile();
void printdata(int, string*, double*, double*, double**);

int main (int argc, char **argv){
    cout << "program initialized \n";
    atoms = atoi(argv[1]);
    cout << "input atoms : " << atoms << endl;
    // maintain precision
    cout.precision(8);
    cout << fixed;
    // cout << "SET PRECISION\n";

// setup some variables
double **coord = createcoordarrays(atoms);
//
cout << "COORD ARRAY CREATED\n";

double **transf = createcoordarrays(atoms);
//
cout << "TRANSF ARRAY CREATED\n";

int allatoms = atoms + 2;
//
cout << "allatoms: " << allatoms << endl;

string *name = createnamearray(allatoms);
//
cout << "NAME " << endl;

// open file
//
cout << "OPENING FILE" << endl;
ifstream coordsfile;
coordsfile.open(argv[3]);
//error if file does not exist
if (!coordsfile){
    cout << " File does not exist\n";
    exit (1);
}
//
cout << "FILE IS OPEN " << endl;
if (coordsfile.is_open()){

    int counter = 0;
    while (getline(coordsfile,line)){
        counter++;
        cout << "\n\t LINE READING NUMBER " << counter << endl;
        size_t i = line.find("\t");
        //
cout << "\t searched for tab found at i: " << i << endl;
        if (i != string::npos){
            size_t y=0;
            if (!line.empty()){
                string first="";
                string second="";
                while (y!=i){
                    first += line[y++];
                }
                //store name
                name[rotid] = first;
                //
cout << "\n\t " << first << endl;
                y++;
                while (y!=line.length()){  
                    second += line[y++];
                }
                //cout << "\n\t " << second << endl;
                //Parse numeric half
                size_t r=second.find("",");
                size_t s=second.rfind("",");
                //
cout << "\t " << r << endl;
                cout << "\t " << s << endl;
                int z=0;
                //
cout << "\n\tbeforeif " << endl;
                if (!second.empty()){
                    strxrot1="";
                    stryrot1="";
                    strzrot1="";
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
cout << "\t\t\t z < r " << endl;

while (z<r){
    if (rotid==0) {
        strxrot1 += second[z++];
        rot1[0] = atof(strxrot1.c_str());
        //
        cout << "x1";
    } 
    if (rotid==1) {
        strxrot2 += second[z++];
        rot2[0] = atof(strxrot2.c_str());
        //
        cout << "x2";
    } 
    if (rotid>=2){
        //
        cout << "x";
        strrot1 += second[z++];
        int coordid=rotid-2;
        coord[0][coordid]=atof(strrot1.c_str());
        //
        cout << "x3";
    }
}
cout << endl;

z++;

while (z<s and z>r){
    if (rotid==0) {
        stryrot1 += second[z++];
        rot1[1] = atof (stryrot1.c_str());
        //
        cout << "y1";
    } 
    if (rotid==1) {
        stryrot2 += second[z++];
        rot2[1] = atof(stryrot2.c_str());
        //
        cout << "y2";
    } 
    if (rotid>=2){
        strrot1 += second[z++];
        int coordid=rotid-2;
        coord[1][coordid]=atof(strrot1.c_str());
        //
        cout << "y3";
    }
}
}
}
z++;

while (z!=second.length){
    //
    cout << endl;
    //
    cout << "\t\t\t if 1 " << endl;
    if (rotid==0) {
        strzrot1 += second[z++];
        rot1[2] = atof (strzrot1.c_str());
        //
        cout << "z1";
    } 
    cout << "\n\t\t\t if 2 " << endl;
    if (rotid==1) {
        strzrot2 += second[z++];
        rot2[2] = atof (strzrot2.c_str());
        //
    }
    cout << "\n\t\t\t if 3 " << endl;
    if (rotid==2){
        strzrot1 += second[z++];
        int coordid=rotid-2;
        coord[2][coordid]=atof(strzrot1.c_str());
    }
}
// cout << "z3" << endl;
// cout << "\n\t\t end of three ifs " << endl;
// cout << endl << "before : " << rotid;
// cout << " after : " << rotid << endl;
}
else {
    string first-line;
    string second="";
    // cout << "\n\t LINE READ NUMBER " << counter << endl << endl;
}

// cout << "CLOSING FILE\n";
coordsfile.close();

deg = atoi(argv[2]);
// cout << "SET the ANGLE OF ROTATION " << deg << "\n";
assigntransmat(rot1, rot2, deg);

//translate coords
for(int i=0; i < 3; i++){
    for (int j=0; j < atoms; j++){
        coord[i][j] = coord[i][j] - rot1[i];
    }
}

// do matrix transformation (rotation) about line
// cout << "PERFORMING MATRIX TRANSFORMATION\n";
for (int i=0; i < 3; i++){
    for (int j=0; j < atoms; j++){
        for (int k=0; k < 3 ; k++){
            transf[i][j] += transmat[i][k]*coord[k][j];
        }
    }
}

//translate coords back
for(int i=0; i <3; i++){
    for (int j=0; j < atoms; j++){
        transf[i][j] = transf[i][j] + rot1[i];
    }
}

// printdata(allatoms ,name, rot1, rot2, transf);
for (int i=0; i<allatoms; i++){
    if (i==0){
        cout << name[i];
        for (int r1=0; r1<3; r1++){
            printf(" %*.f",15,8,rot1[r1] );
        }
        cout << endl;
    } else if (i==1){
        cout << name[i];
        for (int r2=0; r2<3; r2++){
            printf(" %*.f",15,8,rot2[r2] );
        }
        cout << endl;
    } else if (i==2){
        cout << name[i];
        for (int r3=0; r3<3; r3++){
            printf(" %*.f",15,8,rot3[r3] );
        }
        cout << endl;
    }
}
if (i>1){
    cout << name[i];
    for (int r3=0; r3<3; r3++)
        printf(" %*.f",15,8,transf[r3][i-2]);
    cout << endl;
}
}

return 0;
}

double **createcoordarrays (int atoms){
    //cout << endl << "-------- start createcoordarrays (atoms: " <<  atoms << ") " << endl;
    double **j;
    j = new double*[3];
    for (int i=0;i<3;i++)
        j[i]=new double[atoms];
    //cout << endl << "-------- end createcoordarrays " << endl;
    return j;
}

string *createnamemarray (int allatoms){
    // create name array
    string *name;
    name = new string[allatoms];
    for (int i=0;i<allatoms;i++)
        name[i]="Some Literal string ";
    return name;
}

void assigntransmat(double rot1[], double rot2[],int deg){
    double u=(rot1[0]-rot2[0]);
    double v=(rot1[1]-rot2[1]);
    double w=(rot1[2]-rot2[2]);
    double l=sqrt(u*u+v*v+w*w);
    transmat[0][0]=(u*u+(v*v+w*w)*(cos(deg*pi/180)))/(l*l);
    transmat[0][1]=(u*v*(1-cos(deg*pi/180))+w*l*sin(deg*pi/180))/(l*l);
    transmat[0][2]=(u*w*(1-cos(deg*pi/180))-v*l*sin(deg*pi/180))/(l*l);
    transmat[1][0]=(v*u*(1-cos(deg*pi/180))+w*l*sin(deg*pi/180))/(l*l);
    transmat[1][1]=(v*v+(u*u+w*w)*(cos(deg*pi/180)))/(l*l);
    transmat[1][2]=(v*w*(1-cos(deg*pi/180))-u*l*sin(deg*pi/180))/(l*l);
    transmat[2][0]=(w*u*(1-cos(deg*pi/180))-v*l*sin(deg*pi/180))/(l*l);
    transmat[2][1]=(w*w+(u*u+v*v)*(cos(deg*pi/180)))/(l*l);
    transmat[2][2]=(w*w+(u*u+v*v)*(cos(deg*pi/180)))/(l*l);
}

*/

void readfile(){
}
// read in the file
if (coordsfile.is_open()){
    while (getline(coordsfile,line)){
        size_t i = line.find("\t");
        if (i != string::npos){
            size_t y=0;
            if (!line.empty()){
                string first="";
                string second="";
                while (y<i){
                    first += line[y++];
                }
                //store name
                name[rotid] = first;
                y++;
            }
        }
    }
    //Parse numeric half
    size_t r=second.find("","");
    size_t s=second.rfind("","");
    if (i!=string::npos){
        size_t y=0;
        if (!second.empty()){
            strxrot1="";
            stryrot1="";
            strzrot1="";
            while (y<r){
                if (rotid==0) {
                    strxrot1 += second[y++];
                    rot1[0] = atof(strxrot1.c_str());
                }
                if (rotid==1) {
                    stryrot2 += second[y++];
                    rot2[0] = atof(stryrot2.c_str());
                }
                if (rotid>=2){
                    strzrot1 += second[y++];
                    int coordid=rotid-2;
                    coord[0][coordid]=atof(strzrot1.c_str());
                }
            }
            y++;
            while (y<s){
                if (rotid==0) {
                    strxrot2 += second[y++];
                    rot1[1] = atof(strxrot2.c_str());
                }
                if (rotid==1) {
                    stryrot2 += second[y++];
                    rot2[1] = atof(stryrot2.c_str());
                }
                if (rotid>=2){
                    strzrot1 += second[y++];
                    int coordid=rotid-2;
                    coord[1][coordid]=atof(strzrot1.c_str());
                }
            }
            y++;
            while (y<second.length()){
                if (rotid==0) {
                    strzrot1 += second[y++];
                    rot1[2] = atof(strzrot1.c_str());
                }
                if (rotid==1) {
                    strzrot2 += second[y++];
                    rot2[1] = atof(strzrot2.c_str());
                }
                if (rotid>=2){
                    strzrot1 += second[y++];
                    int coordid=rotid-2;
                    coord[2][coordid]=atof(strzrot1.c_str());
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
if (rotid==1) {
    strzrot2 += second[y++];
    rot2[2] = atof (strzrot2.c_str());
}
if (rotid>=2) {
    strzrot1 += second[y++];
    int coordid=rotid-2;

    coord[2][coordid]=atof(strzrot1.c_str());
}

rotid++;
Name:
srn

Usage:

Description:
Tool that converts crepes naming into more conventional scheme

Script:

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python
import sys
import itertools
lprog=['g','g-','t']
uprog=['G','G-','T']
global header
header = []
if len(sys.argv) == 1:
    repdef=raw_input('Enter definition: ')
else:
    repdef = sys.argv[1]
if len(sys.argv) == 2:
    input=raw_input('Enter input: ')
else:
    input = sys.argv[2]
inpcopy=input
repdef = repdef.split('.
input = input.split('.
inputcopysplit=inpcopy.split('.
for piece in range(len(inputcopysplit)):    if inputcopysplit[piece].isalpha():
    header.append(inputcopysplit[piece])
    input.pop(0)

if len(repdef)==len(input):
    for subs in range(len(repdef)):
#        print 'subs' + str(subs)
#        print 'input[subs]' + str(input[subs])
        if input[subs] == '0':
            print subs
            input[subs] = repdef[subs]
        if input[subs] == '120':
            if repdef[subs][0].isupper():
                for ele in range(len(uprog)):
                    if repdef[subs] == uprog[ele]:
                        try:
                            output= uprog[ele+1]
                            input[subs]=output
                        except:
```

output = uprog[0]
input[subs] = output

else:
    for ele in range(len(lprog)):
          if repdef[subs] == lprog[ele]:
            try:
                output = lprog[ele+1]
                input[subs] = output
          except:
                output = lprog[0]
                input[subs] = output

if input[subs] == '240':
    if repdef[subs][0].isupper():
        for ele in range(len(uprog)):
                if repdef[subs] == uprog[ele]:
                    try:
                        output = uprog[ele+2]
                        input[subs] = output
                    except:
                        try:
                            output = uprog[ele+1]
                            output = uprog[0]
                            input[subs] = output
                        except:
                            output = uprog[1]
                            input[subs] = output

else:
    for ele in range(len(lprog)):
                if repdef[subs] == lprog[ele]:
                    try:
                        output = lprog[ele+2]
                        input[subs] = output
                    except:
                        try:
                            output = lprog[ele+1]
                            output = lprog[0]
                            input[subs] = output
                        except:
                            output = lprog[1]
                            input[subs] = output

# print repdef
print inpcopy + '\t' + '.'.join(input)

else:
    print "Definition does not match case length"
Name:

status

Usage:

N/A

Description:

lists the status of log files

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh
switch ($#)
    case 0:
        echo -n "Status of log files in 
        pwd
        echo -n "1 Number of log files: 
        ls *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "2 Number with Located: 
        grep -li located *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "3 Number out of steps: 
        grep -li "TOO MANY STEPS TAKEN" *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "4 Number BKRRN: 
        grep -li bkrnr *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "5 Number Corrupted: 
        grep -li corrupt *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "6 Number Gradient out of range: 
        grep -li "GRADIENT OUT OF RANGE" *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "7 Number of nospc: 
        grep -li nospc *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "8 Number SCF not converged: 
        grep -li "SCF HAS NOT CONVERGED" *.log |wc -l
        echo -n "9 Number Else: 
        grep -li located *.log|xargs -I {} grep -Li "TOO MANY STEPS TAKEN" {} | xargs -I {} grep -Li bkrnr {}|xargs -I {} grep -Li corrupt {}|xargs -I {} grep -Li "GRADIENT OUT OF RANGE" {} | xargs -I {} grep -Li nospc {}| xargs -I {} grep -Li "SCF HAS NOT CONVERGED" {} | wc -l
        breaksw
        case 1:
            if ($1 == "1") ls *.log |sed 's/.log//'
            endif
            if ($1 == "2") grep -li located *.log|sed 's/.log//'
            endif
            if ($1 == "3") grep -li "TOO MANY STEPS TAKEN" *.log|sed 's/.log//'
            endif
            if ($1 == "4") grep -li bkrnr *.log|sed 's/.log//'
            endif
            if ($1 == "5") grep -li corrupt *.log|sed 's/.log//'
endif
if ($1 == "6") grep -li "GRADIENT OUT OF RANGE" *.log|sed 's/.log//'
endif
if ($1 == "7") grep -li nospc *.log |sed 's/.log//'
endif
if ($1 == "8") grep -li "SCF HAS NOT CONVERGED" *.log|sed 's/.log//' 
endif

if ($1 == "9") grep -Li located *.log |xargs -I {} grep -Li "TOO MANY STEPS TAKEN" {} | xargs -I {} grep -Li bkrnr {}|xargs -I {} grep -Li corrupt {}|xargs -I {} grep -Li "GRADIENT OUT OF RANGE" {} |xargs -I {} grep -Li nospc {} |xargs -I {} grep -Li "SCF HAS NOT CONVERGED" {} |sed 's/.log//'
endif
breaksw
  case 2:
  echo "Too many args"
  echo "Usage: status none(print outline) Number(endifles of type denoted)"
  echo "Example: status 4"
  echo "Prints list of files containing bkrnr"
breaksw
endsw
Name:

theory

Usage:

theory filename(no extention)

Description:

Finds the level of theory from the given file name

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh

switch ($#)
  case 0:
    echo "Usage: theory filename"
    echo "Usage: Finds the level of theory from the given file name (no extention)"
    break
  case *:
    if (-e "$1.log") then
      cat "$1.log" | sed -n -e '/$contrl/I {p;n;p}' -e '/$basis/I' -e '/$statpt/I' -e '/$pcm/I' -e '/located/I' -e '/imaginary/I' | sed -e '/OPTIONS/d'
    endif
    if (! -e "$1.log" && -e "$1.inp") then
      cat "$1.inp" | sed -n -e '/$contrl/I,/$end/I' -e '/$basis/I' -e '/$statpt/I' -e '/$pcm/I'
    endif
  endif
endsw
Name:

**tkrtogam**

Usage:

tkrtogam filename headerfilename

Description:

Convert tinker output files to gamess files

Script:

```bash
#!/bin/tcsh
switch ($#)    
    case 0:   
        echo "Usage: tkrtogam filename headerfilename"
        break
    case 1:   
        echo "Usage: tkrtogam filename headerfilename"
        break
    case 2:   
        sed -n '1,/C1/p' $2 > "$1.inp"
        tkrtogam.py $1 >> "$1.inp"
        echo ' $E
        END' >> "$1.inp"
        break
    case *:   
        echo "To many arguments"
        break
endsw
```
Name:
tkrtogam.py

Usage:
N/A

Description:
helper file for tkrtogam

Script:

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python
#Usage
arg1 = file name no extension
import sys
arg1 = sys.argv[1]
inf = open(arg1)
#outf = open(arg1+'.inp','w')
atoms = []
lines = 0
for line in inf:
    lines+=1
    if lines > 1:
        atoms.append(line[8:47])
# print line[8:47]
for atom in atoms:
    counter=-1
    for element in elements:
        counter+=1
        if atom[0:1] == element:
            atom = atom[:4] + "\t" + str(round(counter,1)) + "\t" + atom[5:]
    print atom
# inf.readline()
# outf.write(line)
```
Name:

ui (update input)

Usage:

updateinput $1 $2'
$1 = file list without extension(folder must contain both input and output decks)
$2 = extension to append between current filename and .inp (optional)'

Description:

batch tool that updates a group of files with the optimized structure and create new inp with
extension

Script:

#!/bin/tcsh

switch ($#)
  case 0:
    echo 'Usage: updateinput $1 $2'
    echo ' $1 = file list without extension(folder must contain both input and output
decks)'
    echo ' $2 = extension to append between current filename and .inp (optional)'
    break
  case 1:
    cat $1 | xargs -I {} cat2files "{}\inp" "{}\log"
    cat $1 | xargs -I {} inpupd "{}\inp"
    break
  case 2:
    cat $1 | xargs -I {} cp "{}\inp" "{}\$2.inp"
    cat $1 | xargs -I {} cat2files "{}\$2.inp" "{}\log"
    cat $1 | xargs -I {} inpupd "{}\$2.inp"
    break
endsw
CHAPTER 4. AB INITIO INVESTIGATION OF A MODELED APIOSE BORON APIOSE CROSSLINK

Abstract

Rhamnogalacturonan-II (RG-II) is an important pectic fraction polysaccharide. It forms a stable dimer (dRG-II-B) via a borate crosslink bridge at the apiosyl residue. The crosslink in RG-II has been modeled with β-D-di-methyl-apiose dimer to identify the expected stereochemistry of the borate diester’s crosslink. The rotational conformation space has been thoroughly examined with CREPES. The potential energy surface has been mapped along the reaction pathway and thermodynamic data has also been computed.

Introduction

As noted in chapter 1, plant cell wall structure is essential for plant health. For many plants boron plays a critical role in the rigidity of plant cell walls. A lack of rigid structure will result in the plants exhibiting stunted growth, misshaped leaves, discoloration, and hollow stems. Brittle stems and leaves are produced, and fewer reproductive organs (i.e. buds and flowers) form in boron deficient plants.¹,²

Rhamnogalacturonan II (RG-II) is an important, structurally complex polysaccharide. RG-II is one of three predominant pectic polysaccharides (homogalacturonan (HG), rhamnogalacturonan I (RGI), and RG-II)³,⁴. RG-II’s back bone is made of 8 α-(1-4)-linked D-galacturonic acids. HG is made of long uniform α-(1-4)-linked D-galacturonic acids chains. RG-II binds covalently to HG and is linked to create a large macromolecule that composes the pectic infrastructure.
RG-II is highly conserved in high order plants and is a major component of the pectic fraction of pectin rich plants. It has been found in all vascular plants examined to date. RG-II has varying amounts in the plant cell walls across different types of plants. In dicots it accounts for 1%-4% of the primary cell wall in pectin rich plants where 0.1% has been found in pectin poor plant cell wall material. The diversity of plants in which the rhamnogalacturonan II crosslink mechanism occurs implies that it developed early in plant evolution and it is likely that it is fundamental to plant cell wall structure.

Rhamnogalacturonan II contributes significantly to cell wall structure in plant cell walls. Chemically there are a number of features of RG-II that contribute to its cellular function. RG-II is evenly distributed throughout the plant cell wall. This relatively low molecular weight polysaccharide typically exists as a dimer with a borate diester crosslink. (It is worth noting that this is not actually a ester but this type of system seems to be ubiquitously referred to as such. It is in fact a diol that forms a diether) The borate diester crosslink occurs between two apiosyl residues. Considerable effort has gone into identifying the glycosyl residues of RG-II. RG-II has 4 side chains labeled A-D. Side Chains A and B have apiosyl linkages to the backbone.

β-D-erythro-furanoses readily form borate esters; β-D-Apif, the apiose found in RG-II, is the only component of RG-II with a β-D-erythro-furanose configuration. Glycosyl linkage analysis (GLA) suggested a borate crosslink at some combination of A and B side chain apiosyl residues. GLA indicated that the crosslink on apiose occurred in a 2,3 configuration. Which combination of A and B side chain was borate crosslinked was not able to be determined via NMR but a chemical method was developed to show that the crosslink
occurs at the 2, 3 position on the A side chain and does not connect to the B side chain in any way\textsuperscript{23}.

There are two possible configurations for the crosslink. The boron crosslink is a chiral center. In a simplified system \textsuperscript{11}B NMR spectroscopy is not able to distinguish between two possible diastereomers of methyl apiofuranosides. This is because the chemical shift difference is less than the line width of the \textsuperscript{11}B signal. \textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{13}C NMR has confirmed that two conformations exist however the peaks are not assignable. \textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{13}C NMR has also shows nearly equal distribution of each conformer\textsuperscript{24}.

Some factors that control the regulation of RG-II crosslink that have been shown are pH and cation dependence. Borate-diol esters are hydrolyzed in vitro at pHs between 3 and 4\textsuperscript{7,25} It is believed that this is the primary mechanism for regulating the borate crosslink. This process is facilitated by divalent cations with large radii.

The dimers of apiose that have been modeled are bis\{1-\textit{O}-,4-\textit{O}-dimethyl-apio-\(\beta\)-D-furanoside\} –(R)-2,3:2’3’- and (S)-2,3:2’3’-borate hereafter referred to R and S dimethyl-apiose (DMA)(Figure 4.1). Calculated thermodynamic data will be presented to suggest a mechanism for the formation of the crosslink. The energy differentiation between R and S configurations will be presented to correlate to reported values.
Methods

For computational tractability at ab initio levels of theory it is not feasible to use polysaccharide residues to represent RG-II. Instead, a representative system was modeled. For this study we will start with just the β-D-Apif residue. Apiose 1,4 hydroxyls are capable of hydrogen bonding and other intra molecular interactions. To mitigate the interaction of these groups would that typically not be available in the system we are attempting to model, methyl groups have been added to β-D-Apif at the 1 and 4 positions. The methyl groups also, although to a lesser extent, simulate some of the steric hindrance along the chain of saccharides.

The dimerization of DMA by boron crosslink is not expected to be a one step process. The stepwise dehydration reactions will be modeled here. For such highly variable systems conformational searching is impettrative in finding low energy configurations.
Conformational searching was utilized to assure that the lowest energy configurations were found. Complete Rotation for the Evaluation of the Potential Energy Surface (CREPES) is a tool used to generate the iterative combinations of rotations of functional groups. (A description of the CREPES method can be found in chapter 3). A complete CREPES evaluation of DMA was performed. The minima structure was used for the subsequent stepwise configurations. Optimizations on the subsequent reaction steps were iterated over the rotations associated with the added boron containing moiety.

Coarse screening was completed at RHF/3-21G(d) PCM with 20 iteration steps and step sizes of 0.1 bohr. Fine screening was completed for structures within a range of 0.165-7 RT of the minimum structure. Fine screening energies were calculated at MP2/6-31G(d) PCM. Final optimizations were done at MP2/6-31++G(d) (and MP2/cc-pTVZ). CREPES was utilized to identify the boric and borate binding minima. The configurations for the single bound (DMA-X-BR), chelated (DMA=BR), and dimer (dDMA-X-BR) minima were identified using the CREPES methodology (where R= OH or (OH)₂ and X = the binding site O(2) or O(3)).

Scatter plots of the conformational energy profile are shown in the figures throughout the results section. Most of these figures are the truncated representations of the complete CREPES determined conformational energy profile. Very high energy configurations are often determined by CREPES. For the sake of visibility (afforded by limiting the range of energies displayed) of the more pertinent data these data points are typically excluded. The maximum energy for selected configurations for fine screening is shown with the red line in the density of state diagrams.
All stationary state structures derived from optimization calculations were determined to be minima by positive definite hessian matrix. Transition states (saddle point calculations) Hessian matrices were confirmed to have only one negative. Polarizable continuum mode (PCM) was used as a water solvent at all levels of calculation; this was done to mimic the in vivo environment. Thermodynamic properties were generated from the full vibrational frequency analysis. All calculations were performed using the GAMESS software package. Hartree-Fock and MP2 thermodynamics were scaled by the normal frequency scaling factors of 0.89 and 0.95 respectively. Estimates for equilibrium constants were computed from free energy using \( \Delta G = -RT \ln K_{eq} \).

**Complete Translation for the Evaluation of the Potential Energy Surface**

Identifying transition states for large systems (the dimers have as many as 26 heavy atoms and 26 hydrogens) can be computationally very expensive. Complete hessians need to be calculated several times for each transition state search. The large number of atoms and because the possible geometries that must be searched are in an area where PES curvature is complicated it’s not just expensive, it’s not always fruitful. In addition in GAMESS there is no analytic hessian available for either MP2 or PCM so numerical methods increase the computational time required. Consequently, simply allowing GAMESS to search for a transition state without careful consideration is a poor use of resources.

Complete Translation for the Evaluation of the Potential Energy Surface (CTEPES) is a tool created to help automate the generation of GAMESS input files. CTEPES allows users to define parameters for the translation of functional groups. The use of the z-matrix coordinate system is required. The input parameters are, moving atom, step length, and
length of total translation. A properly formatted z-matrix is critical to the translation of atoms to ensure no unexpected atom movements are occurring. All iterative combinations of translations are computed. Output files are labeled by explicit inter-nuclear distances as generated by CTEPES. CTEPES like CREPES only works on the $DATA$ group of the GAMESS input file and consequently is capable being used at any desired level of theory.

For the purposes of this investigation CTEPES was used to assist in the mapping of the potential energy surface to attempt to locate transition states. CTEPES calculations were run at RHF/6-31++G(d). CTEPES is useful for rapidly mapping two dimensions of the PES simultaneously.

**Nomenclature**

The wide variety of available configuration of saccharides causes a difficulty with nomenclature in describing configurations of DMA. Chapter 3 nomenclature section contains a more complete description of the nomenclature that will be used. A brief recapitulation will be outlined here.

Saccharide hydroxyl groups each have three expected configurations gauche(-), gauche(+), and trans (ḡ, g, and t respectively). The symbol indicates the dihedral angle H-O-C(n)-C(n-1) relationship (or the ring oxygen in the anomeric hydroxyl case). ḡ denotes a clockwise (viewed O to C) rotation; g indicates a counter clockwise rotation and t the anti position. The hydroxylated methyl group is indicated with a capital representation of this symbol (Ḡ, G and T they are sometimes referred to as gg, gt, and tg respectively). As the capping methyl groups are highly symmetric the only two configurations described are eclipsed and staggered referred to hereafter as e and s respectively. DMA configuration
naming will be ordered, Methyl(O(1)), O(1), O(2), O(3), C(3’), O(3’), Methyl(O(3’)) (Figure 4.2)

![Diagram of dimethyl-apiose](image)

**Figure 4.2 Configurationally important elements of dimethyl-apiose**

**Results**

**Total Reaction**

The reported structure of Rhamnogalacturonan –II dimer contains a four-coordinate borate crosslink. While the final product has with a four-coordinate borate cross-link, it is not immediately apparent at which point in the process the boron adds the fourth bond. Therefore the dimerization of RG-II would be expected to dimerize via one of two overall reactions. Either binding to boric acid or the borate ion. Using dimethylapiose to represent this one would expect the following over all reactions. A one step reaction is not expected. The individual steps towards the final products will be described here with a summary of the complete reaction at the end.

\[
2 \text{DMA} + B(OH)_3 \leftrightarrow \text{DMA}=B=\text{DMA}^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + H_3\text{O}^+
\]

\[
2 \text{DMA} + B(OH)_4^- \leftrightarrow \text{DMA}=B=\text{DMA}^- + 4\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]
Boric Acid/Borate

Boric acid (Figure 4.3) has been shown to be a planar molecule; the low energy configuration has all hydroxyls rotated anti to each other. Borate ion’s low energy configuration of is shown in Figure 4.4; over 20,000 (12^4) configurations were computed to confirm that this is low energy configurations. Figure 4.5 displays the conformational energy profile of all the configurations generated. The density of states was so high that the lowest 30 configurations were selected for fine screening. This results in the selection of configurations within 0.165 of RT. Any configuration within RT is readily available, however the large number of conformers within RT made calculating all within RT impractical. As so many configurations are low lying no one geometry is experimentally known. Many of the CREPES generated structures for the borate ion are symmetrically equivalent. A non-symmetric starting point helps ensure that a larger portion of the PES is sampled while using CREPES. In addition borate ion is the only structure being studied that is small and is this symmetric, so thoroughness is of value. The geometry of the minimum energy configuration for boric acid and borate were used as starting point geometries for all subsequent optimizations.
Figure 4.3 Boric acid, B(OH)$_3$

Figure 4.4 Borate ion, B(OH)$_4^-$
Conformational Energy Profile of B(OH)$_4^-$

Figure 4.5 Conformational energy profile of B(OH)$_4^-$ modeled by bulk screening energies (RT is approximately equal to 1mE$_h$)
**Dimethyl-Apiose**

The Dimethyl-D-β-Apiof conformational energy profile is shown in Figure 4.6. The conformers appear to have clustering due to the method for which they are plotted. In this figure the second half of the configurations indicates that a methyl group is rotated to the eclipsed position. As one moves from left to right comparing halves a mirroring effect can be observed with small variations and an upward shift to the configurations with the added energy of the eclipsed position. With careful visual inspection other trends about other rotations can be observed.

Dimethyl-D-β-Apiof minimum energy configuration found by CREPES is $s\bar{g}t\bar{g}\bar{G}t\bar{s}$ (Figure 4.7). In this configuration the methoxy group on C(3') interferes with boric and borate interactions with O(3). The configuration that was used in all subsequent calculations was $s\bar{g}t\bar{t}Tt\bar{s}$ (Figure 4.8). This structure was used as a starting geometry for all further geometry searching.. $s\bar{g}t\bar{t}Tt\bar{s}$ while higher in energy by 6.75 kJ·mol$^{-1}$ than $s\bar{g}t\bar{g}\bar{G}t\bar{s}$ it is more open to the interactions we would expect. In addition, when considering free energy, $s\bar{g}t\bar{t}Tt\bar{s}$ is only higher than $s\bar{g}t\bar{g}\bar{G}t\bar{s}$ by 1.858 kJ·mol$^{-1}$, which is within RT at 298K (2.48 kJ·mol$^{-1}$).
Figure 4.6 Conformational energy profile of Dimethyl-D-β-Apif modeled by bulk screening energies (RT is approximately equal to 1mEh)
Figure 4.7 Dimethyl-D-β-Apix sɡtɡ Ġts

Figure 4.8 Dimethyl-D-β-Apix sɡttTts
Boron Binding

The first step towards the boron crosslink is a dehydration reaction binding boric acid or borate at either position O(2) or O(3) to DMA. DMA-O(2)-B(OH)$_2$ and DMA-O(3)-B(OH)$_2$ are the resulting products, their minimum energy conformers are diagramed in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively. Boron bound at the O(3) position is stabilized by intramolecular interaction namely a hydrogen bond as can be seen in the figure. Borate ion can also bind at either position O(2) or O(3) to DMA. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 are the minimum energy configurations from the CREPES of DMA-O(2)-B(OH)$_3^-$ and DMA-O(3)-B(OH)$_3^-$. Again intermolecular inaction stabilizes the O(3) bound boron compound, this time with hydrogen bonding to the adjacent –O(2)H Reaction energies are shown in Table 4.1. Only one series of transition states was calculated. Overall energetic results and barrier heights will be discussed more in the discussion section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First bond, Boron binding</th>
<th>Reaction Energetics, Internal energy barrier, Absolute energy reaction energy, Enthalpy, Free energy (kJ·mol$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>$\Delta U_e$</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{298}$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^{298}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA + B(OH)$_3$</td>
<td>↔ DMA-O2-B(OH)$_2$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-8.02</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA + B(OH)$_3$</td>
<td>↔ DMA-O3-B(OH)$_2$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>192.73</td>
<td>-13.34</td>
<td>-13.7</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA + B(OH)$_4$</td>
<td>↔ DMA-O2-B(OH)$_3$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-19.65</td>
<td>-18.6</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA + B(OH)$_4$</td>
<td>↔ DMA-O3-B(OH)$_3$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-30.52</td>
<td>-29.8</td>
<td>-13.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.9 DMA-O(2)-B(OH)$_2$

Figure 4.10 DMA-O(3)-B(OH)$_2$
Figure 4.11 DMA-O(2)-B(OH)$_3$

Figure 4.12 DMA-O(3)-B(OH)$_3$
First Chelation

After the boron moiety is bound to DMA a dehydration chelation reaction occurs to the adjacent hydroxyl group. Boron makes strong bonds to 2-3 erythro-furanoses. It is readily apparent from the free energies presented here that apiose is no exception (Table 4.2). This reaction is has a large negative free energy and is likely a driving force in boric/borate bonding. Figure 4.13(DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)) and Figure 4.14(DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)$_2$) show the structures of the chelated species.

In organic chemistry when one atom deviates from planarity in a five member ring the conformation is referred to as envelope. To investigate the possible occurrence of this structure in boronated-DMA, DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH), the boron containing five member ring was bent to both envelop conformers (boron being the moving portion) and the planar configuration. Whenever one of these envelope conformers is allowed to optimize it invariably will return to a planar configuration. As a result of this finding the planar ring configuration was chosen for the borate case. Hydroxyl configurations bound to the boron were chosen to match optimized boric and borate structures.

Table 4.2 Second Bond, First Chelation, Reaction Energetics, Absolute energy barrier, Absolute energy reaction energy, Enthalpy, Free energy (kJ·mol$^{-1}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First chelation</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>$\Delta U$</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{298}$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^{298}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O2-B(OH)$_2$ ↔ DMA=B(OH) + H$_2$O</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-48.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O3-B(OH)$_2$ ↔ DMA=B(OH) + H$_2$O</td>
<td>197.33</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>-45.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O2-B(OH)$_3$ ↔ DMA=B(OH)$_2$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
<td>-59.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O3-B(OH)$_3$ ↔ DMA=B(OH)$_2$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-49.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.13 DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)

Figure 4.14 DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)₂
Dimerization

The formation of the third boro-ester creates the dimer. A structure that was different from the expected configuration was found for DMA-O(2,3)-B-O(2’')-DMA. Optimization at low levels of theory of DMA-O(2,3)-B-O(2’')-DMA identified a barrier free transition to DMA-O(2,3)-B-O(2’’;3’’)-H-DMA (a protonated double chelated structure)(Figure 4.15) this structure maintained stability when fine screening levels of theory are applied. To try and observe the transition state for deprotonation of this species CTEPES was applied to monitor the PES as deprotonation occurred via H_2O. The PES is displayed in Figure 4.16. This is a barrier free transition to a higher energy state.

Postulating that the second chelation was a barrier free process, similar structures were sought for the O(3’’) configuration, however no stationary state structures could be found for as protonated second chelation for the O(3’’) bound dimer. Additional structural stability for the O(2’’;3’’) H conformation appears to be dependent on the two proximal oxygens in the local environment.

A search for stable 3-coordinate dimers was performed on to find a consistent O(2’’) configuration. Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show the optimized 3 coordinate structures found for boric binding at O(2’’) and O(3’’).
Figure 4.15 DMA-O(2,3)-B-O(2'',3'')-H-DMA

Figure 4.16 DMA-O(2,3)-B-O(2'',3'')-H-DMA Potential Energy surface to deprotonation
Figure 4.17 DMA-O(2,3)-B-O(2'')-DMA

Figure 4.18 DMA-O(2,3)-B-O(3'')-DMA
DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH) -O(2’’)-DMA and –O(3’’) -DMA have low energy configurations with a rotation of the second DMA anti to a configuration that would be able to perform the second chelating dehydration reaction. In other words, the most stable configuration with 3 B-O bond borate is stereochemically hindered from forming a 4th B-O bond. Scripts were generated to identify structures with the stereochemically appropriate orientation for further reactions. Configurations with this orientation rather than the lowest lying energetically were selected as fine screening configurations. They are shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 respectively. The minimum structures in each case were within 4.2kJ·mol$^{-1}$ of each other (at fine screening conditions) the appropriate orientation models have one less intermolecular hydrogen bond (Table 4.3).

CREPES screening of rotational conformer of dimers is very resource intensive so only one CREPES screening was done for each of boric and borate binding. The identified low energy conformers were not the stereochemically appropriate conformer. Therefore the alternate configurations we simply selected for their similarity to the stereochemically appropriate counterparts on the opposite hydroxyl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimerization</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>$\Delta U_e$</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{298}$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^{298}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH) + DMA</td>
<td>DMA=B-O2-DMA</td>
<td>+ H$_2$O</td>
<td>-25.22 1.12</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH) + DMA</td>
<td>DMA=B-O3-DMA</td>
<td>+ H$_2$O</td>
<td>207.33 -6.98</td>
<td>6.43 -1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)$_2$ + DMA</td>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O2-DMA</td>
<td>+ H$_2$O</td>
<td>-35.33 -3.32</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)$_2$ + DMA</td>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O3-DMA</td>
<td>+ H$_2$O</td>
<td>-36.90 7.55</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.19 DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)-O(2’’)-DMA

Figure 4.20 DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)-O(3’’)-DMA
Since DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)$_2$ can bond at either –OH to either O(2’’) or O(3’’) and both DMA-O(2,3)-BOH and DMA-O(2,3)-B(OH)$_2$ can rotate freely, the number of iterative combinations of binding sites and R and S configurations is too large to completely explore. An arbitrary selection has been chosen to represent the system.

**Second Chelation**

The final step in dimerization is the second chelation reaction. For the boric acid this is a deprotonation reaction and for the borate this is a dehydration reaction. The structures of the R and S configurations of dDMA-B are displayed in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22. Reaction energies for the creation of the fourth bond are presented in Table 4.4

**Table 4.4 Fourth Bond, Second chelation reaction energetics, Absolute energy reaction energy, Enthalpy, Free energy (kJ·mol$^{-1}$)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fourth Bond, Second chelation</th>
<th>$\Delta U_e$</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{298}$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^{298}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(2)-DMA + H$_2$O $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(R)=DMA + H$_3$O$^+$</td>
<td>140.30</td>
<td>143.0</td>
<td>151.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(2)-DMA + H$_2$O $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(S)=DMA + H$_3$O$^+$</td>
<td>138.64</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>144.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(3)-DMA + H$_2$O $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(R)=DMA + H$_3$O$^+$</td>
<td>122.06</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>133.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(3)-DMA + H$_2$O $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(S)=DMA + H$_3$O$^+$</td>
<td>120.40</td>
<td>120.7</td>
<td>126.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O2-DMA- $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(R)=DMA + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-7.49</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>-7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O2-DMA- $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(S)=DMA + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-9.14</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>-9.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O3-DMA- $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(R)=DMA + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-5.92</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O3-DMA- $\leftrightarrow$ DMA=B(S)=DMA + H$_2$O</td>
<td>-7.58</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
<td>-7.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.21 DMA-O(2,3)-B(R)-O(2'',3'')-DMA

Figure 4.22 DMA-O(2,3)-B(S)-O(2'',3'')-DMA
**Total reaction summary**

The total reaction pathway is described in the diagrams below. Experimentally mRG-II (monomer) and dRG-II-B (dimer) have been observed. Utilizing our modeled system one would expect a stepwise reaction; first, a one sided bonding to boron by DMA at either O(2) or O(3) (Figure 4.23), second, the first chelation (Figure 4.24), third, dimerization at either O(2’’) or O(3’’) (Figure 4.25) finally the second chelation (Figure 4.26) to either R or S dimer. Products and reactants from these figures are color coordinated to assist in corroboration from diagram to diagram. The individual reactant absolute energies are shown in Table 4.5 they are presented for completeness. The stepwise reaction steps energetics are summarized in Table 4.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactants</th>
<th>$U_e$ ($E_h$)</th>
<th>Dimerization</th>
<th>$U_e$ ($E_h$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>-76.2215275381</td>
<td>DMA=B-O(2)-DMA</td>
<td>-1321.8809728281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_3$O$^+$</td>
<td>-76.6094564224</td>
<td>DMA=B-O(3)-DMA</td>
<td>-1321.8740249654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(OH)$_3$</td>
<td>-251.8274946443</td>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O(2)-DMA$^-$</td>
<td>-1397.6582838350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(OH)$_4$</td>
<td>-327.5947890960</td>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O(3)-DMA$^-$</td>
<td>-1397.6588800063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>-649.3529351622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.5 Absolute energies of stationary state molecules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boron binding</th>
<th>Boric transition states</th>
<th>TS1</th>
<th>-901.1069790159</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O(2)-B(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>-824.9619137288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O(3)-B(OH)$_2$</td>
<td>TS2</td>
<td>-824.9639381935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O(2)-B(OH)$_3$</td>
<td>TS3</td>
<td>-900.736827183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O(3)-B(OH)$_3$</td>
<td>TS3</td>
<td>-900.7378205430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chelation</th>
<th>Double chelation</th>
<th>DMA=B(R)=DMA</th>
<th>-1321.4396072906</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-748.7399601919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)$_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>-824.5134188477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5 demonstrates the absolute energies of stationary state molecules for various steps in the reaction pathway. The table includes reactants and dimerization states, each with their corresponding energies. The energetics of boron binding and chelation are also presented, providing a comprehensive view of the reaction's energetics.
Figure 4.23 Bond 1, Boron binding
Figure 4.24 Bond 2, First chelation
Figure 4.25 Bond 3, Dimerization
Figure 4.26 Bond 4, Second chelation
**Table 4.6 Overall reaction energetics summary, absolute energy barrier, absolute energy reaction energy, enthalpy, free energy (kJ·mol⁻¹)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boron binding</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>(ΔU_e)</th>
<th>(ΔH^\text{298})</th>
<th>(ΔG^\text{298})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA (\rightarrow) B(OH)₃</td>
<td>DMA + B(OH)₃ (\leftrightarrow) DMA-O₂-B(OH)₂ + H₂O</td>
<td>-8.02</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA (\rightarrow) B(OH)₃</td>
<td>DMA + B(OH)₃ (\leftrightarrow) DMA-O₃-B(OH)₂ + H₂O</td>
<td>192.73</td>
<td>-13.34</td>
<td>-13.7</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA (\rightarrow) B(OH)₄</td>
<td>DMA + B(OH)₄ (\leftrightarrow) DMA-O₂-B(OH)₃ + H₂O</td>
<td>-19.65</td>
<td>-18.6</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA (\rightarrow) B(OH)₄</td>
<td>DMA + B(OH)₄ (\leftrightarrow) DMA-O₃-B(OH)₃ + H₂O</td>
<td>-30.52</td>
<td>-29.8</td>
<td>-13.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First chelation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>(ΔU_e)</th>
<th>(ΔH^\text{298})</th>
<th>(ΔG^\text{298})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O₂-B(OH)₂ (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(OH) + H₂O</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-48.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O₃-B(OH)₂ (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(OH) + H₂O</td>
<td>197.33</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>-45.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O₂-B(OH)₃ (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(OH)₂ + H₂O</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
<td>-59.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-O₃-B(OH)₃ (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(OH)₂ + H₂O</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-49.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dimerization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>(ΔU_e)</th>
<th>(ΔH^\text{298})</th>
<th>(ΔG^\text{298})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH) (\leftrightarrow) DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>-25.22</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH) (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B-O₂-DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>-6.98</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)₂ (\leftrightarrow) DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA-B(OH)₂ + H₂O</td>
<td>-35.33</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)₂ (\leftrightarrow) DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA-B(OH)₂ + H₂O</td>
<td>-36.90</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Second chelation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>(ΔU_e)</th>
<th>(ΔH^\text{298})</th>
<th>(ΔG^\text{298})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(2)-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>140.30</td>
<td>143.0</td>
<td>151.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(2)-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(R)=DMA + H₂O⁺</td>
<td>138.64</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>144.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(3)-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>122.06</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>133.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B-O(3)-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(S)=DMA + H₂O⁺</td>
<td>120.40</td>
<td>120.7</td>
<td>126.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O₂-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(OH)-O₂-DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>-7.49</td>
<td>-13.0</td>
<td>-51.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O₂-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(R)=DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>-9.14</td>
<td>-15.9</td>
<td>-57.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O₃-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(OH)-O₃-DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>-5.92</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
<td>-53.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA=B(OH)-O₃-DMA (\leftrightarrow) DMA=B(S)=DMA + H₂O</td>
<td>-7.58</td>
<td>-15.0</td>
<td>-59.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transition states

As has been mentioned, transition state searching is quite computationally expensive. For this reason, transitions states were found along only one complete pathway from reactants to products. Four transition states are expected between the five stationary point steps. Transition states for borate complexes have not been observed.

Each of the first three transition states have been found in the boric acid binding case. Transition state 1 between DMA and Boric Acid bind at O(3) is shown in Figure 4.27. The second boron bond transition state is between DMA-O(3)-B(OH)$_2$ and O(2), it is found in Figure 4.28. Figure 4.29 contains the dimerization transition state between DMA=B-OH and O(3’)-DMA

![Figure 4.27 B(OH)$_3$-O(3)-DMA First boron bond transition state](image)
Figure 4.28 DMA-B(OH)$_2$-O(2) Second boron bond first chelation transition state

Figure 4.29 DMA-B-O(3’’)-DMA Third boron bond dimerization transition state

The final transition state is for the second chelation. For boric acid this is a deprotonation reaction and is assisted by a water molecule. Several intuitive searches were
completed in an attempt to find this transition state, in all cases the saddle point optimization failed to locate a stationary point. This failure to find a stationary point indicated that either there is no transition state, that the saddle was too shallow to find with the defined parameters or that the area of the potential energy surface that we were looking at was the wrong place. CTEPES allows us to scan the PES in order help us identify the problem.

CTEPES was utilized at steps along a closing pathway for DMA=B-O(3′)-DMA. Slices of the PES were taken at varying B-O(2′) bond lengths. A diagram of the moving components is pictures in Figure 4.30. The PES for the slices are modeled in Figure 4.31- Figure 4.34. The contour of the PES at each slice retains its basic shape. For all B-O bond lengths tried, there is no barrier, which tends to confirm the initial hypothesis that this reaction is barrier free.

![Figure 4.30 Structure of transition state four](image-url)
Figure 4.31 PES at B-O(2’’) 1.52 Å

Figure 4.32 PES at B-O(2’’) 1.78 Å
Figure 4.33 PES at B-O(2’’) 2.11 Å

Figure 4.34 PES at B-O(2’’) 2.57 Å
**Boric Acid to Borate**

In order for both reaction path ways to be described we must suggest that both reactions have the same starting and ending materials. This necessarily incorporates the boric acid/borate ion equilibrium. This reaction offsets the borate ion reaction energetics.

Several solvent models were used to attempt to understand the boric acid equilibrium. The methods used were MP2/6-31++G(d) in the gas phase, MP2/6-31++G(d) with a PCM solvent (ICOMP=0 ICAV=0), MP2/6-31++G(d) with an PCM solvent model (ICOMP=2 ICAV=1). The Surface Volume Polarization for Electrostatics (SVPE) and Simulation of Volume Polarization for Electrostatics (SS(V)PE) were utilized to estimate the amount of escaped charge that was occurring. \(^{26-29}\) SS(V)PE and SVPE with 1-5 cavities were run these methods better approximate the electrostatic interaction. With increasing accounting for escaped charge the volume polarization method approached a limit that was approximately equal to the improved PCM electrostatic interaction term.

Thermal corrections to the internal energy are poor approximations as translations and rotations can collide with the continuum shell. Vibrational component is a better approximation but caution should be used here as well as the solvent shell is static.

\[ \text{B(OH)}_3 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{B(OH)}_4^- + \text{H}_3\text{O}^+ \]

### Table 4.7 Boric Acid Reaction energies (kJ·mol\(^{-1}\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\Delta U_e)</th>
<th>ZPE</th>
<th>(\Delta H^{298})</th>
<th>(\Delta G^{298})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>705.3</td>
<td>715.7</td>
<td>711.0</td>
<td>755.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>173.96</td>
<td>189.9</td>
<td>183.7</td>
<td>231.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved PCM</td>
<td>154.3</td>
<td>169.1</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td>210.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Discussion**

**R versus S configuration**

Using zero point energy (ZPE) corrected energies for the transition from $S \rightarrow R$ we find an energy gap of 4.02 kJ·mol$^{-1}$ this corresponds to a $K_{eq}$ of 0.198. Equilibrium constants are very susceptible to small changes in free energy. However this does suggest that the structure with a slightly higher relative proportion of the R and S configurations reported by Ishii and Ono should be assigned to the S configuration.

**Boric/Borate**

From Table 4.7 the calculated gas phase $\Delta H^{298}$ for boric acid hydrolyzing water is 711.0 kJ·mol$^{-1}$ this matched well with the calculated from standard heats of formation the approximate gas phase enthalpy of 713.061 kJ·mol$^{-1}$. It is apparent that the gas phase model appropriately models the physical system.

$$\Delta H^{298} = \left[ (-1344.026)(aq) + (581.158)(g) \right] - \left[ ( -992.277)(g) + 2*(-241.826)(g) \right]$$

There are however, some results that one would not expect when comparing to the experimental system. The pKa of boric acid is 9.237 which is a $\Delta G^{298}$ of 52.725. This is a significant deviation from the PCM model used herein and even from an improved model. One would expect that for a system with so many $-OH$ groups that an explicit solvent model would significantly improve the results of a solvation. However, for our complete system even the first solvent shell would tedious to build and would most likely be prohibitively
expensive. Previous attempts at global optimization of a quantum boric acid in 64 EFP water molecules across the half the cluster with even cursory simulated annealing parameters have taken as long as a week to complete. Creating a solvent shell for the dimer of DMA would involve hundreds of waters molecules and possibly thousands for a second solvent shell.

**Charged Species**

When one looks at the RG-II system it is important to remember that the reported dimer structure is identified as a charged molecule. Its dimerization is regulated by large divalent cations and it is spontaneous at a neutral pH. The overall reaction energies for the DMA modeled system are provided in Table 4.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>[\Delta U_e]</th>
<th>[\Delta H^{298}]</th>
<th>[\Delta G^{298}]</th>
<th>[K_{eq}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2 \text{DMA} + \text{B(OH)}_3 \leftrightarrow \text{DMA} = \text{B(R)} = \text{DMA}^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{H}_3\text{O}^+]</td>
<td>106.52</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>4.40E-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 \text{DMA} + \text{B(OH)}_3 \leftrightarrow \text{DMA} = \text{B(S)} = \text{DMA}^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{H}_3\text{O}^+]</td>
<td>108.17</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>3.04E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 \text{DMA} + \text{B(OH)}_4 \leftrightarrow \text{DMA} = \text{B(R)} = \text{DMA}^- + 4\text{H}_2\text{O}]</td>
<td>-67.45</td>
<td>-172.1</td>
<td>-127.9</td>
<td>2.60E+22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 \text{DMA} + \text{B(OH)}_4 \leftrightarrow \text{DMA} = \text{B(S)} = \text{DMA}^- + 4\text{H}_2\text{O}]</td>
<td>-65.79</td>
<td>-170.4</td>
<td>-126.3</td>
<td>1.33E+22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[\text{B(OH)}_3 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{B(OH)}_4 + \text{H}_3\text{O}^+]</td>
<td>173.96</td>
<td>183.7</td>
<td>231.1</td>
<td>3.20E-41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using Table 4.6, two DMA make a crosslink that is free energy favored to form three bonds for our system. The fourth bond appears to have similar unexpected results as occurred in the boric acid case. This was a surprising result as all reported results discuss a four-coordinate boron crosslink. We hypothesize that there are reasons why the current model study may not match expected results. They include (1) an inability to fully model solvent effects and (2) the inability to include the divalent cation in our model. Currently, too little is known about how the cations (or even which cations) are incorporated into the system to
allow for computational modeling at this point. It is of note that the cations tend to stabilize better with large radii. It is unknown why the cationic moiety needs to be divalent or why the large radii cations are so much more effective at stabilizing the dimer than small cations.

If we assume that some correction to solvated charged species exists and that it is relatively consistent then in Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36 all of the green lines (borates) would likely drop by the same amount, including the final product (R and S dimer). The borate system maintains the same charge for the whole reaction it is therefore rational to approximate that the error is relatively consistent across the entire calculations.

The borate ion binding is a spontaneous reaction for the overall reaction. The aforementioned correction would presumably make the final binding a spontaneous binding and if it is a consistent across all the steps and is consistent with the borate free energy changes this would be a strongly favored reaction that could be modulated by pH and described simply with Le Chatelier’s principle.

**Borate availability**

Typically the RG-II system is described as a borate binding. This description, however, raises a few questions. Using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, at the pH’s relevant to the formation of the dimer (4-5);

\[
pH = pK_a + \log([\text{B(OH)}_4^-]/[\text{B(OH)}_3])
\]

the ratio of borate to boric is $1.8 \times 10^{-6}$, i.e. the availability of borate ion is 55000 times less likely (for an already minimal amount of boron). This fact is also demonstrated in a different
way in the DMA model with the energy gap involved in making the borate ion.

**Transition state barriers**

Significant effort went into finding borate transition states, however none have been found. The borate ion is a crowded system. While in chapter 2 five-coordinate boron is readily observed that is a three-center, two-bond transition state. Borate ion transition states are four-center, four-bond transition state with large nearby steric groups that are capable of hydrogen bonding throughout the system.

Searches for transitions are immediately repulsive and readily formed boric acid as commonly as quickly pushing borate away. Intuitive transition states for borate ion were typically unable to converge. This does not exclude the possibility of borate transition state however it does suggest that borate’s will have higher reaction barrier heights than the boric case. Barriers for boric acid pathway are already high so this suggests that borate ion is the less likely pathway to borate crosslink.

Figure 4.35 diagrams the total reaction pathway on the absolute energy surface. Figure 4.36 corrects the absolute energy to describe the free energy. The surfaces are clearly delineated with high energy transition states. The transition states were determined only for the entire O(3) bound boric acid path way. The fourth B-O bond in boric acid was shown to be barrier free so the median structure energy was plotted as the transition state. The transition state searches are computationally expensive. The O(2) boric acid pathway is expected to have similar barrier heights to the O(3) case. Borate transition states were unable to be found.
The transition state barriers determined for the O(3) were therefore, used as a model for the other transition states. The O(2) boric states (light blue) one would expect to have similar barrier heights. The borate transition states (both greens) one would expect to have higher barriers than the boric case (the boric O(3) barrier heights are shown for perspective). The final boric acid transition state was approximated to be equal to the mean of the other boric O(3) dehydration reaction barriers. A relative scale was used for comparison (Figure 4.35, Figure 4.36). The initial configuration (Far left) is 2 DMA with boric acid. The second point is the same energies for the boric case but add the energy gap for the conversion of boric acid to borate. The astute observer will note that after the first chelation the products are the same again and any combination of pathways is possible. The pathways are diagrame for ease of visibility. Finally comparing Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36 shows some subtle differences in spontaneity.
Figure 4.35 Relative Absolute energy dimerization pathway
Figure 4.36 Relative free energy along dimerization pathway
**Conclusion**

Rhamnogalacturonan-II forms a dimer dRG-II-B at pH’s above 5 with the assistance of large radii divalent cations. This dimer has been reported to be bridged with a borate crosslink at the 2, 3 position of the A side chain apiosyl residue. The apiosyl crosslink has been modeled with dimethyl-apiose. The RG-II crosslink pathway is expected to be a stepwise reaction. Each step of the pathway is a dehydration reaction. In the modeled system those barriers have been found to have large barriers.

The R and S ratio of the dimer of DMA are nearly equal in free energy. The S enantiomer appears to be the more stable conformer; therefore it appears that the reported methyl-apiose dimer peak with slightly higher proportion can be assigned to S. The borate ion binds spontaneously and tightly as expected. The Le Chatelier's principle readily explains the dissociation mechanism that is pH modulated.

Even at neutral pH borate concentrations are small. In addition a substantial amount of energy must be invested in initial conversion to borate makes it energetically less favorable. It was not possible to locate the borate dehydration transition state barriers; these barriers might be expected to be greater than boric barriers as they are more significantly sterically constrained. The boric barriers are already high, therefore in addition to the other effects we predict that the borate pathway is not a major pathway to product.

The charged species studied here in seem to incompletely represent the energetics of the system despite finding geometries that do not significantly change with variation in solvent methodologies. Further work to better approximate the solvent would be a good avenue for future work.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Boron participates in biochemical systems apparently because of its ability to act as a Lewis acid. In order to better understand boron’s role in these large systems the research motif has been to build understanding with small calculations then to scale to progressively larger systems.

The Lewis acid/base aspect was considered in animal physiology systems with B-N bonds. In chapter two boron’s role in dative bonding was examined to support an explanation for physiologically active boranes. This helped us further our understanding of the small boron containing system. Using Lewis acid/base context it was demonstrated that four-coordinate boron molecules have the capacity to transfer to Lewis base sites in the body and thereby perhaps interrupt the natural physiological pathways.

The plant physiological system is an intuitive progression of the concept of scaling small systems to large physiologically relevant systems. In plant physiology, B-O dative bonds are the primary mechanism that boron demonstrates its Lewis acidity. It became necessary, due to the intrinsic difficulties in studying saccharides in plants, to develop a methodology by which to investigate them. In chapter three we discuss the CREPES tool which allows rapid sampling of an entire potential energy surface that helps us inform our intuition of these systems and identify global minima.

Finally, a model for the rhamnogalacturonan-II complex was studied to investigate B-O bonds in physiologically relevant plant systems. In chapter four the nature of B-O dative bonding in saccharides was explored. The gleaned information will further instruct models that will be used to scale to ever increasing calculations and has suggested some assignments to experimental data.
Future work in boron chemistry will become more common as its utility becomes more apparent and its research history grows. The incomplete knowledge of how sugars interact with boron is ideal for study with ab initio methods as this level of calculation helps to more readily identify rationalizations for trends.

Although the model studies to date have provided important insights into bonding, there are challenges that remain. Indeed, these challenges are also present in model experimental studies about boron cross links. Three components to the currently accepted descriptions of boron crosslinking have been reported.

First, there are 4 apiosyl residues in dRG-II-B one at side chain A and one at side chain B. In glycosyl linkage analysis (GLA)\(^1,2\) it is possible to identify the in linkages in saccharides. In a GLA of mRG-II one would expect all Apiose to have 1,3’ linkage and none with 1,2,3,3’. Indeed O’Neill et al found this ratio to be 8:0 (mol %)\(^3\) in the dimer case you would expect both side chain A Api to show a 1,2,3,3’ and both side chain B to show a 1,3’ linkage or a 1:1 ratio, however the experiments show a 6:3 (mol %) ratio.

Second, GLA identifies linkages by a process of methylation of hydroxyls, followed by hydrolysis. The RG-II is methylated using sodium methyl sulfinyl carbanion and methyl iodide. Sodium methyl sulfinyl carbanion is the cation of DMSO and has a pKa of 35.1. This suggests that it may be able to attack a 3-coordinate boron and methylate at that site (Figure 5.1). Hypothetically, this reaction analysis would make an Apiose that was bound singly to a 3-coordinate boron appear after GLA to be a 1,3’ linked compound.
Third, in 1984 Van Duin et al. presented $^{11}$B NMR data of borate esters. This appears to be the primary work cited when any boron-diol NMR work is presented (134 citations as of March 2012 according to web of knowledge). These authors presented a figure much like Figure 5.2 with the exception that this figure adds $B^0L_2$ which the authors did not consider. Despite the plethora of work done since that time, no investigation of $B^0L_2$ has been reported. We hypothesize that the role of $B^0L_2$ may have been missed. No experimental data to suggest what an NMR shift for $B^0L_2$ would be has been reported. Shifts of $B^0L_2$ may be occluded or ignored due to overlap with other $^{11}$B signals. Given the results of the computational work reported here, this omission in the study of cross-linking may be unwarranted. Specifically, the stereochemistry of the crosslink reaction may cause the reaction labeled Figure 4.26 to not occur, and a relatively stable $B^0L_2$ structure might be possible.

These three components in addition to the computed results presented in chapter 4 suggest that further investigation into borate crosslinking is needed to more exhaustively explore whether experiments reported to date have fully described the system or whether ab initio methods on modeled for this chemistry are improperly describing the system.
Figure 5.2 Boron diol binding scheme

Future work on the di-methyl apiose (DMA) system to help identify which model description of RG-II provides more helpful insight could also focus on the reported cation dependence\textsuperscript{2,3}. RG-II dimerization appears to have a significant dependence on large cations
that are divalent. This dependence inspires several questions for a computational chemist to be able to attempt to answer. Does accounting for the cation significantly change the thermodynamic properties of the reaction? How does the size of the cation make a difference? Why are divalent cations particularly effective at stabilizing the crosslink? How does the role of the cation compete or corroborate the role of the solvent? What type of solvent model is required?

When one considers the larger motif of scaling small calculations to large, many more questions need to be considered. How can more of the RG-II be modeled? How can the pH dependence be better understood? Is it possible to have QM/MM models that make sense for this system? Will MM models be able to include atomistic parameters or will saccharide units need to be considered as a whole for significant fraction of the system\textsuperscript{5,6}? How is solvent best modeled in plants? The investigation of the RG-II complex and boron’s role in it clearly has significant questions left to answer.

The role of boron dative bonding in biochemical systems is a rapidly expanding field of study that promises a wealth of practical applications when the method of its interaction is well understood. Computationally much of the work need is in large scale systems using methods that currently do not model boron well. It is therefore important to continue to scale our understanding of small boron containing systems to large.
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